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PREFACE 
The ~ l.!!!: .!!!.&b School. Course J:n 30ciologn !. llIn Sll Integra-
~ng Jt.b.! Pam Encyclicals J!Uh the Regular MateriMs--thus reads the title of 
a high school sociology program proposed b.1 Brother Jude Aloysius, F.8.0., a 
few yetlrS ago. Many Catholic high school social studies teachers today, in-
cluding Brother Jude himself, are thinking of and looking forward to, alter-
ring that ti tl. so as to have it reads The l:!:1:l !!£ !Um §chool CoW'se 1n 
p'hrist1an Sgcial fr,ncip.ell "ll!n.9! Integr.tip' tnt R.emar MateriM! .9! 
the Sociology Course with lb! Papal Social Engycl1cals. 
In the same line Sister Miriam Therese writes, -It is my thesis that 
a specific unit on Christian principles should be offered to high school stu. 
dents, preferably at the beginning of their sociology course.- Then later 
Sister adds, -As time goes on these prinCiples to which the student has re-
ceived an early introduction can be studied in more detail in relation to par-
tioular chapters in the sociology text •••• i'or example, if you have a course in 
family lire and not one in economics, it is likely that your stress in 800iolo 
gy will be on Christian principles pertaining to the work group.a Here alread~ 
Sister is conceiVing a course based around the prinoiples of the social ency-
clicals rather than Simply adding the touch of a prinCiple here or there, and 
in reality nowhere. 
I t is the hope of the author to present the methods of teaching the 
encyclicals in the high school, to show the difference between the ndirect" 
iy 
v 
... 
and the "indirect" methods, and then present a syllabus developed over the 
last five yea.rs using the -direct" method of teaching the encyclicals, which 
method seems to be a necessary step forward in the reorganisation of the so-
clal studies curriculum in the Catholic high sohool. 
This work is done with the hope that it may stimulate in some way 
more intensive thought on the possibility and the means ot direotly teaohing 
the enoyclioals in the high school. and in this way stress more definitely in 
h1gh sohool the Christian sooial prinoiples abOut which must be developed the 
true social relationships between men, 80 8a to help disentangle the present 
confused world and to enable our students to take more e&811y their rightful 
plaoe as intelligent Christian leaders and Christian followers in a more 
Christian social order. 
Very special thanks are due to Reverend Ralph A. Gal.laf)ler, S.l •• 
Brother lude Aloysius, r.s.c., and Sister Miriam Therese, S.I.D., for their 
oonsideration and patience. 
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CHAnER I 
TH! NEED .AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHING CHRISTIAN SOCIAL 
PRINCIPLES IN THE CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL 
Emphasis on the teaohing of Christian social principles in the Cath ... 
olic high sohool is of recent origin in the United states, dating back only to 
the last decade. This is probably best explained b.1 the following two reaSODS 
Social studies, other than history, have taken their definite place in all ed-
ucation in the United States only after a long and confusing struggle for 
space in the curriculum, and secondly, Catholic education hal been guilty ot a 
-me-too· attitude to.ard publio school curriculum changes 80 that secular 
trends, methods, and subject matter were oopied in the Catholio school. As to 
the firat reason nothing need be said here, for it does not affect the problem 
under ooneideration. Any referenoe to a history of the sooial studies in the 
development of the ourrioulum will sutfioe to explain.l The second reason 
pertaina more to the problem and some explanation i. necessary. 
Aa late aa 1945, Brother Eugene A. Paulin, 8.14.,2 served a bitter 
1 Edgar Bruoe lealey, 'feacAW J!b.! Socitl Studie., 2nd, Boaton, 
1942, ,0-60, William L. Wrinkle and Robert S. Gilohrist, aeoondRa Egucati2P 
1.2t yeriean Remocracl, New York, 1942, 105-166. 
2 Brother Eugene A. Paulin, S.M., -Just How Catholic Are Our 
Schoola'-, Ca:tbolio .§duoational Review, Washington, D.C., n.III, February, 
1945, 88-9.3. 
1 
• 
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indictment against Catholic schools in declaring them to be copies ot seoular 
schools in their disregard for the ends of education and their obeession with 
the means of educating. In his article, he repeats a stinging reproval given 
by Reverend Thomas Coakley. 
It is alaost a truism to say that we have no genuine Catholic schools in 
this country. Our parish SChools are tor the most part only copies of 
public schools with a veneer of qatholioism and religion thrown over them 
staffed, it is true, by devoted and zealous nuns wearing a religious ha-
bit, but who are spiritually suffocated b,y the un-Catholic eduoational 
system that has gained oontrol over us. The trend in our Catholic school 
for the p!lst generation ):as been more and more to ape the methods, the 
curriculum, the standards, the textbooks and the credit. of public school 
education, until our Catholio schools have almost been drained of super-
natural content. Every fresh so-called enrichment of the curriculUJ1l has 
resulted in the impoverishment of the Catholic atmosphere of our sohools. 
Sister Mary Borromeo explains the same cond1tions from a little different 
point of view but with the same conclusion. 
If Catholic education is to mean anything, if it i8 to ride our the stonn 
of materialism that is beating e.ll about us, then the message of the ency-
clical 2.9 Chri,tiM Iduc!tion must be brought home to ruffle our compla 
cence and to priok. our educational conscienoe. For Catholic eduoation hat 
not been entirely unaffeoted b.1 the materialistic philosophy of the world 
the phil.osophy that makes the acq,uisition of wealth the ·sine qua non" of 
success, that gears the entire educational system to the attaining at tht, 
material worldl.y success •••• !n education is termed sucoessful or profit--
able if it brings material comfort and seourit,..4 
Bishop Haas summariaed the situation this way, -1 handicap under which the 
Catholic parochial school education operates is the fact that it has, unfor-
tunately, been forced to follow the general leading of Amerioan public 
.3 ReTerend Thomas F. Coakley, wReasons for Leakage from the Barque 
of Peter,· 1meriga, In York, LVI, Deoember 12, 19,6, 223. 
4 Sister Mary Borromeo, -Integrating the High School Program--
TeaChing Christian Living,· Catholic Sohool Journal, Milwaukee, XLVIII, 
November, 1948, 299. 
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schools.a5 Let~it then suffice to say for our purposes that Catholic schoola 
taught the economic and social prinoiples, or lack ot them, of secular econo-
mists a,nd aociologi8ts tor many years, and it was only reoently that this 
.cloak of secularism8 has been discarded and that the sooial as well as the 
individual doctrines of Christianity have appeared ready to ro-establish man 
as a moral being in his relationships ~ith other men. 
The new impetus and subsequent encouragement to the teaching of 
Christian social principles can be traced to the recent popes. Pius 111 in 
a letter to Canon Cardijin of Belgium summarised the attitudes of the pop.s 
regarding the need of such social education. 
The greatest danger to the Church today is that working people know 
nothing, absolutely nothing, ot the social doctrine ot the Church. The 
greatest danger ia not Communism,. That is but a consequence. The great-
est danger i8 the ignoranoe of tne working people who need this truth 
and need apostles of this truth.6 
Our high school students of today will be the workers ot tomorrow and some 
rill be the apostles of tomorrow. The obligation ot teaohers oan only be ful-
filled if the knowledge of the social doctrine of' the Church is made known to 
these students. Pius n, muoh 1Il0re Ilpecitioally. designated the aotion that 
should be forthooming trom our Catholic SChools. 
If the manner of acting ot some Catholics in the social economic field he. 
left IlUch to be deSired, this has often come about because they haTe not 
known and pondered suffioiently the teaohings ot the Soverei6:>"D Pontifts 
on theee questions. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to foster in 
5 Right Reverend Bishop Francis J. Haaa, -Educational Notea,· 
Catholic EducatioSal Review, Washington, D.C., XXXVII, May, 1939, 338. 
6 Pope PiUB XII, Letter .l2 OMon Card~jin .9! Bel&1m, cited in 61 .... 
tar Mary B.rchmena, C.S.J., -.nere in the High School Business Sub ects Can th 
• 
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all classes of sooiety an intensive program of sooial education ada.pted t4 
the varying degrees of intellectual culture. It is necessary with all 
care and diligenoe to procure the widest possible diffusion of the 
teaohings of the Churoh, eYen among the working Cla.S8.7 
This then is the duty of every Catholic and, obviously more, the duty of every 
Catholio teaoher and every Catholic school. To remain indifferent is to be 
-lukewarm." Positive action is needed, and the Bishops of America made it 
very clear that no one can remain indifferent. 
To remain indifferent to what is happening before our very eyes in the 
soolal order is not only blameworthy but criminal, and for Catholics 
such culpabUi t,. is doubly grave because they have betore them a clear 
and explioit program of aotion. For more than a half centt.<t.ry the pop98, 
in their encyclioals, have been calline on Catholics and all believers in 
religion to make co&~on cause against a common enemy, It it is now ne-
cessary to attempt the arduou8 task ot praviding a new outlook in philo-
sophy, politica, eoonomics, science, and education, and of striving to 
restore the Christian ideal at marriage and the tamily, it is because the 
pleadings o.t the popes fell on deaf ears.a 
This program of education was not centered solely upon American shoulders. 
Bishops allover the world stressed the ne~d for emph~si8 on sooial education. 
For exrunple, the Bishops of Quebec, Canada, sent a definite mandate to the 
Catholic sohools of thair oountry. 
At whatever level of education teaohers may find themselves, they should 
try to understand the real needs of workers, their problems and the ne-
oessary solutions thereto. They should teach this knowledge to their pu-
pils. They should have recourse to the best pedagogical methods to teach 
the sooial. doctrine ot the Church adapting it to the minds which they are 
called to enlighten. They should inculctt'te a social sens. in their pu-' 
pils by fostering among ~l.m a preoccupation with the common good and a 
7 Pope Pius XI, .On Atheistio COl'llllUnism," Five Great !nclol&rsale, 
ed" lteverend Gerald O. Treacy, 3.1., New York, 1939, 197. 
8 Archbishops and Bishops of the Administrative Board of the Na-
tional Catholic Welfare Council, S;t.atement.s:m Lesson, Taught ..l?Z Papal Enucli-
....w..s, reprinted in R .... erend Rapaael Huber, Our 9&s11oR8 Speak, Milwaukee. 1952, 
311, -
• 
love of the society whioh th~ must serve in the meaaur~ of tile talents 
they hnve roe~iverl.9 
The immediate impetus to teaching Christian social principles in our 
Amorioan Catholio sohools came from Pope Pius II in ft letter to the American 
Hierarohy on October 12, 1938, written in commemoration of the golden anniver-
sary of the establishment of the Catholic University of America. This was 
part of the ohallenge the pope plaoed 'before American Catholic eduoators. 
Since the soiences of civios, sooiology, and economics deal with indivl-
dUM and oolleotive human welfare, they oannot esoa.pe from the philoso-
phioal and religious implioations of llUl.n's origin, nature and destiny. 
If they ignore God, they oan never hope to understl!l.nd adeq'lately the 
oreature whioh He formed in His own image and likeness, and whom He sent 
His 01m Divine Son to redeem •••• The Catholic Univer.sity then, beoause it 
is Catholio, has the traditional mission of guarding the natural and 
supernatural heritage of man. In the fulfillment of this ~bliMe mission 
it must, becauee of the exigenoies of the present age, give special at-
tention to the soienoes of .ivios, sociology, and eoonomics. The Enoy-
c11"a1 letters, to whioh We hava already refarred,deal with the modern 
pTOblems in these fields, and apply to them the unohanging prinCiples of 
philosophy and religion. With these Enoyclioals as the basis ot study 
and research, the Untversity can evolve a constructive program of 80cial 
aotion, fitted in its details to local needs, whioh will comuu,u1d the ad-
miration t\nd aoceptanoe of 8,11 right-thinking men.10 
At onoe the Americftn Hierarohy issued a pastoral letter to their flo oks in 
Amerioa and particularly to Catholio University in the hope of fulfilling the 
request of the Holy Father. They speoifioally asked the sohools, espeoially 
the Catholic University, to give special attention to re-Christianizing the 
scienoes of oivios, sooiology, and economics. 
9 Bishops of QUebec, lh! Problem .2!..Y!! Worker in !the Light 9I!h! 
Sooi!! D9ctrin! 91. !Q.! CP3!rgh, trans., Palm Publishers, Montreal, 19'0, 59. 
10 Pope Pius n, Letter .l2 the Americ!!! H1erarchl sn ~ gol;d!n !Im!. 
vera8t! ~ the Catholic University, reprinted in Catholic §ducat10nal R!!i!!, 
XXlVI, Nov.ber, 1938, 553. 
___ 1-$1-----------------------------------------, 
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To foater "this Christian ooncept of oitizenship the Blshop3 in their an-
nuel meating h!!lV'e oharg~d the Catholic Unlver'3:tty of' Am&rica to compile 
at once a more oompr~hen6iv~ $er1e~ of grnded texts for all educational 
levels. On the foundation of religious training, whioh 1s the distinc-
tive oharac~ristlc of our sohools, these texts will build an enlightened 
consoientious Amerioan oitizen~hip.ll 
To fulfill this mandat$ the Commission on American Citizenship was 
organized in Novelnber of 1938, by the Rector of the Catholic University of 
Amerioa, Bishop Joseph Moran Corrigan; The Commission had as its purposo -to 
devote itself to the task of developing a sooial program for use in Catholic 
schools and of providing the neoess&ry textbooks and teaching materials."12 
In 1943, the COlDJ'..':lission istl~.1.ed a etate:nent of itl'! principles, purpofHlS, a.nd 
mission in the book, Better !!n for Better Time,. The Right Reverend Monsi-
gnor George 3' ohnson and Doctor Robert J. Slavin, O.P., colla bora ted under 
the direction of thA 1I708t ReverAlid Bishop Francis J. Haas to formulate this 
work. l ) It has become the baokbone of the movement to bring Catholic sooial 
prinoiples to AmerioAn Cet.holic sChools. Ever sinoe this work has been pub-
l1shed the volume of literature in Catholic educational and sociological per1-
odicals regarding Christian sooial prinoiples in Catholio schools has conti-
nued to increase. This is a humhle tribute to lIonf'ignor George Johnson and. 
a good indioation of the suooess of the work of the Commi~sion. 
U American Bishops, fastoral Letter .2!!...! Crun.d! lS!E. Christiap 
Democracy, reprinted 1n Catholic Educational Review, XXXVI, December, 1938, 
578. 
12 Right Reverend Monsignor George Johnson and Doctor Robert I. 
Slavin, O.P., Better M,n 1.9I. Better Times, Washington, D.C., 1943, tv" 
7 
In the words of Bishop Haas, the Commission hoped and expected 
to penetrate into the curricula of all our Catholic schools so that every 
child within them will know and feel his place in the great soheme of a 
Christian Democraoy. Then and only then-when .e have an instructed, in-
spired, and truly educated Catholio people, unified by their common kno.-
ledge and common aspiration for the general welfare--shall we be truly 
ready for the actual building of that Christian Social Order .hioh will 
bring the peace and justice of God to our tired and troubled world.~ 
To do this IlL starting point of action ,had to be chosen. It was deoided that 
it would be best to begin in the most logioal place, the beginning of the 
formal education oyole. The materials with which to work would be available, 
and although adult education might seem to be a more effeotive measure, the 
grade sohool would be the best long range program. It was on the grade school 
ourriculum, then, that most work has been done.15 Under the direotion of 
Sister Mary Joan, O.F., and Sister Mary Nona, O.P., a curriculum guide for 
elementary grades, called Guidi", Growthlg Christian Social L1v!Dg, .as 
written and published in three valuses bet.een 1944 and 1946.16 With the.e 
guides .0re also published a sertes of readers, entitled the 'alth ~ Fr.eda! 
Series, for the fir.t eight grad ••• 17 Th. Commission also published a 
teacher'tiI manual on 1h. If.acDins 2t. Current Aftait, .hich presented methods 
of applying Christian sooial principle. to the study of current events on the 
14 Bishop Haas, IIEducational Notes,· Catholic Iduc .. tioAAJ.. Rev! •• , 
XlXVII, 338-3.39. 
15 Ibid., 339. 
16 Sister Mary Joan, O.F., and Sister Mary Nona, O.P., Guiding 
Gro!j;h&r! Cbrist!s S2cl .. 1 Liv!ng, lashington, D.C., 1944-1946, I-Ill. 
17 Sister Mary Joan, O.P., and Sister Mart Nona, O.P., et al., 
!a!th anrl Freedom peri.s, I .. York, 1944-1946, I ... 'III~ 
8 
grade sohool leYel.18 
the Commission is now turning its attention to the high school in an 
attempt to organize the seoondary curriculum on the basis of the same Chris-
tian principles that had been applied in the grade school program. The atten-
tion now being given to the high Bchool curriculum ohanges is best evidenced ~ 
the workshops on the integration of th,e Catholic secondary school curriculum 
held the last few years at Catholic University.19 Here the need for Christian 
80cial principles as the core of the ourriculum has been recognized, and at-
tempts are being made to plan the ourriculum accordfngly.20 These workshops 
are dealing with the entire curriculum and not simply with the social studies 
phase of it. 
College re-organization of currioulum emphasis has not been too de-
pendent on action of the Catholic University since each college has personnel, 
which given the time and the incentive, could work out a suitable solution for 
each ~chool. Special courses have been introduoed in the encyclioals, and evel 
entire integrated programs have been developed.21 
18 Commission on American Citizenship, The teaohing E! Current 
Affairs, Washington, D.C., 1946. 
19 Reverend Miohael J. Mcleough, O.Fra.m., ed., !!a Proceedin&! 9! 
the Wor}(shga .sm ..!th! Cvrrioulum .2.f. .:Yl! Secondar.: School, Wasbington, D.C., 
1949. 
20 Sister Mary Janet, S.C., ed., The Proceeding;s 5ll. the WorkMop 
.2!l the Curriculum S!! the Secondarx School, Washington, D.C., 1951, 7-16. 
21 Tbe entire religion course at Notre Dame is being reorganized on 
this basis; Duquesne University has organized a major sequenoe along the line 
of Christian social principles; A large number of social ethios olasses are 
being otfered throughou\ the countrYJ etc. 
III 
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It must be noted here that progress in applying the Christian so-
oi81 principles to the SChool ourriculum has not been solely the concern of 
the Catholic University and its members. Many other groups have been doing 
much ~ork to etimulate thought and promote progress in this task.22 More 
attention has baen given to the work of the Commission on American Citizen-
ship, because it has been the spearhe~d of the movement, and it ty.!:.)ifies the 
progress that has been made in this undertaking. The progress of the Commie-
sion has JIOst frequently been the progress of the movement, and most often the 
incentive for greater adYanoement of other groups which are attempting many 
experimental tea.ching units and curriculum ohanges. 
the volume of literature that appeared in the CatholiC educational 
magazines following the establishment and the work of the Commission gave 
$Videnoe of the growing interest in the field and the diversity of the experi-
mentation being undertaken. As early as 1940, father Raymond McGowan stated 
that, -the course in social science, or sociology, or economie., or civics in 
high scmol sbould oertainly have the Encyclicals as their guide all the way 
through. The Encyclicals should not be only a reference for the students to 
read in connection with this or that part of the oourse. They should animate 
the course •• 23 In 1941, Father John P. Delaney, S.l., spoke for a stronger 
emphasis on It Catholio Social Teaching through the Regular Curriculum.- In 
22 Individual diooesan school superintendents in Toledo, Ohio, New 
York, New Jork, 8t. Paul, Minnesota, etc" have done muoh to promote this 
work. 
23 Reverend Raymond A. McGowan, "Social Encyclicals in the Schools, 
Catholic Action, New York, XXII, Ootober, 1940, 15. 
~~-------------------------. 
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this article he~bluntly ststes, ·Catholicism cannot be taught oompletely un-
lesS the social doctrine of the Church beoomes as familiar to our student. aa 
the obligation of attending Masl on Sunday. SOCIAL-MINDEDNESS MUst BECOME 
SECOND NATURE TO ALL CATHOLICS IPtiJ. -24 He then in the same article pre-
,ented a sample curriculum, emphasing Christian 800ial prinoiples, whioh beoam4 
a forerunner of many future programs •. Not muoh later, Sister Mary Therese, 
S.N.D., oame out with a plea for texts that were thoroughly Catbolie.25 Other 
artioles that began to appear gave eTidence of a Catholio social awakening in 
our 8ohools a~ong other eduoators as well a~ those dir~ctly associated with 
the Catholic University.26 
To complete the background of the obligation associated with the 
teaching ot the Christian social prinoiples, it ia yet necessary to e~amine 
more closely the particular need of teaching the encyclioals in the high 
sohool and the work now being done to bring about the necessary changes to 
fulfill thie need. 
There are many more Catholic grade school students than there 'are 
24 ReTarend John P. Delaney, a.J., 'Catholic Social Teaching througt 
tbe Regular Curriculum,' Catholio Eduoational Review, Washington, D.C., XXXII, 
Nov:~l!lber, 1941, 513. 
25 Sister Mary Therese, S.N.D., 'More Emphasis on the Catholio,-
Catholic Eduoational ReTiew, XXXVIII, October, 1940, 487 .... 491. 
26 ReTerend Hubert M. NHell, "Catholio Eduoators Are Planning,' 
Catholic School Jgurnal, gil_aukee, October, 1943, 2'0; Sister Mary Charita., 
S.a.N.D., 'Needed Curriculum Changes in the Secondary School,- Catholio Sohooh 
lwrnal, Milwaukee, September, 1943, 195; Elmer W. Reading, -Tenoh Social 
Encyolicals,· Catholio School Journal, Milwaukee, IIV, January, 1945, S. 
These are but a few of Tery many that oould be cited. 
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Catholic oOlleCe and Catholic high sohool students oOf..lbined,27 b".t that. does 
not a.l10T( for any neglect of the maturing a.dolesoent mind. !n high scbool the 
beginning of a more enensive ra.tional existenoe is evident as the student 
strives to leave 8 life oJ' emotion to achieve Ii 11fe of rationality. The 81. 
teen to eighteen year old student is emerging from an individualistic adole&-
canoe to 8 more sooially dominamt lif~, where he is oompelled to live in oO-Op" 
eratton with others more on an inteUigent rational level of free choice than 
on one of foroed obedienoe. The period of ·social infancy,- the perio~ of de-
pendenoy on parents, is now over, and .social maturity,· the period of self 
dependenoy, is at hand for the hifft school student, especially in hie last 
year in hieh school.28 For the first time, for most of them, the problems of 
work, of government, and of marriage become real, since they now affect them 
personally. They beoome peraonal problema, ones which they the~aelves will 
have to ,olve. For moet of the high school st~dents, this is tbe lest plRoe 
where they can get. formal direction and guidance in the possible solution of 
these newly developing problems. Daniel Brady expressed, moet emphatically, 
one of these needs of bigh aebool students in our day. 
After graduation moot of our students .,-ill be members of the wor1dng 
class J men and women who will work for a salary, men and women who by 
ohoicA or qy necessity will belong to unions. Such being the ease, it 1s 
the teacberts obligation to present in foreeful but balanced terms the 
Christian attitude on labor, to InculcE.te in their minds the correot 
27 Worlq Alms.nac ~ Bool' s:.t. F80~S m~, &de., World-Telegram 
and Sun, New York, 1952, reported 2,575, 329 Catholio elementary students and 
574,050 Catholic high school and oollege students in 1951. 
28 Reverend William F. Cunningham, Ib.! Pivotal proltlem8 .2! ¥\duct-
~, N .. York, 1940, 187. 
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principles of unionism, and to impress upon their consciences their obli-
gation to work for social justice and harmony among all classes. Suoh 
is a necessary preparation for modern life.29 
fIlany graduates will go to the army, many others 'Ifill go to work ei-
ther out of necessity to support tho family, a lack of funds to go to college, 
or simply because they do not have the intellectual capacity for college work. 
A very large percentage of the hig.b syhool students are receiving their final 
formal training, yet they are the ones who will playa vital role in union 
activity, in parish life, in family life, and in succumbing to or fighting 
against communisll and all other threats of materialism. 
these high school students are not all intellectually superior, 80 
sometimes it is argued that eduoators need not be too worried about negleoting 
to teach them Christian sooial principlesJ they will never be leaders in soci-
ety anyway. A simple trade, learned well, will suffioe for their eduoation. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. It has been pointed out otten that 
development tor leadership in sooiety is not the sole purpOse of eduoation. 
Not every one has the ability to lead, and even if all did, not every one caul( 
lead. There oan be no leaders if there are no followers, and followers who 
know not how to ohoose leaders are as dangerous as evil, or incompetent, lea-
ders. This i8 most true in a democratio society, and espeCially now that 
80me democratic aotion is taking its legitimate place in the economic society, 
Amon~ the many who oomment on this, Brother Schnepp is very olear and exaot. 
29 Daniel Braar, wMore Work tor Teachers, Need to Acquaint Students 
with Christian Principles about the Labor Movemer.t,· AIqeriol, New York, LXXIV, 
March 23, 1946, 631. 
II1II 
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'" We oannot hope to make leaders of all of them or even more than e. small 
portion of them, if b.1 leader we mean one who eventually will occupy a 
powerful position in the religious, sooial, eoonomic or political life of 
the oommunity. We can do more by encouraging our students to join exis-
ting organizations and be willing to make but a modest contribution at 
first. And, by teaching them that while few will eYer be leaders of pow-
erful grouP!l everyone can be a leader in his home among his friends and 
associates."u 
The zeal of the Hitlerites in the German youth movement, the work of 
the Communist Comsomol for young comm~ists in Russia"l make evident the poe-
sibility of zealous and ambitious apostles of Christ being formed in the Bloden 
10uth of our Catholic high schools. If false doctrines can develop such a~ ... 
tles how much more should truth inspire leaders and followers to zealous 
activity.,a One need only work with high school students to understand the 
apostolic possibilities in their young hearts •. fhis age of idealism, this age 
of limitless opportunity, cannot be neglected. The grade school is not suffl-
dent, the college does not reaoh enough students. The high scOOol must be 
impregnated throughout the ourriculum with basic truths of social justice and 
social charity. 
Our high schools have surely been ~~lty of the general accusations 
made against the secular policies of Catholic sohools, and probably more so. 
The high school,with its present day emphasis on athletios and social affairs, 
has probably had an even more difficult time than the grade school in keeping 
30 Brother Gerald J. Sohnepp, S.M., "Alerting Students to Social 
Problems," Catholic School Journal, Milwaukee, XLIX, June, 1949, 188. 
31 Cf. Victor lra'f'chenko, .1 Cho!_ 'leedom, New York, 1946, 38-40. 
32 Pope Pius II, ·On Atheistic Communism,· rive Great Incyelic!l!, 
ed., RErlerend Gerald C. treacy, S.I., l,Jew York, 1939, 192. 
~-. ~--------------------~ 
proper and suf£icient emphasis on Christian sooial prinoiples. The neglect or 
the past, however, is apparently to remain in the past. Today,more and more 
at the insistence of the Popes and Bishops, a renewed effort i8 being made to 
return proper values to our schools." Special stress is being given to the 
social teachings of the Ohurch and to the supernatural virtues,as well as the 
natural virtues, as has been noted before. New cours~s in the social encycll-
eals and the integration of the social principles of the encyclicals into all 
other classes are being constantly introduced. .As early 8.S 1940, Reverend 
McGowan stated. 
The economic encyclicals of the Popes can be taught in the high school 
a.nd should be and are. They can be taught as a separate course. But 
usually the curriculum is so filled that for the studet!t to get the doc-
trine of the Incyolioals, the Encyclioals have to give lite and substance 
or further 11fe and substance to parts or several 01a88es.'4 
Reverend R.H. Connerry'5 suggested a social studies program for the 
Oatholic high school at the meeting of the National CaUlolic Education Asso-
ciation in 1940, in which h. proposed means of adapting the social t$aching 
of the Church to the present ourriculum. Every meeting ot the Association 
since has had some words ot enoouragement or some plan ot action to promote 
the development ot this task. A number of their regional meetings have de-
vot.ed entire oonvention programs to a discussion of this problem. 
33 Cf. supra, Footnotes 4-10 • 
.34 McGowan, "Social Encyclicals,- Catholic Action, XIII, 15. 
35 Reverend R.H. Connerry, "Suggested Sooial Studies Program for 
the Catholic Secondary SChools,· National Catholic Education A382c!'tion~ 
ceedings, Washington, D.C., XXVII, 1940, 485-494. 
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In addition. ~le Catholic BUsiness Education Association has belda 
nuDlber of workshops to promote the teaching of the Catholic social prine1-
ples,36 It has devoted many of its Bathalic Business Education A!IOoiat1cD 
Reyiew! to the disoussions of ways and means of promoting the Catholio prin-
-
alples in the business courses in high school and college,37 Individuals, 
suoh as franois A. Brown of DePaul University. Sister Miriam therese of Notre 
Dame Higb Scbool. Chioago. and Brother Jude Aloysius of St. George High School~ 
Evanston, Illinois, have Gonstantly labored to enoourage thought and actlvi ty 
in the teaching of the soclal principles of the enoyolicals in high school. 
So much work has actually been done that it can be safely concluded 
that secular planning in the Bocial studies in Catholic high sohools is over. 
Certainly not all the social studies curricula have been changed. Certainly 
not all the school administrators are convinced of the neoessi ty and importanc4 
of teaching the Catholic social prinoiples. But, it is only the -individual-
istically lnalined~ principals and supervisors Who have failed to be inspired 
by the spirit of the encyolicals, and only the poorly informed, who are 
unaware of the avalanohe of mat.rials end ideas that are forthcoming from the 
Bishops and leading Catholio educators of this country. The work of the young 
Catholic high sohool student is plain enouch for all, who will, to see, but 
before it can be accomplished the eduoators will have to aot. Brother S. 
Edward emphatioally clarifies the goal sought. 
36 December 27-29, 1949, at Loyola University in Chicago, August 
7-11. 1950, at University of Notre Dame. 
37 Off,Catholia Business Iduoation Review, Chicago, I, lune, 1950. 
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It is the~special mission of the young Catholics of todey to demonstrate 
in practioal ways that Christ's principles are workable in modern society 
In the sohool, or in the neighborhood, or in a plaoe of employment, high 
school boys and girls oan become a most important toroe in Christianizing 
the environment and the lives of boys and girls of high school age.3S 
This fact is so evident that the need of teaching social principles 
in the CatholiC high sohool is no longer a problem for discussion. It has 
been generally accepted as necessary •. Two new questions now predominate; 
W1hat is the best means of bringing the encyclioals, i.e., the sooial teach-
lngs of the Church, into the high school ourriculum.1''' and tWhere shall they be 
taught" There are three ways of determining either of these questions. 
teaching t~e regular courses and inserting Christian principles wherever they 
would seem applioable, teaching the re&~r courses as they are now while 
adding a speoial course on Christian moral prinoiplesJ and teaohing a oourse 
of principles and explaining the prinoiples with the regular material of one 
of the oourses. The first method is an -indirect- method of inserting Chris-
tian social prinoiples into already existing courses and has been the one most 
frequently utilized so far. 'fhe second one would present a course in moral 
ethics whioh oould then be applied b,y the students in their other courses. 
this method i$ impracticable, beoause it 1s llluch too advanced tor high school 
students who would not be able to master the abstract explanations of a moral 
ethios course, nor would they be able to make their own applications with so 
little knowledge and training. The third method is a "direct- method of 
teaching the Christian aooial principles on a praotioal basis. It attempts 
)8 Brother S. Edward, "New World of Christian Youth,. Oatholic 
Sohool 19E!1!:1. Milwaukee, XLn, November, 1946, 316-,17. 
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to Malee the principles the basis of the course with the regular material ot 
some course used to explain the principles and to sbow them in actual practioe 
The first and third methods a.re the only ones with which the authol' is here 
concerned, for tb~ second one 1s not uignificant enough for high school to 
.arrant additional discussion here. The two methods involved bavetheir ad-
vantages and disadvantages, but it is. the author's contention that bo\h are 
necessary. The 'direot' method is needed in all high schools, and it should 
be supplemented through faculty cooperation by the "indireot- method in other 
regular oourses. It is with this problem that the next chapter is concerned. 
\\ 
I 
1 
~~: ~--------------------~ I""'" 
CHAPTER II 
Mm'HODS OF PRESEln' ATION-INDIRECT OR DIRECT 
ftJ!g s;l;udent Mould Ja! graduateg 1£2!!.! Catholic .high ,caool.2t col-
.les. without havipg ~ .!. formal courte .!e. the sooial enoyolio!J.s sic ... , .. 1 
It is this need of the "direct- teaching of the encyclicals, so well expressed 
by Reverend Ralph Laasance, that the author, after comparing it to the 1tindi ... 
rect" method of simply inserting the principles into regular classes, hopes to 
prove essential to the full d.evelopment of the Catholic student leaving our 
schools. 
This problem of presentation; "directlyn or "indirectly,- is gener-
ally a late high school or oollege problem. There is little or no possibility 
of such a conflict in grade sohool, aince special courses in Christian sooial 
principles would be out of place in the curriculum at that level. Suoh speci-
al attention is not good practice at that early age of .evelopment. Nor does 
the problem affect the lower grades of high school. It oan exiat to 80me ex-
tent in the third year, and more suredly in the fourth year of high school, an< 
then later in college. Confliots in methods of inserting the principles or of 
developing prinoiples within the existing pattern in grade sohool are possible 
1 Reverend Ralph A. Lassance, "Eduoation for a Better Sooial Order,' 
Americ!, New York, LXXXVII, April 19, 1952, 72. 
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.nd bave eXistdd,2 but regarding a conoentrated course in sooial principles in 
grade school no proposals Beem to exist, nor sbould they. 
The most predominant method of teaching Christian sooial principles 
up to now in high school has been that of inserting principles as the occas-
slonpresents itself into the regular courses ot history, sociology, .ivios, 
etc. Brother Ryan, e.s.v., clearly e~lains and advocated this xllethod. 
Specifically, study of the encyclicals can be diffused throughout the 
economiCS, government, history, sociology, and religion courses, encyoU-
cals can be used as diotation material in shorthandJ as transcription 
uterial in the typewriting class. We do not advooate blook or mass oon-
oentration at the enoyolicals at some one point in the curriculum, but 
taught as a steady undercurrent flowing throughout the entire teaching 
program.' 
This is a most logical first step in the renovation of the currioulun 
but it would seem to be only the first step. A change of polioy regarding the 
t.eching of the social studies, such as is.dvocated by the Bishops and educ ..... 
tors of this country, is not to be done over night. The process must be gradu-o .• 
al, "We must walk, not run," said Bishop Baas.4 The change 1fill come first 
'\ through a reading program along side with the existing courses, then regular 
courses with the Christian principles taught wherever end whenever applicable, 
(suoh as is advooated by Brother Ryan above), and finally conoentrated efforte: .. 1 
\ \. 
at organizing the social principles to emphasize their importanoe and need \ 
( 
2 Reverend Roger L. Connele, .Problems of Social Studies Curriculum \ 
Catholic EducAU9paJ. Review, Washington, D.C., XLIV, September, 1946, 392-397 ~ 
3 Brother Leo V. Ryan, C.S,V., ·Youth and the Social Encyclicals,· 
the Catholic Educator, New York, lXII, February, 1952, )07. 
4 Bishop Haas, "Educational Notes," Catholio Education,l RnAew, 
lXl'fn, 338. 
\ 
\ 
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while still showing their applicability in all other oourses through a means 0 
integration. This would seem the logical development ot a oompletely new pro-
gram for sooial eduoation the the Catholid high sohool. The whole curriculum 
.cst be integrated with the Christian social prinCiples, and in the curriculum 
a ooncentrated course in sooial princ1ples, i.e., in the encyclicals, must 
enst to emphasize, unify, and organ1~e the references in the other courses. 
The "indirect- method ot teaching the encyclicals has been the me-
thod of a large number of new texts that have been written in the last fn 
years. Every subject--religion, history, oivics, etc.--has taken its plaoe as 
the teacher of Christian sooial principles. This, in itself, has been a good 
step forward, and definitely worthy of muoh praise. It has given much advan-
tage to Catholio sChools over the seoular matter and methods of teaching socia 
studies in the past. This method recognizes and emphasizes the part of Chris-
tianity in the every day lire of the world, and it has the advantage ot not 
changing too greatly the regular pattern of courses in the ourriculum. It may 
neoessitate a new text, but not a new course or perhaps new teachers. It is 
eYen possible to use seoular texts while using the enoyclicals as outside 
mpplementary reading. This latter method is definitely less effective in 
teaching to students the Christian sooial principles than the ne. Catholio 
texts. 
Among some of these new texts in each of the subject fields are the 
following. In religion, there are m Que§t !9I. HappineS!.h IV, ~ Livin, Our 
5 Right Reverend Monsignor Clarence E. Elwell, .Qm: "Hest for Haw ... 
1l8S8, Chicago, 1950, IV. 
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lJ"~' III,6 ami Religion !ssentiys Series, IV,7 in history, Christianity: 
aQdQ!vilization18 in economics, Christian tiling JA2Yl Econgmic 'or44,9 in 
---- -
civics, Q,hristian Pr!n,ciples and National problemulO and in sociology, .§.i-
01010 gy and Social Problems.1l All of these are Catholic high school texts 
...... 
_bieh have taken the regular matter of the subjects conoerned and instilled 
into them, whenever considered necess~ry, the Christian principles applicable 
to particular events. Each uses the encyclicals as references to the under-
standing and application of Christian social prinCiples in every day life. 
these all serve 'Very effectively as tar as they go, but there are certain 
shortcomings to such programs which must be recognized. 
Among the most important disadvantages are the danger of neglecting 
the understanding ot the prinCiples in the rush to apply and to ooyer all the 
utter, and the danger of everybody teaching the encyclicals with nobody 
teaohing them thoroughly. This latter danger tends to make the study of 
Christian social principles monotonollsly repetitious in some sections and 
. 
6 1;\.everend Anthony J. Flynn, et al., Living.2l:!!: Faith, New York, 
1945, III. 
7 Reverend Austin G. Schmidt, S.J., ed., Religion Es!entiale Seriee_ 
Chicago, 1950, IV. 
8 James A .. Corbett and M.A. Fitzsimons, Chri@tianitx and C!vlliza-
tion, New York, 1947. 
9 Reverend John L. Shea, et al., Christian Living 1n Ql!£ Eccm.omic 
'orld, New York, 1944. 
10 Reverend Anthony L. Ostheimer and Reverend John P. Delaney, 
~hristian Prinoiplxe@ and National Problxems, New York, 194'. 
11 19'aJ. Ross, Sociology ~ Social Problems, Milwaukee, 1948. 
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oOJapletelY neg}eoted in others. There are other additional disadvantages that 
can be oonsidered. In most texts of this type, where all the regular oourse 
matetra! is presented, the text beoomes wah too lengthy when combined with a 
study of the principlss.12 Also under the "indirectft method no organized stu-
dy of social principles is possible, no definite study of the enoyolicals i8 
carried our except through a cas~al i~sertion into the regular matter or 
through a ohapter or two of baokground material.1) In the sociology text, .. 
,ain, the principles frequently are over-shado~ed b.Y the subject matter to be 
covered,14 and the importanoe of these principles cannot be overemphasized. 
Robert Hutohins, stressing the importance of principles, made this oomment. 
It is prinoiples,and everlasting principle~1 not data, not facts, not 
helpful hints, but prinoiples whioh the rising generation requires it it 
is to find its way through the me ze. of tomorrow. No man &mOng us can 
tell what tomorrow will be like. All we know with certainty is that it 
will be diffel'ent from today.1S 
In regard to religion texts, & more conflicting problem arises. 
Many people maintain that the relig10n olass 1s the plaoe where the sooial 
principles should be handled, since they are moral in character, 11ster M.ary 
Janet makes this observation and oomments on it briefly. 
In the ch010e of content, there should definitely be prOVision for some 
direct teaching of the so01al thought ot the Church. There has been a 
persistent growth of this regard, although there is not a oomplete concu 
renee of opinion. It is often said that such teaching is the work of 
12 Cf. supra, Footnotes 7-9. 
13 Cf. supra, Footnotes 8-9. 
14 Ross, Soolol.oSZ.!!'!S! Soolal Problems, 1948. 
15 Robert M. Hutchins, !!'!! Education!!!!!2, Chioago, 1947, 10. 
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the sooiai studies department rather thar1 of religion, and in some cases 
there has indeed been & broadening of that field to include in addition 
to history and factual civics such oourses as problems of American demo-
oraoy, and the social enoyclicals. In other schools the encyclicals may 
foral part of the religion program. Both practices may result in exter ..... 
sive overlapping and sometimes in considerable disagreement, the ena.y ot 
worthy social living. The subjeot is one at least worthy of oareful con-
sideration. My suggestion in this regard ••• is that religion courses 
should be planned in cooperation with and in relation to other oourses 
particularly the sooial studies.lb 
There can be no denying that moral social prinoiples have their plaoe in reli-
gion, but one wonders how extensively they oan be illustrated and applied in 
the time allotted. As social morality this definitely is a part of the reli-
gion program, but as a program of applying these prinCiples, the element of ti e 
and spaoe make any explanation of the sooial principles of the enoyclicals in 
the reli tion class incomplete. For e:xample, 9ll£ Quest m H&ppine§,§,17 has a 
very good seotion on the Catholic prinCiples of labor relations in one ohapter 
The handling would be ideal if every pupil would already be a student of the 
labor problem. As it is, the matter must be covered in a week or two, when th 
student can hardly in that time even disoover that there is Roh a thing as a 
labor problem, why it exists, or how it can be solved. The conditions one 1. 
trying to remedy must be known before the solution can be forthooming and un-
derstood. That 1s why, although the moral e1plan~tion of the situations aria-
ing in the industrial world should be disaussed and applied in the relieion 
class as well as in all others, this explanation will not be effective unless 
16 Sister Mary Janet, S.C., "Religion Course and Worthy Social 
Lbing,. National, Cathollc Education Assooiation Prodetdilijub Washington, D.C. 
XLVII, 1950, 37). 
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the aotual prom.ems are made real to the student in an intenaive study of the 
sooial problem,. 
The "indirect- m~thod of presentation also presupposes that all so-
oial studies teachers are well-informed, and well-read, and.ell-versed in the 
social teaohinge of the encyclioals.18 Loyal as one would want to be, this 18 
not true. This is not meant to degra4e the social studies teacher. It is an 
evident fact, however, that unless one has received his college education with 
in the last ten years, he probably went throu~h collet;e with only a vague r ... 
collection of having been refered to the enoyclioals in an ethics class or a 
sociology 01as8, though there are exceptions. It i9 a difficult task to apply 
aocurately Christian principles with, let alone without, an adequate training. 
It would be interesting to make a study of Just how many teachers in Catholio 
h1gh schools, even social studies teachers in particular, at least feel, let 
alone know, that the enc:rclicals, the Christian social prinoiples, should be 
the basis of every' social studies course. This lUay be a point in favor of 
using the new Catholic texts that have been wr1tten. Here even a teacher who 
because of other dut1es oannot be too 1nformed on applications of Christian 
prinoiples oan find a ready reference to use in teaching Christ as the basis 
of all good in sooiety. 
In serving to interpret eaoh subject in the light of Chrietian 
18 Cf., Brother Justin, -Teaching Labor Problems in Our High 
Schoo1s,- Amerioa, New York, LXXI, July 22, 1944, 412 .... 413' Brother Gerald 
Sohnepp, S.M., 'Alerting Students to Social Problems,w Catho1~c SOh9!l ~9UrP!1. 
ilwaukee, XLIX, June, 1949, 187-189, and Reverend Louis J. Two!ley, 8.J., 
Catholio l.!!.&!! School Qurterll BulJ.eti,n, New York, January, 1949, 11. 
\ 
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teaching and Christian baokground, these texts serve their purpose wall, but if 
encyclioals are as important as the Popes, the Bishops, and the leading Catho-
lic thinkers and eduoators are insisting that they are,19 then the enoyolicals 
should have a greater plaoe of emphasis in the curriculum. A separate oourse 
designed to teaoh Christian sooial prinoiples in a definite, organized pattern 
80 as to emphasize, organize, and unif, the learning of these Christian princi-
ples would be a definite step in eliminating the above mentioned difficulties. 
Father Lassanoe of Marquette University has made this emphatio eon-
olusion concerning the problem. 
12 atqden;te sh2uld .B! grllldyated from.! Catholic high school.2.£ colleg~ 
w!thout having ~.! formal course 1n~ social eocyc1i2l18 sic •••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Only in this way oan Catholic education make the contribution it is 
obliged to make, Db the very tact of being CatholiC, to social order 
and social peaoe.2 
fhe direct teaching of the social enoyclioals has been attempted successfully 
by a number of secondary school teachers, who have used the encyclicals, even 
the original translations, as texts. One article in the Catholio Schogl Jo~ 
~, in which a nun comments on her successful encounter with the teaching of 
the encyclicals in a sociology class, is typical of many similar experiences 
recorded.21 Even in the teaching of the Mystical Body of Christ, the basis of 
our social teaching, Brother Maurice Miller claims the absolute necessity of 
19 Ct. supra, Chapter I, Footnotes 3-14. 
20 Reverend Lassance, "Education for a Better Social Order,' 
~8rioa. LXXXVII, 72. 
21 "Sociology in the High School," Catholic School Jgurnal, 
.Uwaukee, XLI, 19'1, 15-016. 
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using original texts and teaohing from them directly. 
It is of prime importanoe for each student to have his own personal copy 
of the encyclical and not merely a mimeographed outline or a heotographed 
summary of the doctrine. Outlines and summaries may serve as oomplemen-
tary aids, but they can never replace the entire encyclical as a tool of 
motivation and reverence. When the stUdent has in his hands a copy of 
the message from the Supreme Pontiff, the representative of Our Lord here 
on earth, his adolescent "show me" a~~itude is challenBed and he follows 
the text with respect and attention. 
-If the teaching of encyclicals are merely injeoted throughout the 
four years of high sohool, the student will not be greatly impressed with 
their importanoe,-23 is the observation of Sister Mary Berchmans, and she goes 
on to advocate a full year course in economics on the basis thAt the tirst 
semester deal exclusively with the enoyclioals themaelves in teaching Christl 
sooial principles, and then using the economics text in the second semester. 
This is to some extent similar to the plan otfered later in this work, but 
much more limited in its scope. Sister suggests using the original text trans 
lation as outlined b.1 Francis A. Brown.24 The main idea is to intensify the 
study of the Christian social principles at some pOint, inorder to make them 
as important and as etfective as is humanly possible in the lives ot Catholic 
.ohaol graduates. 
The quotations, comments, and observations made regarding the 
22 Brother Maurice Miller, S.I., "The Mystical Body--God'. Plan," 
he Catholic Educator, New lork, lllI, April, 1952, 414. 
23 Sister Mary Berchmans, C.S.J., ·Where in the High School Busines 
Subjects Can the Encyclicals Be Taught?, Catholic BUlineeft Eduoa\!on Revie!, 
I, June, 1950, 21-25. 
24 Francis A. Brown, ed., .On Reoonstruoting the Social Ordera and 
·On !tnelatic Communism,. Outline Enoyclical Serie., Chica,o, I, II, 1947-1949. 
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'indireot" method of teaching are not intended as a denial of their need. nor 
SB a denial of their partial effeotiveness. They are made for the purposes of 
9ho.tng the primary dangers involved in incompleteness, in under-emphasis, and 
in the confusion of multiplicity, and to show the greater effectiveness thAt 
could be theirs if the student received a concentrated organized study of 
Christian social principles as the baais for the integration that is necessary 
in all courses. As Father Delaney states, 
fo achieve this that 80cial mindedne88 must become second nature to all 
Catholics it is good, but not good enough to add to the curriculum clas-
ses in sociology, the encyolicals, etc. Sooial doctrine, social atti-
tudes, social he.bits of thinking must be presented as an integral part of 
Catholio faith, not a8 someting superimposed, not as something casually 
added on that students may take or leave at will.25 
An intensive oourse in social principles, desireable and neoessar,p as it is, 
.ould be rather inef.fectlve if every teacher in every other class denied a 
place for social principles in his or her partiou~ar subject. It would be 8. 
.oat useless knowledge if it were not further applied in all the other classes 
It would only add to the confusion. The explanation of economio doctrines 
in the economics class, the explanation of political tehories in the civics 
class must be given ln the light of the Christian social prinCiples of the en-
cyc11c&1e. For example, no one can in conscience ever again teach the "Lais-
sez-Faira" doctrine without pointing out its moral failings. 26 This integra-
tion of principles in courses must even go further than the ~oci8.1 studies 
25 ~everend Delaney, 'Catholic Social Teaching,n Catholic ~ducation 
Review, XXXIX, ;13-516. 
26 Sister Berchmans, "Where in the High School," Catholic Bu@iness 
Educe. tion RWi", I, 23-24. 
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themselves into other fields of study. Brother Sohnepp maintalns this when 
be statad, 
We will fail ur~ess some integration of high-scheol subjects is worked 
out not only in theory, but also in practice. By that I mean that teaoh ... 
ers of religion, English, mathematics, the natural sciences, and physical 
education can use subjeot matter dealing with Christian social princi-
ples.V 
The course in prinCiples is·not to be taught separate from the prob-
lems to whioh they can be applied. To do so would involve a course in moral 
ethios, as such, which would be too abstr~l.ct for the high school students. '.fa 
prinoiples are to be taught with other material, but the importance must at &1 
times be placed on the knowledge, understanding, and application of the princi 
ples in the encyclicals. Tbus then, the logical matter to use would be the 
encyolicals themselvea and the facts and conditione about which the enoycli-
cals are concerned. Sister Berchmans28 stressed in ber suggested semester 
course in the encyclioals, as part of a full year course of economiCS, only 
the economic prinCiples. However, if the high school education is to be pri-
marily a preparation tor lif., for aotion, and not eXClusively for future stu-
dy and scholarship, then more than eoonomic principles are involved. The four 
major problems laoing the student in life--economio, political, educational, 
and marital are the logioal choic& of subject matter together with the five 
great encyclicalS of the Popes that deal 50 extensively with these problems. 
his can make the study more personal, more re~l, to the etudents. 
27 Brother Schnepp, -Alerting Students,· Catholio School lourp~, 
188. 
28 Sister Berchmans, Wlbere in the High School,· Cathol!c BBsinels 
ucat10n ReView I 21-2 
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The Christian social economic principles can be inserted b:/ econo-
ad.os teachers into the economics courses; Christian social political principle 
could be inserted into the government courses by civios teachers; eto., but, 
the principles course would be the integrating one that would unify and organ-
ize the principles of all these courses. The full pattern of the social stu-
dies program could then be oompleted 4nd the danger of under-emphasis, of unn 
cassary repetition, of insufficient indoctrination in Christian principles 
would be limited greatly. The sucoess of the movement to return to Christ 
would then perhaps be made possible more quiokly than is even hoped for today 
by the 1IGst zealous educators and apostles. 
In 8\1IlWa:ry, the n indireot- method of teaching the encyclicals is not 
to be oondemned or belittled. It definitely has its place in the curriculum. 
The emphasis that has been made, however, is on the fact that a special course 
in Christian sooial principles, the study of the enCYClicals, is necessary to 
organize, unity, and emphasize the need and practice of true Christian social 
living in a secular world. It is in this light thO.t the present syllabus has 
been organized and developed. 
Before all else, one must be cautioned to remember that a syllabus 
is the blueprint of a course, the pattern to be followed, and not the finished 
structure. It must be flexible enough to fit into different conditions of 
life and teaching. That is one reason why a syllabus is at times more desir-
able for a oourse than an B,utual text book would be. 
The method and content ot this syllabus is the result of five years 
of varied experimentation in methods of teaching Christian .800i81 principles 
30 
tbrough the ena,yclicals to high school seniors (twelfth grade.) The course is 
designed for this grade level, and can be taught to any and all intelleotual 
groupS, but certainly not to all with equal emphasis on all topics considered. 
In anticipation of the objection that this is too difficult for 80me students, 
it can be replied tha.t fo'!" thebr!.ght students it is notttoo difficult in con-
tent or understel.llding, for the poorer ,students it is no more difficult tha.n 
any other high school cOUl'se set up for the avera.ge group. The point to be 
remembered and emphasized is that the purpose of our education is not simply 
knowledge or information, but knowledge that leatl. to moral action. If eyen 
the poorest students can at least recognize Christian truth without of neces-
sity being able to explain it, and if they learn to accept it as the truth wi 
the assent of-obedience, they will at least form Christian attitudes and habit 
which will enable them to follow the truth and to avoid the leadership of un-
Christian men or anti-Christian men. After all, one could not possibly hope 
to educate all men to be able to fully explain all the teachings and moral ap-
plications of Christian.tty. It is an impossibilitYJ that is one reason why Go 
gave us revelation. The better student must be sufficiently challenged to 
Christian leadershipJ the poorer student must be challenged to Christian fol-
lowing and membership. 
This oourse can be taught on a. semester or a full year basis. Durl 
the experimentation period the course was given during an eighteen-week semes-
ter. This is advantageous in that it simplifies the difficulty of finding a 
place for it in the curriculum, but it is disa.dvantageou8 in that it frequent! 
did not leave sufficient time tor thorough explanations and applications. The 
~~--~------------~ 
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tollowing time table.aS usede 
The SeCUlar World and the Dootrine of Lov ••••••••••••• Four (4) Weeks 
Christian Prinoiples Applied to Labor Problems •••••••• Five (5) Weeks 
Christian Principles Applied to Communism ••••••••••••• Three (3) Wee •• 
Christia.n Principles Applied to Education ••••••••••••• Three (3) Weeks 
Christian Prinoiples Applied to ~arriage •••••••••••••• Three (3) Weeks 
So much more tim. is g!ven to the first two units, beoause of the need of much 
introductory explanatiOn regarding sooial principles and sooial conditions. 
Onoe the 8t~dent is o~!entated in the manner and method of the course and of 
the enoyoliaals, one oSJl progress more quickly. It 1fill also be found that th 
first two units will cover m\ch matter that is related to the last three units 
There would be no diffioulty in extending this course to a full year 
bf simply COnsidering eaoh leotion in a little greater detail and in bringing 
into the 00llrae other ",ery obviously related material. The full year would 
probably bj more effective in bringing about the desired purposes of the 
course. The time tablB for a. full year of thirty-six weeks could be as fo1 ... 
lowSI 
The SeQUla.r World and the Coctrine of Love ••••••• :' •••• Six (6) Weeks 
J> 
Christian Principles Applied to Labor Problems ........ Nine (9}Weeks 
Christian Princip~e8 Applied to Communism ••••••••••••• Six (6) Weeks 
Chr1st1fUl Principles Applied to Eduoation •••••••• '..... Six (6) Weeks 
Christian Prinoiples Applied to Marriage •••••••••••••• Nine (9) Weeks 
The order ot the units was chosen, because of their logical sequence 
lnowledge or the differenoe between the present secula.ristic and materialistic 
~----------. 
world and Christls dootrine of love, will provide the understanding of our 
railure to solve our social problems, because of the falsa principles, or 
laok of principles. which have been used, or because of the misapplication of 
true principles. The most important social problem is the re-eetablishaent of 
the Christian ideal in industrial life and in the life of the worker, so it is 
the most appropriate place to begin, .Communi~ follows logically as a con-
Sequence of the worldts inability to solve the ·social question.- True educa-
tion is a means of solving both the problem of labor and of communism, and the 
re-establisnment of the Christian family is needed to return society to stabl-
lity, order, and peace. This order also concentrates on the four major prot-
lems which the high sohool student must be ready to face sooially--economlo, 
political, educational, and marital. Eaoh of these has e direot effect on 
his personal spiritual problems. They coyer thoroughly the fields in which 
the principles of the Christian social order are most speoifioally necessary 
and applioable. 
A few minor objeotions may be anticipated before the syllabus i8 
presented eo as to make the sullabus more understandable as one examines it. 
One objection that might be made by some is that course involves too much 
religion.29 A number of things must be considered re.~ding this objection. 
Ftrst, there is no getting away from the fact that one cannot tee,ch moral prin. 
ciples without Ii Justlficatl~n and exemplification of the reality and truth of 
the principles, which are derived from reason and re'tela.tion. This moral 
29 Cf. supra, Sister Janet, "Religion Course,- National Qatg21i9 
Mucation A@89c1ati2U. XLVII, 373. 
~---------. 
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background shoul.d truly and rightly be a part of the religion oourse. But. 
1. that sufficient? Is it not necessary to show adequately the relationship 
between the moral nature af man and the social nature of man? Does this not 
need review and repetition to make it emphatio? In addition, it has been sho 
abOve that the religion courses, until very reoently, lave not sufficiently 
emphasized the sooial aspeots of the Christian dootrine., and many still 
do not. 
If the information of students on the sooial meaning of Christian 
love is found sufficient, it would then be necessary to Simply review briefly 
this seotion lU the oourse to keep the unity of purpose and of organization. 
and then more needed time oould be spent on the praotioal aspects of applica-
tioD to the problems being studied, which applications oan oertainly not be 
given adequate consideration in a religion class in which so much other mate-
rial must be covered. The matter is summarily inseted in the syllabus to re-
move the possibility of complete neglect, since any true pioture of life, or 
any solution to the sooial problems. is impossible without art adequate baok-
ground in the dootrine of love aetaught b.Y Christ. 
Throughout the entire sooial studies oourse the fundamental principle of 
the universal law of lor e. the solidarity of the human race, and the ho-
liness of man, created in the image and likeness of God, should be made 
evident to all our young people ••• ,30 --- .,..~ _____ 
~\N'5 B OVV~ 
Any problem regarding the duplication of moral baokground __ rial can be'< /~ 
Lt:J'rf,,\ ' 
easily eliminated through a cooperation between the relis! n tetowel'fJI ;~A,):be 
I...J8f~AF<''( 
---
30 Sister Mary Carmela, s.a.J., ·Social Studies for Catholio Leader 
ship,· Catholio School Journal, Milwaukee, XLVIII, lune, 1948, 187. 
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800ial studies teachers on the matter being covered and the means used in 
doing so. 
It may also be objeoted that all the important sooial problems are 
not specifioally handled in the syllabus. This was intentionally done. All 
aoeial problems were not discussed beoause it woul~ bb impossible to do so 
adequately in the time available. On1:y those sooial problems are included 
I whioh were thought most practioal in explaining the prinoiples being atres$ed. 
It must be remembered that the stress here is on the principles and not on 
the problems; Such problems as minority relationships, immigration, delinquen-
cy, crime, etc., are not discussed specifically, but are mentioned incidentallJ 
in various seotions whenever certain principles are applicable to them. For 
example, the problem of Negro-White relatlionships is not specifically handled, 
but is frequently refered to in sections where principles applicable to it 
are discussed. If the teacher thinks that such a problem is particularly 
pertinent to the area in which the students live, it is not d,ifricuit to find 
Ii place in the syllabus where a unit on this problem could be insertEK'l. It 
can be included in the secti on (In the Mystical Body (where references are made 
to it), or i~ the unit on education. Again a section on delinquency could be 
included in the unit on education, considering it as a result of the "failure 
in the 'true' education process." Different areas will demand emphasis on dif-
ferent problems and the syllabus allows for these in its flexibility. 
The text actually used with the students was the.!!!!. Great EncycU-
cals, with summaries and discussions by Reverend Gerald Treacy, S.J.31 These 
31 Gerald C. treacy, 8.J., ed., l!!.! Great Encyclical.$., New York, 1939 
l 
); 
.ere found most" convenient sinoe they were oombined in one book. Giving singl. 
copies of eaoh encyolioal to the students made it dif.ficult for the students 
to keep them together and always available. Other editions are used, however, 
tor some referenoes in the notes in this syllabus for the teaoher's benefit, 
eince Bome of the enoyolioals in the !!!! Grea.t Enc;yclloal; are not numbered 
by paragraphs, Wherever other editio~s are used, notations of them are made 
in the footnotes. Paragr;;tph numbers of these edi tiona can easily be trans-
ferred by the teacher for the students into the 1l!! Great Enoyclic!ln edition 
'fhe use of ori,{inal text tra.nslations oan cause leg! tiute objection 
No one oan deny the diffioulty, and even impossibility, of the encyclicals be-
ing understood by the high school senior, if one expects him to understand tha 
completely and thoroughly. This objection might also be given for many colleg 
stud6nts. This, however, is something which can hardly be expected of our 
students, and whioh must be left to the scholars. Two reasons why we have 
teachers are to choose tbe matter whioh the students are able to grasp and to 
give explanations to the students in the oourse of study. The Gospels are not 
easy to understand, yet they were written for all, and all are encouraged to 
read them as they a.re written. The use of the direct translations hea many ad 
ventages. It gerves ~e ~ real challenge to the students who will not accept 
seoond hand information. It certainly has more effect coming in the exact 
yords of the Hely Father.32 In addition, one of the best means of getting 
these works into the homes is through the students. The lawyers, medical men, 
32 Cf. supra, Sister Berchmans, "Where in the High School,· Catholi~ 
BUsiness Education Review, I, 21-25. Brother Miller, ·The Mystical Body,· lh! 
Catholic Educator. 111I.4l4. 
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union leaders, and industrial managers send their childten to our sohools. We 
teaoh their children, but we seldom oan reaoh them. Teaohers, having the 
opportunity of meeting their students' parents, will find themselves having 
interesting discussions with the parente on Christian social principles. 
If it is felt, however, that the class could not possibly handle the 
original text referenoes, there is no l"eason why the simplified editions could 
not be used. They are being used more or less effectively in many schools.)3 
Generally, it seems, that they a~e used, however, simply as supplementary 
reading Lil~terlal or as refervnce books and not as texts. They are, however, 
DO real challenge to many high scrool seniors. The usef'ulness of the syllabus 
1~ not diminished by the use of the simplified editions. The referenoes in til« 
~yllabuA must simply be transferred to the corresponding seotions of the sim-
plified edltions.34 
It must be noted that the enoyolical, Qn Atheistio CO!AA!W!;i,,!m, is the 
onl:r one in which t..be complete text is rGt.td tJy the class. 'fhi/!! is done, be-
cause the organisation, i.e., the order, of the enoyolical is so o~ious that 
it is among the simplest of the papal works to follow and understand, Of 
coursa, again, it must be pointed out ths.t everything is oertainly not under-
etood, but at least the $tudent is brought directly to the souroe of the matte] 
he has been, and is, studying in its entirety, and it gives him some idea or 
'3 Reverend R. Bernard, -Popes Letters Reach the 6ohools,a America, 
New York, WV, April 20, 1946, 49. 
34 Reverend Gerald C. Treaoy, B.J., Simplified Editions!l! the..ln: 
lttel1cals, New York, 194.3-1950, SURlit'ied Edit10ns 2l. th, Ipo;y;cl1calg, Grail 
eds., London, 1950. 
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the style in whioh these works are written. The outline here provides a bit 
of variety in presentation as compared to the other units in whioh only ex-
cerpts from the original are used to explain the principles involved. 
Before presenting the tH~tua.l syllabus, e. brief word or explanation 
ne91 s to be given on the order of presentf.l.tion in ~ach untt and the mntter 
included. Eaoh unit of the syllabus ~ncludes ~~g outline of the matt~r to be 
oovered, a list of the ideas and prinoiples that are to be stressed, a series 
of review que9tion~ involving the pertinent point3 of th~ unit, and a biblio-
graphy. The unit on labor is developed on a particular pattern whioh inoludes 
in each section a brief description of the present conditions surrounding the 
problem being discussed, a more elaborate disoussion of the Christian 1d,!"tl 
toward which all must strive, llnd finally & seotion diseussing the :neans by 
which the pras8r.t conditions can be brought oloser to the Christian ideal. Th 
other units are presented in outline form that should be r~adily followed. Th 
manner of presentation in each unit is slightly different for the purpose of 
variety and the prevention of monotony for the teacher and stUdent. 
The methods of using this syllabus in class are variouv and many, an 
v9ry much dependent on the interests and likes of the class. It il;', sun~er.ted 
that a copy of the syllabus be plaoeu in the hands of the atudcnts, because 
this fa.cilitatns matters in the development of discussions. There are two 
ways in Yi'hieh this CHn be donee either 1.?,1ving the students mimeographed co-
piea or htivlng the students take down the outline in notebooks ~e the dis-
cuasi.ona progress. The latter method a.ppears to be the batt")r one, since, if 
tha s~udents are given oompleted sets of notes, it will be found that most of 
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them, unless they are a very gift~d group, will not be oapable of bai:lefitting 
IllUch froll them. Doing this often oreates an attitude of -I have it &1.1 down 
here,. and often ouuses the students to be completely unattentive to the expla 
nations of the matt.er'in the ou'tline. The stud.ent otten will not realize that 
the knowleu~e is useless to him, if' it is only on thG pap.:::r and not in his min 
fbere would oerta.inly be no ObJ.aotion .to hs.ving tha principles und roview que 
tiona ru.imeot::rl:l.phed or duplica.ted and given to the students. This has proven 
to be H gr.aat help in the stuc'lentt lS :.l!:lstElry of the matter. 
The proceris of' hs.vln6: tna students take d~);'iU the outline in th~ir 
notebooks has been l\)'I.ll'ld t.o be the beat :aathod of using tho lJyllabus, this 
method enables the students to L~tioipate the next lcgical factor in a discus-
sion, 8Jld it t:).lso stl14uluteH them to think in t.he line -of the discussion al:1d 
to participate in it. For I'Jxample, If)t us presuppose thnt the discussion is 0 
the int.roduction of the course, the very firot daJ', ar..d the completed ourline8 
are in the hunda of the class. The first question asked by the teacher might 
be similar to this. "The ll:ua.ttl)r included in this oourse is said to be a PEU''\; 
of the sooial scienoes. By the w~y, whut is a social science, John?- John 
1I'ill taka a quiok glance at hin not9s, rattle off the given anSYIOr, sit down, 
and probably forget all about it. There is little or no room for C::iscussion. 
This is not a good 18ethod of stimulating thought, which should be one of the 
primary objectives or a course suoh as this. It would be :::;etter to have Ii. 
number of stude'flts give their views on the meaning ot' a sooial science, and 
then have them, with the teaoher's direction, arrive at the conclu~ion &~~ired 
The El;a.aot WOI'~1ig and organisation of the result of the discussion can take tb 
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torm ot the out"line. It is best to let the students do most of the work. 
It will be more effectively learned, longer remembered, and more easily applie 
later to related problems. Above all, it will be accomplishing a great goal 
ot stimulating the students to think things out for themselves and to reach 
deoisions for themselves. One self-propelled thought from each student each 
day will be an achievement of much worth. 
On the other hand, in a section such as Part II ot the Introduction 
in which only factual data is given as background for. other work, it is cer-
tainly best to simply give the matter to the class with little or no discus-
8ion added, and with only the necessary brief explanations. Again, if a lea-
ture period would seem desireable, and almost necessary, giving the students 
the syllabus outline in advance would be most beneficial to their following of 
the lecture, and any explanatory notes could be inserted by them within the 
outline. A.lso a unit such as Unit III could be given to the clas8 before an" 
discussions, since it is practicill" a paragraph by paragraph outline of the 
enoyclical, .2.a Athei§t1o Co!!!!!!liU!!smt unlike all of the other units which are 
outlined in an organized manner of presenting the principles involved and the 
application of them to the problem oonsidered, and not neoessarily in the orde 
of the matter as it is oontained in the encyolioal. 
Above all, however, it is important that the stUdents have the matte 
written down before them so as to give them something from whioh they oan stud 
and review, and also for the purpose of organising the material in their minds 
The syllabus outline oan be used most effeotively to show the olose unity of 
the various problems and the relationship or the Christian prinoiples as they 
~------------. 
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apply to each problem discussed. 
Any and all methods of teaching can be utilized in some way with th1 
8yllabUS. Open-class discussions, lectures, question-and-answer periods, re-
plJrts, book reviews, panel discussions on pamphlets or topicS or problems, .... 
,ays on e.rticle8 in the papers or magazines--all oan be used effectively in 
making the matter understandable to tqe student. One discussion technique 
used most effectively in such a course is of the type suggested by Reverend 
William 3. 8mi th35 in his pamphlet, that 11 .lm!!: SQc~all.&t .l hypothetical 
example of some ooncrete event is given to the stUdents. This example in-
eludes all of the necessary information regarding the oircumstances of a defi-
nite event, such as a practical case of why or why-not a person Joins a union, 
why or why-not a person attends this school or another school, why or why-not 
a person de.tes this or that person. Then a discussion is held on the rightnes 
\ 
or wrongness of the prinCiples upon which each person in the example acted and 
of the principles upon which each should have acted. This teChnique has been 
used effectively also with newspaper and magazine articles and stories that th 
stUdents are asked to bring into class. These fire discussed in class as to 
the prinoiples applicable to them. Artioles prin'bed in Work, the Catholio la-
bor paper of the Catholic Labor Alliance in Chicago. or articles in The Catho-
lic Mind, have served as good source material to start such discussions. It 
119 even suggested that a day be set aside each month tor the discussion ot ar-
ticles in this paper and magazine, if they are available to the class. 
35 Cf., Reverend William J. Smith, 8.3., What l! Your Social.!&.t, 
New York, 1951. 
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Some notations, mentioning methods found useful in stimulating 
interest and in presenting the matter are inoluded in many part~ ot the ~ylla­
bUfh These are certainly not the only ones possible. On the contrary, only 
a ~ery tew are mentioned to se~e as guides. The teaoher can find many waY8 
of supplementing the syllabus with vital information found impossible to be 
included in the blueprint of the oour~e, but whioh oan be tilled in only in 
the actual building of the oourse. 
The footnotes in the syllabus are for the benefit ot the teachers 
only. Some additional referenoes for teachers and students are listed in the 
bibliography at the end of each unit. 
The following abreviations are used for referenoes to the enoyo11-
oa18 and pastoral letters. 
the MzsM10al ~ (Myptici COrRQri! Chris~!) ••••••••••••••••••••• MCO 
Kingship~ Cbr1;t ~ Pri!!!) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• QP 
.Qn the Condition .a! Workers (Rerum Novarum) •• • • •• • • ••• •• • • •••• ••• RIC 
2A Reconstryoting the Social Order (Rgldragegimo Asn2) ••••••••••• QA 
Qn Atheistio COmmunism (Divini Redemptoris) •••••••••••••••••••••• DR 
Qa Christiag Eduoatiop (Divis! Illius Magi§tri) •••••••••••••••••• DIM 
2n Chrigtian Marriage (Casti COPPSb11) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CC 
Seeular&sm....................................................... S 
Th~ Church ~ the Spcl!l Ord.r •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• eso 
Problem .9! the Worker J..n ~ 14iht .a! the Social Doctrine .9! the 
Ohuroh •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• PI 
The last three or theae are not papal enoyolioals, they are pastoral letters, 
but are included here, because they are vitally oonneoted with the problems 
~.----.--------
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UDder papal consideration and are applications of the principles of these 
encyclicals to paactical every day problems of a particular country or part 
of a country. 
Many more references than those listed in the syllabus can be found 
1n these Bources. The referenoes listed are thoae oonsidered most important 
and neoessary, those which would seem ,to make the principles most easily 
understood. 
It is hoped that the syllabus is thorough enough to be self ... expla-
natory in most instanoes, but nothing can be SUbstituted for the baokground, 
ingenuity, and initiative ot t.he teacher in applying the matter to the con-
ditions of the classroom and the conditions of the oommunity in which the stu-
dents are compelled to live. 
~---------. 
o \ 
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CHAPTER III 
SYLLABUS. INTRODUCTION AND UNIT I 
INTRODUCTION 
I. SOCIAL SCIENCES AND NATURAL SCn:~CESl 
A. So01al sciences 
1. Detinit1on--Drgenized study of the relationships between man and 
man, between man and groupe of men, and between groups of men 
2. Examples of sooial. 8cIences--liistory, civIcs, economics, sociology, 
etc. 
B. Natural sc1ences 
1. Definltion--Organized study of the oomposition, laws, and move-
ments ot the physioal universe 
2. Examples of natural so1ences--ChBmistry, physics, biology, etc. 
C. Spe01fic differenoes between them 
1. Natural soience studies direct cause and effect relations, whil. 
social sciences can indicate only strong tende~oies of cause and 
ei'fect relations-Two parts of hydrogen added to one part of oxygeJ 
will always unite into water under the same conditions. While two 
men brought up in the same environment may develop just oppositely 
2. Human relationships of social sciences are not easily measured 
3. Natural science has no free will or intellect to worry about 
1 This section need not be stressed too much. Its purpose is to 
show the diffioulties that are present in studying human beings with minds and 
wills in contrast to studying the physical charaoteristios of the world or of 
human bodies. 
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-4. Boatal problems are ethical 
D. Sooial soienoes more diffioult gen~ral11 
1. Always more than one cause for any action 
2. Deep-rooted prejudices hinder learning 
3. Very large amount of matter to oover 
4. Not an exact scienoe--Ind~oates tendencies only 
5. Poasible to predict general actions of a group, but never definite 
ly of any individual member of that group 
6. Desired ideals not easily or often attainable 
II. ORGANIZATION OF COURSE 
A. Secular and material trends in our world (Secularism--The American 
Hierarchy. November 14, 1(47) and Christ· 8 doctrine of love (Ih!~ .. 
..!!!.a JU: Cbr~si--Pope Pius II, December 11, 1925. The MYstical Bod),;.2! 
Chri§t-Pope Pius nIt June 29, 1943} 
B. Christian principles applied to labor (Qn lru! .P2ndi tton 2l. Worker ....... 
Pope Leo 1111, May 15, 1891) .Qn Reconstructing the 800i8o;1. Order-Pope 
PiUB li, May 15, 1931) The lroblem 9! ih,e Work,}; ls ~ Light.2l the 
Soc!!l: Dootrin! of .lh! Churoh, Bishops of Quebec, Canada, February 
14, 1950) , 
C. Christian prinCiples applied to oommunism (~ Atheistio Co~i~ 
Pope PiUB II, Maroh 19, 1937) 
D. Christian prinCiples applied to education ~ Chri!\i~ Edycttiog--
Pope Pius XI, December )1, 1929) 
E. Christian prinoiples applied to merriage and the family (On Christi,n 
Ji8orrias!--Pope PiU8 XI, December 31, 1930) 
III .PaBPOSE OF THE COtJRSI2 ** 
A. Preparation for life 
:2 The starred points in the syllabus have specific book or pam-
phlet references in the unit bibliographies. 
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1. Def1nition of life-Eternal 
2. Purpose of life-Eterna.l happiness 
B. Preparation for the world 
1. Definition of the world--Temporal 
2. Purpose or goal of the world--Temporal happiness 
c. Preparation for success 
1. Definition of sucoess--Achievement of a goal 
2. Success of l1fe--Attainment of heaven 
3. Sucoess of the world-Atta.inment of the world 
4. Relationship between the two types of success-Worldly success is 
morally good when it is in accordance with the primary purpose ot 
Ufe, it is morally bad when in opposition to this purp08S 
D. P~eparat1on for individual and social rosponsibility 
1. Definition of responsibility--A moral obligation to perform an 
action-A duty 
2. Responsibility to God because, 
a. He created us 
b. He is our destiny 
.3. To ourselves and our neighbors' 
a. To ourselves bocause each of us must save his own soul 
b. To our neighbors beoauset ** 
(1) Man is a social being 
(2 ) All men have the same end 
3 Reverend Fr&nllJois Desplanque., 8.J., Livi!lS lh!!Ail, trans., 
Sister Maria Constanoe, Westminster, Maryland, 1951. (Especially the intro-
duction.) 
-.., (l) Mystical Body of Christ ** 
(4) This is the way we save our own BOuls 
UNIt I a THE SECULAR WORLD AND CHRIST' S DOCTRINE OF LOvE4 
I. IDEAS ON SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY IN THE UNITED STATES' 
A. Trends in young America (1608-1865) 
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1. Individualism--A philosophy which leads a person to put hie own 
interests before those of others or before his duties to God and 
fellowmen ** 
2. Frontier law of survival of the -fittest" 
;. Agricultuaal ideas of self-suffioienoy 
4. No worry of the future 
B. Growing Amerioa (186S--1914) 
1. Industrial revolution 
2. Extreme and rapid growth of industry 
3. Abuses ot big business 
it Deification of profit and bigness 
b. Growth of a wealthy class-Development of clas8 8onsclousness 
c. Applioation of agricultural individualism to industrial life 
d. Abuses in labor conditions 
4. Reaotion on part of ,laboring group 
4 Cf., Ostheimer and Delaney, Ohristian Principles ~ National 
Problem" New York, 1945, 10-55. 
5 Here, drawing on the student's knowledge of American history, the 
teacher's task 1s to show the difference of social and economic conditions of 
early America in contrast to present-day America, and to show the greater so-
Cial dependeDce of each person and each group today, beoause of changing sooiaJ 
and economic conditions, 
,,;:----------, 
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a. Formation of "big" unions to counteract "big" business 
b. Bitter struggle for recognition of Laborer's rights in indus. 
trial life 
C. Maturing America (1914- ) 
1. Two world-wars 
2. Depression 
a. Poverty in the midst of' plenty 
b. Realization by some of social needs and social responsibility 
o. Desire b,y some for some control of unlimited competition 
d. Desire by some for basic reforms for economic seCUrity 
6 D. Some ideas, principles, and standards predominant in America today 
1. Seoularism--QA view of life that limits itself not to the material 
in exclusion of the spiritual, but to the human here and now in 
exclusion of man's relation to God here and hereafter ••• th, prac-
tical exclusion of God from human thinking and living •••• • ** 
2. Materialism-An overemphasis on the material things of life to the 
neglect of everything spiritual ** 
3. lorality--Something nice for Sunday or for a lecture or in some 
phases of privnte life, but ve~J impraotioal in bus1ness, politics 
or in any public aotions ** 
4. larriage-Simply a means of satisfying pleasures and not based on 
the law of God--A selfish human institution 
5. Labor-The most dignified mall is the one who does the least work-
Do as little of it as possible 
6. Government.-Too big, but it should proteot and help "me" 
6 The stress here should be on the lack of true Christian social 
principle. in many phases of American life and in the world today, and in show 
1ng how the lack of principles has lead to the present confusion in society. 
7 American Hierarchy, Secularism, National Catholic Weltare Council 
-ed., Nn York, 1948, 2-3. 
~-------------, 
7. Wea1th--8tandard of measuring success-All things are available 
tor a ·pricen attitude 
8. Poverty--Most detested thing on earth, because all things are 
judged in aocordance with their material value 
9. Principle ot action--Expediency--Do whatever will save you from 
difficulty for the moment without worrying about whether it is 
morally right or wrong, or if it will be injurious to others now 
or later 
E. Proper prinCiples neededS 
1. Man is dependent on God for all things 
a. Lire 
b. Natural resouroes 
c. Natural abilities 
2. Dignity of man--Stemming from man's origin, God, man' e nature, 
body and soul with faoulties of mind ane will, weakened b.Y origina' 
sin but elevated by the redemptive death ot Christ, and man's des-
t.iny, eternity with God (DR 27-30)9 ** 
3. Man is by nature social as well as individual ** 
4. The natural unity of mankind-Human &nd spiritual. (My]!tical ~ ~ 
Chris;§ and the iinsAAJ.p !4.. Chrigt) ** 
5. Sacredness, unitT and indissolubility of the family 
6. Rightful author! ty or family and state as stewards or God 
7. True conoept or law and necessary respect ot law 
S Ct., Commission on American Citizenship, letching 2!. Curren:f, 
Affairs, Washington, D.C., 6-7. These principles should be studied carefull,. 
and thoroughl,.. 'lhey are the basis of all that follows. Most of the other 
principles are derivatives of these basic ones. 
9 Teachers should go into great detail and explanation here. This 
is very basic for the understanding of all of man's actions. In particular ont 
WUst be clear on the teaohing of original sin and the restoration ot man 
through grace. 
~----------, 
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a. 'nefini tion-A rule of action that determines the means to be 
used to aohieve an end 
b. Kinds of law 
(l) Eternal--overall plan of God for the universe 
(2) Naturu-Part of the eternal law that can be derived thro 
the use of reason 
(3) Physioal-Part of t,he na,tural law regulating movements and 
growth in the physioal world 
(4) Moral--Part of natural law supplemented by divine revelat10 
whioh regulates the human actions of man in relationship to 
his Creator 
(5) Divine Positive--Revealed phase of the eternal law as ex-
pounded by the Churoh 
(6) Human Posltive--Part of the eternal law that is expounded 
and enforoed by the state 
8. Dignity of work, beoause of the essential dignity of the worker 
9. True oonception of justioe (DR 49-54) 
a. Defini tion--Giving to eaoh what is rightfully his, and to all 
what is rightfully theirs 
b. Kinds of justioe 
(1) Commutative or personal--Between person and person in the 
exohange of ~~OOd3 or servioes 
(2) Distributive--Provldes for the proper fair distributlon of 
the lnoome from a produot 
<a> Labor-Wages 
( b) Land-Rent 
(0) Oapital-Interest 
(d) Owners-Profits 
( e) Management--ialarles 
l3) Social--The respect of the common good with a respect ot 
the individual good 
10 .• True concept 01' charity (DR 46-48) 
a. False oharity 
(1) Advertising 
(2) Selt-satistaotion 
b. True charity 
(1) Natural--Pertormed out ot human kindness 
(2) Supernatural--Love of neighbor for love of Christ, God--
Performed to obtain eternal 881vation 
c. Charity of service as well as of money 
II. ORIGIN AND GROWTH 01*' PRESENT DAY CATHOLIC SOCIAL THOUGHT IN THE WOBLD 
A. How social problems are viewed todaylO ** 
1. Red light of communism (Wrong because of the denial of the super-
natural-The denial of God and the immortal soul and heaven) ** 
2. Purple light of pessimism (Wrong beoause of the denial of hope--
'he denial of redemption) ** 
3. Rose oolored light of optimism (Irong because of the denial of the 
possibility of evil-The denial of original sin 
4. Natural daylight of olear thought (Right because Jn8.n is accepted 
as he is--Material yet spiritual, oapable of sin yet intended tor 
heaven, weakened by original sin but given the means to overcome 
this weakness through the redemption ot Christ) ** 
B. Separation of public life from morality todJ7-Attempt to solve sc-
cial problems are made trom purely bumen point of view--No place in 
modern thought tor soripture 
10 Owen "rancis Dudley, Shadow .2!!!h! Ear.th, London, 1949. This is 
a very thorough study ot the use and meaning of the terms communism, pessimism 
optimism, and ole~{r thought as used here to describe the various outlooks and 
explanations of social problems. The novel is very interesting, and excellent 
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o. Old Testament full of refel'Emces to problems of social life 
1. Sooial responsibility denied b.1 Cain--The first "rugged individu-
alistft--nAm I my brother's keeper?· 
2. Joseph and brothers in the break-up of domestic unity, and the re-
turn of good for evil 
.3. Ten Commandments 
a. Three personal 
b. Seven social 
D. New Testament and soeial problemsll 
1. Doctrine of Love (Love of God through love of neighbor, and love 0 
nilghbor for the love of God) ** 
a. St. John 1, 4: 7-2l-"God is love--I! anyone say-s, 'I love God, 
and hates his brother, he is a liar" 
b. Romans, 12. 9-2l--'Vengeance is mine, I will repay says the 
Lord" 
c. RomanSt 1.3. 8-1o--Love therefore is the fulfillment of the 
law" 
d. Corinthians, 1, 131 l-1.3-'1f I distribute all my goods to the 
poor, yet do not have charity, it profits me nothing,,12 
e. St. Peter, 1, 4, 7-11-"Minister ••• as good stewards of the man~ ... 
fold graoe of God" 
r. St. John, 1, 2, 7-11~. who says he 1s in the light and hates 
his brother i. in the darkness still-
g. St. John, 1,.31 16-l8--ftLet us not love in word, neither in 
tongue, but in deed and truth-
11 An open discussion on the question, "What is lore'- has often 
prepared the way for this section. It will definitely show the students how 
far their own conceptions of love are from Christ's conception ot love. 
12 There should be a definite stress here on the supernatural char-
acteristic of charity. Charity is more than giving, it is giving with a pur-
~e. which is the love Gad .. 
'2 
h • .Gospel of st. John (beginning)--"The Word was made flesh and 
dwelt among us" 
g. The Eight BeaUtudes 
2. Mystical Body of Christl' ** 
14 
a. .Saul, Saul, why do you persecute Me?" ** 
b. Ephesians, 4: l-l6--ItOne Lord, one faith, one Baptism) one God 
and Father of all who is above all, and throughout all, and in 
us all" 
o. Romans, 12: 4-8--"So we, the many, are one body in Christ, but 
severally members one of another" 
d. Galations, 3& 27-29--.For you are one in Christ Jesus. 
e. Effects on social relationships .. 
(1) Unity of mankind--one race--Human race 
(2) What one does to his neighbor one does to Christ ** 
(3) Negro and other minority group discrimination is un-
Christian15 ** 
(4) Nationality discrimination is un-Christian 
f. Kingship of Christ16 ** 
(l) Christ, head of the Mystioal Body 
(2) Restoring all things in Christ 
(3) Restoring all things through Christ 
13 Pope Pius XII, Mystici Corporis Chri@ti, Pauliat Press ed., 
New York, n.d. 
14 Reverend L. F. Cervantes, .I.h!! !2!! May Live, St. Paul, 1945. 
15 This is a good place for a discussion on the position of the Ne-
gro in the eyes of God and the inclusion of the Negro in the term neighbor. 
16 Pope Pius XI, Q uas PriDl8S, reprinted in Reverend Joseph Husslein 
B.J., Sooial Wellsprings, II, Milwaukee, 1942, 27-46. 
14) Restoring all things with Christ 
3. Christ on labor17 
a. Christ Himself was a worker ** 
b. Christ's followers were primarily workers 
c. Christiinsisted on the dignity of the worker 
d. St. James 51 4--tJnju8~ withholding of wages 
4. Christ on wealth 
a. Christ Himself chose to be poor 
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b. Christ never condemned wealth, but ae warned aeainst the dan-
ger associated with it-Matt., 19: 24-26, extremely difficult 
for righ to enter into heaven; Timothy, 6, 17-19, oaution to 
the rich; St. James, 51 1-6, oondemnation of the unjust rich 
o. Definition of "rich man"--one who seeks riches 8S an end in 
itselfla 
d. Wealth and charity-The good Samaritan, Luke, 10. 30-)5, and 
Dives and Lazarus, Luke, 16. 19-.3l-The greeter the wealth, 
the greater the responsibility to charity. 
5. Christ on property 
a. Never recommended the amassing of wealth, but recommended the 
simple 1ife--Matt., 10: 9-10 . 
b. Defended private ownership 
c. Parables were of men who owned fields, flocks, etc. 
d. Repeated doctrine, "Thou shalt not steal" 
6. Christ on the state-"Render to ca*sar,etc." Matt., 221 21. 
17 Points 3-5 will be stressed and elaborated in the section a.n 
labor in Unit II, so too much time need not be spent on them here. 
18 'Reverend Paul Hanly ''Urf'e,., !h! litlsteq 2.! Iniguity, Milwaukee, 
1944, 84-101. 
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7. Oh1"18t on society 
a. The bome is the basis of all soc1ety 
b, Marriage is all important and is ind1ss01uble-"What God hath 
joined together, etc," 
E. The Fathers of the Churoh19 
1. St. Augustine--City.9l.. God 
2. St. Basil--"The bread thou keepest in reserve 1s the bread of the 
hungry" 
3. st. John Chryeostom-"Blessed are they who are ashamed of idlenen1 
4. St. Clement of Alexandria-,,!he great cannot exist without the 
small and the small without the greatft (Apply to labor relations) 
,. Barbarian invasion of Roman Empire-Principles of Christianized Rome 
were ignored 01' removed 
G. Revival and re-organizin~ of social teaohing of the Church in the 
Middle Ages--G1ves us a proper relationship between the individual 
and the common good 1n the guild system 
1. St Bonaventure 
2. St. Francis of Assisi 
3. St. Albert the Great 
4. St. Tbomas Aquinas......organizer of the social thought at the Cbureh*t 
a. On justice-"It is fundamental, a veritable cement binding for 
the social stnuoture8 
b. On chari ty-"He who owns property is duty bound in ch.!lri ty to 
share the goods he does not require for his own needs with 
those who are in wantft 
19 'Sections E-G need not be studied in any gre6t detail; they have 
as their purpose to show the part ~lat Christian prinoiples have played in the 
history of the world, and to show how society fails when the princij.Iles of 
Christianity are unknown, ignored, or misinterpretted. 
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c. On the dlgn1 ty of labor-ItEfrlclency is not t..'le only thing to 
be taken into account in paying wages to a laborer. The size 0 
the worker's family must also be considered and compensated 
for." "It is not the end and purpose of man's existence merely 
to serve the good of another." 
5. Tbe guild system-A Christian social-economic order ** 
a. Based on Christian prinCiples 
b. Protected the worker 
c. Protected the employer 
d. Protected the consumer 
e. Sought to achieve through self-regulating eoonomic groupe the 
just wage and the just pro!'i t through a just price 
H. The break: up of the Christian world ** 
1. Religious revolutlon--Moral lndividualism20 
a. Martin Luther and social thought-Individual interprets.tion of 
Bible led to over-emphasing the individual in society 
b. Calvin and social thought--Predestination led his followers to 
take wealth as & sign of heavenly favor, creating the desire to 
obtain wealth for the sake of wealth 
c. Religion and economics separated--8ince it mattered not how one. 
lived (Predestination), man had no worry of what means he used, ; 
to get rich .. 
2. Industrial revolution-Economic indivldualiam \ 
a. Increased produotion and greater emphasis on material standard. \ 
\ \, 
20 R.H. Tawney, Rellg10n and th! !!!.!.2! C!R;tali!!!h Pelioan Books 
ed., New York, 1947. (Especlally the sections on "'the Growth of Individualism 
and the "Triumph at the Economic Virtues-.) Again, one cannot expect many, it 
any, of our students to grasp the ideas of Tawney, Marita1n, Dawson, etc., in 
all their social philosophy and social implications, but through a lecture, 
which might seem best here, one can again stress the failure ot a society in 
whioh Christian principles are unknown or ignored. This section oan be an:.x~ 
cellent introduction to the study or the confused conGitions in modern aociety' 
'. 
b. ;actory system and wage system 
c. Separation of worker from his tools and from employer 
d. Miserable conditions of ~ork includiBg long houre, unsanitary 
conditions, low wages, etc. 
e. 'loman and child labor abuses 
f. Denial of dignity of man 
g. Extreme wealth on one hand and extreme poverty on the other 
h. Bitter reaction to industrh.l abuses-Works of Dickens, Cole-
ridge, etc., voiced their disgust with the prevailing social 
and economic conditions--Socialism of Karl Marx arose 
3. Political revolut10n~-Political individualism 
a. American revolution--Legit1mate exercise of individual rights 
protecting from tyranny 
b. !rench revolution--Excessive individualism leading to anarchy 
and chaos 
c. Russian revo1ution--Anarohy leading to tyranny 
J. Rise of lodern Catholic social thought in reaction to effects of this 
individualism21 ** 
21 Reverend Raymond Corrigan, B.J., The gllurch ..!!l9. the Ninetteenib 
CenturY, Milwaukee, 1938$ Charles Pinchon, lli Vatican .!.ru! ll! Role !s World 
Affairs, New York, 1950, 17-182. Very effectively used in stimulating interes1 
has been a series or reports and 8 panel discussion on some ot the articles in 
the -Encyclical Anniversary Issue,· The Cathol~c ~,New York, October, 1951 
A rew of the articles in this issue are too diff'icul t for high school students I 
but most of them are very explanatory and can be used effectively. Among the 
best for use are listed below, with the places in the outline where the)," parti", 
cula,rly apply noted. "The Aohievement of Rerum Novarum,· '98-605, (J ,1,1>1 
'Plea from the Vatican," 618-621, (1,1-5), aThe Pope and the Industrial Revolu-
tion,· 635-641, (K, 1 ... 4), "Oatholics and the Sooial Encyclicals,· 642-646, 
(1,6-8), -the aeTolutionary Enoyclioal,· 654-659, (1,1), "Not Statism, Not 
SOCialism,· 660-664, (1,9,&,(3», ·Social Encyclicals ot the Pope,· 665-668, 
(1,6), .Sooial Economics of Pope Piu8 XII," 67~93, (I,3,a)--Parts of this ont 
are too difficult tor students, "Two Great Doouments,· 701,..702., (1,5) J "The 
'isdom ot Leo,· 702.70" (1,1), "Churoh's Conoern tor Economic Life,· 706-708, 
~) .. 
l 
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1. In Germany 
a. Emmanuel Wilhelm Bishop von Kettler-1Bll-1877 
b. German Catholic Center PaTty--lS7Q--Reunited morality with 
public life 
c. Ludwig WindthorBt-lSl2-l.892 
2. In 'ranee 
a. Frederiok Le Play--Studied effect of industrial life on family 
b. Frederiok Ozanam-Founded St. Vincent de Paul Society 
c. Co·ant Albert de Mun--organized labor orga.nization to combat 
oommuniSJI in 1848 
d. Leon Harmel--Industrialiat seeking better sooial oonditions 
3. In England 
a. John Henry Cardinal Nnman--Intellectual reform 
b. Henry Edward Cardinal Manning-1S08-1892-A real champion of 
labor 
4. In America 
a. Archbishop Spaulding 
. 
(1) Established t:1e Sj!. Vinoent de Paul Society in the United 
States 
(2) Developed the Catholic press 
(3) Did much work attempting to solve the Negro problem 
b. James Cardinal Gibbons 
(1) Helped to organize the Knights of Labor 
(2) Helped all labor groups gain rights 
(3) Influenoed writing of Rerum NovaIBm 
(4) Attempted to olarify and apply Christian social principles 
to .pacifio oonditions 
~------------, 
c;"Monslgnor John A. Ryan22 
(1) Applied Catholic principles to economio problems in United 
States 
(2) Introduced study of economies, e8peoially the morality of 
eoonomio life, into the seminaries and Catholic colleges 
(3) Did muoh to show relationship of morality to eoonomic, 
sooial, and political problems 
K. Unification of Catholio sooial thought 
1. Pope Leo XIII and his work ** 
2. Pope Plu.s XI and his work ** 
:;. Pope Pius XII and his work: ** 
4. The Papal Enoyolicals themselves ** 
a. Definition--Catholic teaching on world problems, political, 
economic, and SOCial, in regard to their morality, as are em-
bodied in the letters of the Pope to the rest or the Catholic 
world for the entire .orld 
b. Pope helped by experts and specia.lists 
c. Usually written in Latin 
d. Compared to the Sermon on the Mount 
5. Church's authority to speak on social, economic, tuld political 
problems (QA 41-4:;) ** 
a. All social problems are fundamentally moral problems (All 
~uman acts.-rree-willed aots--are moral aots. Sooial, economic 
and political acts are human acts. Therefore, sooial, economic 
and political acts are moral aots. The Church hUB authority to 
judge moral acts, and since SOCial, economic, and political 
acts are moral aots then the Church has the right to judge so-
Cial, economio, and politioal acts in regard to their morality. 
22 Monsignor John A. Ryan., Social Doctrine .!n Action, New York, 
1941. For inspiration and understanding of the social dootrine of the Church, 
anyone teaohing Christian social principles should read this autobiography. 
~-----~-------, 
b. "l'he Church has lived through all types of societies 
c. the Church is everywhere and for everyone 
d. Churchmen, better than anyone, can know human beings 
e. Divine teaching power of the Churoh 
6. Value of Cburch's social. teaching (DR 55) (QA 17) ** 
a. Informs Oatholics of Ca,tholic teaching-Enlightens the "moo' 
b. Serves as an awakening to reform-Inspires the "heart" 
c. Gives individuals and the world a definite, unohanging JDOr&l 
guide upon which to judge individual, local, national, and in ... 
ternational affairs-Strengthens and guides the "bodY" (QA 22) 
7. Incyolioals and the Oatholic conscienoe ** 
a. Not 'ex*cathedl"a' doctrine of the Church 
b. Must, however, .cc~pt this application of prinCiples to present 
oonditions as the official teaching of the Church which of ne-
cessity demands obedience (CO 1(9) 
o. No Catholic oan be indifferent to the teaching 
8. Enoyclicals and general acceptance (QA 14) 
a. Some reJ eat it outright 
b. Some accept it as good, but fear to put it into effect 
o. Some think it too ideal and impractical 
d. Some accept it, and zealously try to apply it 
9. Papal Encyclicals and America 
a.. General attitudes toward encyclicals 
(1) Sound nice for the rest of the 'World, but not needed in 
America 
(2) Bitter opposition from some--General1y those who need them 
most 
(3) Championed b7 some in all walke of life 
b. Attitudos ot Bishops in America, the official interpreters ot 
encyclicals as they apply to partioular places (PI 4) 
(l) !!l! BishoR§ Program !!.!. Social Reform, 1919 
(2) Pastoral Letter.2f. 1:.212 
(3)! Statemenj £l~ Present Crisis, 1933 
(4) !h! Chyrch §.!l4 the SooialOrder, 1940 
(5) lli BishoR! Statement lID Intern,tlon,l Order, 1944 
(6) Qs Organising World 'eace. 1945 
(7) Ih! Chl1dl Clti!en of !!2 World" 1950 
(8) N.C ••• C.-National Catholic Weltare Council, the official 
agency of the Bishops of America 
(9) Our Bbhgps Spe!lk, Reverend Raphael Huber23 
23 Reverend Raphael Huber, Q;qr Bishops SpeU. Mil.aukee, 1952, 
(This work contains all of the above documents pl~$ many other authoritative 
p~onouncements.) Ob¥!ously, it is impossible to study all of the above in 
olass. The purpose of listing them is to make it unmistadably clear that the 
Bishops have attempted to clarify and apply theae encyclicals to American 
conditions and American problems, 
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PRINeIPLES, IDEAS, AND AT'fITUDES TO BE STRESSED IN UNIT I 
1. '.the purpose ot 11fe 113 prima.rl1y eternal hlippine~s, and material comfort 
is good only in so far as it leads to that goal, or at least does not 
detract from it. 
2. Success must be judged in terms of' the eternal. 
,. Plan has individual end sooial res~nsibility to God, to himself, and to 
his neighbor. 
4. Individualism does not recognize man's responsibility to his neighbor. 
~. Individualism created many terrible social conditions in the United States 
and in the world. 
6. Social problems in America are the result of faulty principles of action, 
or a complete leak of principles, or a misapplication of true principles. 
7. Ohristian principles alone will lead man back to a human existence and a 
human order in society. 
8. Man is dependent on God for all things. 
9. Man ha;:;. an individual. dignity stemming from his origin, nature, and des-
tiny. 
10. Man is by nature soclal as well as individual. 
11. Mankind is a natural. unity, both human and spiritual. 
12. Marriage is a sacred and perpetual union. 
13. Work has & dignity, because of the dignity of the worker. 
14. The family and the state hav~ authority as representatives of God in the 
temporal order. 
15. Law and authority are necessary to preserve order and peace, and to attain 
the true end of society. 
,,;=---------. 
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16. 3ustice must be the goal and the heritage of all, and not simply of a few. 
17. Charity must be supernatural as well as natural. 
18. One's view on matters in the world will be based on one's view of the 
world in its o~lgin and purpose. 
19. Public life cannot be separated from morality. 
20. The Old Testament is filled with r~ferences to problems of social life. 
21. The dootrine of love of Jesus Christ must be thoroughly known and lived 
sincerely, if one i. to be a real and true Catholic 
22. All Christian social aotions and Christian social end. have as their 
purpose the perfection of the Mystical Body of Christ. 
2). Christ discussed matters regarding labor, wealth, property, the family, 
the state, t.nd society. 
24. The Fathers of the Church preserved the social doctrine of Christ in the 
years following His death. 
25. St. Thomas recoganized the sooial doctrine of the Church after the bar-
barism following the fsll 0"£ Rome. 
26. The guild system was an economic and social order based on Christian 
principles. 
27. The destruction of the ,SOCial and economic order in society was brought on 
by the religious, industrial, and political individualism of the last four 
centuri~s. 
2S. The modern Catholio social reform, attempting to counteraot this indivi-
dualism, began in many countries, and was unified by the Popes, 
29. Papal encyclioals authoritatively unified the Catholic post tion of soo1al 
problems, 
30- the enoyclicals ~e"ed as an enlighteIlll1ent, aa an awakening to reform, 
and as e. .,;uida of action for Catholics and non-Catholics. 
31. Though the encyclicals ar(~ the offioial teaching of tha Churoh, man,. Cath-
olicS, as well as non-Catholics, still refuse to accept them or follow the 
,2. Man: people in America said the encyclicals were good ideas, but they were 
not needed and not applioable in ~erioa. 
33. The Bishops of !maricB, who are the offioial interpreters of papal works 
for their own diooeses, definitely applied them to many conditions and 
problems in the Un! ted States. 
.., REVIEW OF THE INTRODUCTION AND UNIT I 
1. Give the English titles of the encyclicals we are directly studying, the 
names of the Popes who wrote them, and the dates on which they were 
written. 
2. Give and explain the four purposes of this course or of any true education 
). Why do we have II. social responsibi+.ity to our neighbor? 
4. Trace through the history ot the United States the predominant ideas on 
social responsibility. 
,. Explain what is meant by the dignity of man. 
6. What specifically is meant by materialism and secularism? 
7. Give and explain the Catholic social principles that were shown to be ne-
cessary before a just social order could be restored. 
e. Why are the communistic, pessimistic, and optimistic outlooks on lite 
wrong? 
9. How many of the Ten Com.manciments are personal, and how maX'\Y of them are 
social? 
10. Explain what is meant by Christ's "Doctrine of Love" in all its social im-
plications. 
U. What is the relationship between the eight beatitudes and social respon-
sibility? 
12. Which section of the beginning of the Gospel of St. John expresses pre-
Cisely Christ's doctrine of love? Why' 
13. In what ways does the teaching of the Mystical Body of Christ effect so-
oial conditions? 
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... U. Wbat, in gener&l, were Christ's ideas on labor, on riches, on property, 
on the state, and on society? 
15. What is meant by' the term, -rich man,· as used in the Gospels, and how doel 
its meaning fit into the bea~tude, "Blessed are the poor in spirit-? 
16. Who were the men that kept Christ's dootrine of love regarding social 
life alive in the years immediately following His death? 
17. Who was the great medieval saint and scholar who organized Catholic social 
thought? 
18. In what ways did the ideas of Martin Luther and John Calvin affect the 
social and economic thought of the world following the break up of the 
Christian world? 
19. What WBre the major effects of the moral, economic, and political revolu-
tiona after the middle ~ges upon our own world? 
20. Who were Bome of the men in Gerrllany, France, Encland, and America who aougt ~ 
to solve the social problems of the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth 
oenturies through a Catholio reform? What did eaoh dot 
21. Prove that the Catholic Churoh has a right to speak on social and economic 
problems. 
22. What are the main values of ttle Churoh' e sooial teaohings? 
23. What is an enoyolioal? A pastoral letter? 
24. How oan the encyclicals be compared with the "Sermon on the Mount-" 
25. In what way oan we be sure that the encyclicals apply to America also" 
26. Explain. -It is not the end and purpose of man's existence merely to 
serve the good of another." 
~..--------.-, 
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t7. What is nV!f'..l'!t by the principle of stewG.rdship? 
28. Whe.t 19 a $oci~l study, !\nd why is it more difficult to studye. aocial 
science thr:l.n to study a physioal science? 
29. Must Catholics believe and obey the teachings ot the encyclicals' 
;0. Explsin. A Aound, united, and happy home life is the basia, the absolute 
foundation of a sound, united, and happy world • 
. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SYLLABUS, PROBtras or INDUSTRIAL LIn-UNIT III 
If THE HISTORY OF INDUSTRUL RELATIONS IN AMERICA2 
A. Original relations primarilY!Jf individual worker to employer 
B. Causes for the rise of unioni. 
1. Natural means ot proteoting group interest of' workers 
2. Reaction to in~ividualism in in4u8try 
.3. Terribl. oonditions ot work. 
4. Protection ot the worker and his rights 
c. Ea.rly unioniSJI (up to 1830) 
1. Skilled oraftsmen only 
2. Local in charaoter and influence 
1 Ena,ycl1cal references in this unit are tak.ntrom the following 
tc11t1onec Po~ Leo lUI, RIm! NS!!~ ine Condition .it Wgrk!!rth National 
Catholic .eltare Conference ed. , Washington, D.C., 1942, Pope Pius XI, ~­
I~~~, ~ R,g9!Ult rpciin& tjte §9cia,J; Order, Reverend Treacy, ed., zm 
11,!!,11~_ ,;::;:;,a,;:;..;..=~;.;;:.1:"1I' NtI'Af York, 1939; Bishops of Quebec, Pro,'blero ..:?1 ~ 1"{orJ:!;e;r, 
50. This last one is a pastoral letter, It 1s used. because it 
11 a simple and tnorollgh ap~licatlon of papal prin.~ii)1.EW to oond:1ti.oY1s similar 
to those in the United State •• 
2 Any good history of labor could serve as a teacher's souroe for 
ibis part, for example, Carroll R. Dougherty, "bor Pro]?lemp 1n AmericAn .lu-
IJllltil!2,;. Cambridg., Massachusetts, 5th, 1947, Jl,g...40.3,. This section (lEn be 
effeotiyely to crente interest in th~ problem of industrial life, as 
well as (!)i:~rTing as a b&ckground to present. day .eondi tiona. 
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D. UnioniSDl in the 18)0· s 
1. Attempts to organize nationally 
2. At.tempts in politioal influenoe-Had effect on publio eduoation 
and obtaining a more universal 8uffrar.e 
J. Destroyed through the doctrine of conspiracy employed b.r the 
courts and by the depression of 18)'7 
E. The ara ot Utopianism (1840-~50) 
1. Charles fourier, a 'rench socialist 
2. Robert O.anf an English reformer, fo'U.nder of Ne. Ha.rmony Colony 
in Indiana \1826) 
). R.alph 'Waldo Emerson, Horace Greeley, Albert Brisbane, etc. 
t. The Knights of Labor (1869-1890) 
1. National in character and very secret at first 
2. Included any and 811 workers who wanted to join regardless of 
trade or skill or lack of either 
:3. Led by Terence V. Powderly 
4. Catholic recognition through Cardinal Gibbons 
5. Predecessor of the AJierican rederation 01' Labor (UL) 
G. Aaerican federation of Labor (1886- ) 
1. Organized by S8lIlUQl B. Gompers 
2. An association of trade unions, including only skilled workers at 
first, not organizing the s"r.l1"'r-k111ed and \m-aldlled YfOrkeT$ l.ln-
til recently 
). William Green now president 
H. A new recognition for labor (1900-1920) 
1. 'Ihe Clayton Act freed labor from the status of 8. cOlllmodi ty at 
least in word if not in deed 
~----------, 
2, Department of labor set up in cabinet, 191.3 
:3. The iaportance ot labor in World War I 
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4. Departments ot labor relations established in many corperationa 
J. A renewed struggle against union growth byindustl"j" (1920-19.30) 
1. Paternalism 
2. Open-shop campaign 
.3. YeUow-Dog contraots 
4. Frequent use ot oourt injunctions against workers 
5. The blaoklist 
6. The trial and sutrerings of the depression 
I. Labor gains in the 1930t 8 
1. Recognition of legal right to organize 
a. Railway Labor Act ot 1926 gave railway workers the legal right 
to organize 
b. National Industrial aecovery Act of 193) (Declared unconstitu-
tional in 1935) 
c. National Labor Relations Act of 1935 (Declared coneti tutional 
in 1937-10 oompany oould intertere with right ot workers to 
organize-Labor'lI Charter of treedom in America-Amended by the 
Ta1't-Hartley Law) 
2. Limitation of use of the injunction thr~h the Norrie-LaGuardia 
Act 
L. The split in the labor movement 
1. The problem of the tUlsldlled worker 
a. Un-skilled worker increased in number, beoause of advances in 
large scale production and more specialization and mechaniza-
tion 
b. Dec •• ase in number of skilled workers, because of advancement in 
machinery and teChnology 
~-. ----------------------~ 
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o. lio means of organizing the un-skilled worker even though they 
now had the legal right to organize 
2. Congress of Industrial Organization (CIO) (1936- ) 
a. Primary purpose was to organize the unskilled worker 
b. Brought dissension in the ranks of the onoe unified labor mov .... 
ment 
0.. Caused labor to argue more ruaong its own ranks in oompeting tor 
members, and thus delayed construotive improvement in the labor 
movement 
d. Use by" John L. Lewis of oommunists to organize the union has 
been the oause of much trouble to President Philip Murray today 
M.. Pre-war and war-time ad'Yanoes of the unions 
1. Large increase 1n numbers--About fifteen million today 
2. Large increase in power and prestige during the war 
H. Post-war reaction to union activity 
1. Caused by' large number of strikes against restriotions of war-daY8 
2. Desire tor restriction of suppoa.ed power and bigness of unions 
.3. 'l'att-Hartley Law attempted to acoomplish this task 
II. THE WORKER AND HIS WORJt 
A. Present oonditions of work 
1. Work done solely for the sake of material return; spiritual ele-
ment ot work is relatively unknown 
2. Worker, too often, is oonsidered only a factor ot produotion 
.3. Work often uninteresting, because ot speoialization, meohaniu.tion 
and standardization 
a. Speoial1zation--Minute division of labor 
b. iI.ahanization-Extreme use of and over-_pbalis on the machine 
o. Standardizatlon-Monotonoua repetition on some Jobs 
~-----------, 
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B. 'he Christian leleal (n 57-67)3 
1. The worker 
a. Definltion of worker 
(1) General--Any person who exerts physical or mental energy in 
the achievement ot a task so as to obtain a goal 
(2) Economic-Anyone who performs physical or mental labor for 
an employer, and who does not have any direct participation 
in the management of the industry 
b. Dignity of the worker (pw 41) (iN 37) (QA 83) 
(1) Origin, nature, and destiny of man 
(2) Given certain rights (Cf. infra, section III and IV) 
(3) Given certein dutie~ (Ct. intra, seotion III L~d IV) 
(4) Not a commoditYJ not simply a tactor ot production, not a 
machine (QA 83) 
2. Wonc4 
a. Definition of work (PI 61) 
(1) General-Work is the partiCipation of man in the continua-
tion of God's creation 
(2) Eoonomic--Work is any mental or physical energy exerted in 
the ooaplation of a task performed for the purpose of r .... 
muneration 
b. Natural to man--Perrection of man, and a part or God's plan for 
mM (RN 27) (PW ')7, 58-60, 65-67) (QA bl) 
3 Wherever encyclioal referenoes are numerous, suoh as they will be 
in the next four units, the reading assignments were given a day ahead of time, 
80 as to have the students preplAre<i for the discussion, and then the more im-
portant sections and points were reread or discussed in class. 
4 A preliminary discussion on the students' attitude on work will 
bring to light the material and secular ideas already pOssessed b.Y them quite 
unconsoiously, and w111 show the grefit etfort tba twill ha". to be made to 
Counteraot the.e .ecular ideas. 
r:-. ------------------------~ 
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o. l1ignity of work-Not due essentially to kind of work, but due 
to the disposition of the one doing the work--Rerer to dignity 
of man (RN 37) 
d. Work is ·individual· (PlI 61, 65-(6) 
(1) Service to God' ** 
(2) Service to oneselt 
e. Work i9 "social· (RN 37). (n 62) (QA 69) 
(1) Service to others 
(2) Service to the community 
(3) Servioe to humanity 
f. Work is ·personal" (RN 62) (PW 61) 
(1) Cannot separate work from the worker 
(2) Therefore, one oannot gonsider oonditions ot work without 
considering the worker 
g. Work is "necessar,W (RN 9, 62) (PI 63) 
(1) Only means of obtaining livelihood for most people 
(2) Uan is not free to ohoose the most desirable ~obl always 
(Not free to work or not to work) 
h. Work is a neoessary source of all wealth, but not the sale 
source of wealth (QA 53) 
(1) Natural resource. are sources of wealth 
(2) Organizing ability can be a source of wealth 
; Introducing students, here, to the prayer of the worker is a good 
•• ans of showing them the importance and purpose of work, and ,in particular the 
POsitive function of work as a service to God. 
6 For example, hours to be worked are not solely dependent on the 
Uount of produotion needed, or wanted, but also on the amount ot time a human 
being can spend at work and still be able to fulfill his other buman funotions 
1a8 a Christian. &8 the head or the family, .w. 
~ __ --"-""'------1 
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A. Present day conditions of worker and tellow-worker relations 
1. Workers well....organ1zed in some industries 
2. Workers not organiled at all in eome industries 
4. Confliot between individua~ and group benefits 
5. Danger of small groups controlling large majorities--True of any 
democratic organizations 
6. Danger of diotatorial polic:!.es by some leaders 
a. Socialist or oommunist inspired aot.ivi ties caused by hitter 
rela tiona ."i th some cvmpanies 
b. Iaoral. policy of 801M men in any group 
7. Best men are not always attracted to big jobs in unions 
a. Better men often absorbed by industry first 
b. Lack of respeot on part of public regarding a union otfice 
c. Compensations not equal to similar positions in industry 
S. General attitude of flail for me," and let the other fellow worry 
about himself 
B. Tbe Christian ideal ** 
1. The need to organize (PI 95-100) (RN 69-70) 
a. FutUity ot individual effort (RN 70) 7 
b. Competition among workers often bitter and unjust due to indi-
vidual differences and the condition of the economy 
7 The students can be shown here how this is applioable in their own 
~tudent life. For example. the teacher will b. more inclined to listen to the 
plea of a group than tp that of one perlOn. or a principal is more inclined to 
pespect the request of! the president of the student counoU, representing the 
student body, than he probabl1would the request ot on. student. 
~----------------------------~ 
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2. Right t.o organize (PI 99) (RN 69-72) 
a. Sooial nature of man (RN 72) 
b. Only method of proteotion in most eases 
e. Promotion of common good 
d. Natural for man to organize to protect his interests (RN 7;) 
(PI 100-101. 104) 
. 
3. Duty to organize (PI 100-101. 10.4.) (RN 75) 
4. Duty to participate in organizations (n 104) (RN 7;)8 
a. Duty to attend meeting. 
b. Duty to vote 
o. DutY' to bold orfice 
5. Unions ** 
a. Definition of union-.A re18.tively permanent and voluntary asso-
cia.tion of dependent emploYf.tes who have united for the common 
purpose of advancing and maintaining their economic and 80Ctal 
conditions inolusive but not limited to the condition8 of the 
work of their members 
b. flost prominent unions today 
(1) American Federation of Labor (AlI'L) ** 
(2) Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) 
(l) Independent unions--United Mine Workere.-Railroad Brother-
hoods; etc. 
H-J'I 
6. Purpose of labor unions (n 105-115) (RN 76) (QA 32-34) 
a. PrOllOte economic interests or laboring groups (n 105-ll0) 
(RN 76) 
8 In their own school activities, it is pos8ible to show the stu-
dents the evil effects of the failure of the members to partiCipate in their 
sohool organizations. 
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b. Poster legislation promoting justice in life of working group--
Such as tree education, universal suffrage, Fair Employaent 
Praotice Aots, social security, housing, etc. (PI 1ll-114) ** 
c. Promote cooperation with management (PI' 110) 
7. Unions and the Association of Catholic Trade Unionists (ACTO) (QA 35) 
a. Reasons for existing 
(1) Instruct Catholic workers in Catholic social prinCiple. 
(2) Instruct Catholics other than workers in Catholic social 
principles 
(3) Inspire labor movement with Christian prinCiples 
(4) Give legal assistance to worjingmen 
b. Means of achieving this 
(1) Lectures 
(2) Labor schools ** 
(3) Labor publications--1Labor Leader,· ·Catholio Worker,- eto. 
8. Unions and union seeuri ty (PI' 112) 
a. Detini tion of union seouri ty-Any method of inSUring the oon-
tinued existence ot the union 
b. Most important kinds of union security 
(1) Closed shop 
(2) Union shop 
(3) Maintenance of membership shop 
(4) Open shop.-Opposes union security 
IV. RELATIONSHIP BI.'TWIEN THE WORDRS AND EMPLOYERS CD i8-39) ** 
A. Present conditions of worker and employer relations 
1. foo often one of contlict and not co-operation-Class warfare 
~-. ----------------~ 
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2. Re1.&tions have definitely improved but still hardly enough 
(pw 31-33) 
3. Greed tor gain and greed for power, in both groups, present great 
obstaoles to our aims 
4. Ixtreme individualism or oppressive domination are evident on both 
sides at time. 
B. The Christian ideal 
1. Co-operation not class oonflict must be the basis of industrial 
peace (M 28-33) (PI 105-106, 110, 140-141) (QA 53, 57-58, 81-8,)9 
2. Natural right to own propert:r ** :;.''';: 
a. Reason (RN 10-12) 
b. As head of the family (M 18-21) 
c. Needed to keep order in society (RN 14-16, 22) (QA 49) 
d. History has prO'fed the neoessity of it (RN 17) 
e. Civ:11 law bas always reoognized it (RN 17) 
f. Divine law sanctions it--Thou shalt not steal- (RN 17) 
3. lU.ght to own property is private, the right to use property i8 pri 
"late .e4 social (RN 33-.37) (QA 4'5-47, 49-51, 56-58, 136-137) **10 
4. R1aht. of employers (lUi )0) 
a. Get honest and efficient work (PI 93) 
b. -Fair" return tor their investment (pw 127) (QA 54) 
9 This faotor il very important and must be stressed aooordingly. 
A debate has been found to be a good method of understanding the need tor 
co-operation in industrY, ResolVed. Co-operation, not conflict, must be the 
basis ot all order and,peaoe. The obvious oonelusioaa can then be applied 
readily to industrial life. Any oth.r resolution similar to this oouldserv. 
just as effeotively. 
10 Thi. wo must be em.pba.1z.d as applying to all ownership, 
1I'hether it be a toy, gun, factory, or anything. all things must be used for 
• common ood as well as tor the individual ood 
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c. cret co-operation (PW uo) 
d. Expect respect of their property (PI 25) 
e. To organize employer associations (pw 128, 134, 174-177)(QA 38) 
5. Dutie. of employers (PI 131-135) (RN 31-34) 
a. Respect the dignity of workers (PI' 3.29) (RN 31) 
b. Pal a living wage (n 1)1) (U 32) 
c. Provide sound and safe working conditions (PI 131) (RN 31-32) 
d. Preserve moral standards in industries as rar as is in their 
power (PI 132) (RN 31) 
e. Recognize unions and work towards "bettert' unions (PI' 133) 
f. To organize associations of amp1olers, and participate in them 
(PI 128, 134-1;9) (DR 53) (QA 38) 
,. To be honest with consumer. (PI 127) 
6. Rights of Workers (pw 105-115) (RN 31-33)11 ** 
a. Status and treatment of a human being (PI 129-130) 
b. Living, family, saving wage (PI 107-108, 131) 
c. Decent human working conditions-Hours, sanitation, special re-
plation for women and children (PI 108-109, 131, 171-17.3) 
(RN 60) (QA 28, 7l) 
d. Some eoonomio and social .ecurity (PI 108-109, lll) 
e. To organize (PI 99, 174-177) (RN 69-72) 
7. Dutie. of worker. (RN 30, 33) 
a. Give honest day'. work (PI 93) 
11 The relationship between opl.oyers' duties and workers' rights 
and workers' duties and employers- rights should be pointed out to the stu-
dent, and e.phasized. Every right implies a duty_ 
~-----------"' 
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b. ftespect for property of employer (PI 25) (QA 55) 
o. Honesty in ful.fUling agreements 
d. Co-operate with industry 
e. Peaoeful in methods used to obtain ends 
f. To organize and to participate in their organization 
S. Position of summer-time and part-time workers--The aame as that of 
full-time and permanent employees 
9. Collective bargaining (RN 78) 
a. Definition--A prooess of disoussion and negotiation between an 
organization of employees on one side and an &aaoeiation of 
employers on the other side in an attempt to establish the 
terms of employment, inoluding wages, hours of work, and 
working conditions 
b. Peacef'ul methods used to obtain agreement it bargaining falters 
(PI 178-181) 
(l) Conciliation 
(2) Mediation 
to Arbitration 
o. lore disturbing methods used if peaceful ones fail 
(1) By labor 
(a) Strik......sumpatby, 8i t-down, slow-down. wildcat, gene-
ral 
(b) Picketing 
(0) 'eather-bedding (Illegal) 
(d) B07Cott 
(2) By management 
(a) Lockout 
(b) Injunction 
~------------------~ 
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.., (0) Blacklist (Illegal) 
(d) Yellow-Dog contracts (Illegal) 
10. Economio democracy (M 33) (n 74-77) (QA 78-88)12 ** 
a. Workers have voice in determining cond! tiona of work and even .. 
minority voioe in determining general polia.t 
b. Workers beoome partners in a Joint venture and not simply ser-
Tants in the employ ot .. master (QA 65 
c. Workers have Ii right to a share of the profits (QA 54) 
d. Stockholders have voice in the administration of their company 
V. THE WORK.ER, HIS WAGE, HIS STANDARD OF LIVING, AND HIS ECONOMIC SECURITY 
(Plf 13-14) (RN 61-65) (QA 61-71) 
A. Present day conditions 
1. Insuffioient attempts to set wages at level of a living wage--
Wages still determined largely by the law ot supply and demand 
2. Much evidence of foolish consumer buTing--Tremendous possibilities 
for consumer education 
3. Thrift not generally the practice 
a. "Keeping up with the Jones-
b. Foo1i8h budget Ung 
c. Pressure of advertising 
d. 'alse build up of -American way of life-
B. The Christian ideal (Q.A 63-75) (M 61 ... 65) 
--.----
12 If the olasa i8 a more advanced group, here would be an ideal 
place tor a more thorough discussion of the industry-council plan in its basic 
organization and method, stressing especially the need tor organizing society 
acoording to what men do ):atber than according to what men own. For any grou 
how8'Ver, the reading and. C!lsculsing of the oomic-book-tc.ra pamphlet, Catech ..... 
Uou Gulld Eduoational Society, ed., Labor Is A Partner, St. Paul, 19.49, is 
ideal, and 1s highly reoommended to make this idea more understandable. Thie 
Pamphlet has proven itselt most interestine and helpful to the students. 
~-----------. 
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1. The "'wage described-Pa,ment for services-Often the sele means or 
livelihoodJ often the sole means of obtaining propertYJ often the 
primary means of obtaining some economic security (RN 9, 52) 
(QA 63-71) ** 
2. Need of intelligent living within one's means 
3. Living wage (RN 61.65) (QA 71) 
a. Definition--Includes, of neoessity, family wage and eaving wage 
b. Means of determining wage (RN 61-65) (QA 71) 
o. Typioal living wage budget for family of five 13 
4. Saving wage (BN 65) (OSO 41) 
a. Necessity of thri;f't (PI 94) (QA 61) 
(1) Future emergencies of sickness or injury, etc. 
(2) Virtue of temperance 
b. Benetits of thrift (RR 65) 
(1) Ownership of property 
(2) .e~s to some security 
5. Complete eoonomio security impossible (lUi 27) (CSO 32) 
a. Danger of siokness, tragedy, etc. 
b. meed for some security greater than ever betore, because of 
the b~zard8 and upQertainti8s of the social and economio 
cond! tiona today J.4 ** 
13 The developaent of suoh a budget with the olass is almost a ne-
cl8sity. Having them set up their Olin budget, then working one out together 
1n class, wl11 clearly show them the cost of raising It tuUy, the need tor 
thrift and planning, and the reasons for the stress on a decent wage. 
1.4 Cf., Federsl. Security Agency, Social Security Board, .!!hl Soc~,* 
[§.eouritrl, Publication 15, Washington, D.C., 1945. It. is a very simple expl .... 
Dation of the need ot .ome social security_ It is Yery useful tor high school 
students, sinee i\ is written in Yerr simple yet thoughtful terms. 
rr=----------
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c. Some future economic security necessary for the purposes of 
planning--Man, beoause of his reason, is able to plan for the 
future and must do 80 
6. Sooial secu:rity progr8.11 in the United Statesl ' H 
a. Unemployment ootlpensation 
b. Old ... A.ge insurance 
o. Survivor's insurance 
d. 'Iorkaen t 8 compensation 
e. Medioal benefits 
f. Permanent and temporary disability 
g. Problem of federal or s~ate plans 
h. Problem of public or private insuranoe 
VI. THE WORiCER AND HIS FAMILt (PI' 18-20, 46-,0) 
A. Present day conditions 
1. Worker often considered independent of the family sinoe purpose 
of work is too often primarily and solely production and not the 
support of the worker and his family 
2. Spend-thriftiness, not thriftiness, too otten the characteristic 
of workers 
J. Women and ohildren not sufficiently protected in industry, and 
too many compelled through economic necessity to work in industry 
4. Little thought of saving and preparing for marriage economically 
b.1 young men and women 
B. The Christian ideal 
1. Impossible to separate worker from the family (n 46-50) 
15 If time allows the opportunity, a more speoifio discussion of 
each of these would be worthwhile, but generally time will not permit more 
than a brief mention of the work of this program. Student reports on each of 
~theBe haYe served well in ooyering this matter suffioiently. yet quiokly. 
8, 
2. Ll;'1ng wage m\8t be a family wage (QA 71) 
a. Obvioul3 for the l!'JA1Ti~d (Ql 71) 
b. Im.portant also for the single preparing for r.tarriage (PI 48) 
3 •• orker, family, and housing problems (PI 47_48)16 
a. Poor housing-DeUnquency, alcoholism, quarreling, eto., tend 
to increase 
b. Good hous1ng--Usually provides proper atmosphere for home life 
4. Worker, f'udly and health (PW 47) (OSO 32) 
a. High oost ot medioal servioes 
b. PaYlllent trom savings or public or private insurance 
5. Worker, twnily, and education (PI 49) 
a. At homa-Good books, periodicals, cultural entertainment, 
social development 
b. At school--Catholic education--Additional costs at all levels 
of education 
6. Worker, f&l1i1y, and working wife (n 18-20) (QA 71) 
a. Danger to the individuals involved 
b. Danger to marriage 
c. Danger to the family life 
d. Danger to the chl1drne 
e. Danger to the country 
7. Worker, family; and working ohildren (QA 71) 
8. Worker and preparation for marriage 
16 Seot10ns three to eight (3-8) will easily incite a spirited and 
interesting discussion of student attitudes toward these probl~e, which in 
'urn oan then be .bitted. to the Christian attitudes desired in the ensuing 
discussion. 
~--------------~ 
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a. Thrift--Raasonable and intelligent living within one's 
.eans (PI 48) 
b. Certainty ot basio material needs desireable (PI 48) 
VII. THE WORKER AND HIS LEISURE TIME (pw 51_56)17 
A. Present day oondi tiona 
1. More leisure time than ever before 
2. Of'ten the purpose and end of work, and even of' lit. Itself (P1If 56) 
3. Leisure time often fJ1Ilonomous with reoreation time for Dl&ll1 
4. Leieure tae often synonomous with la.1 time for many 
5. Need for proper education in use of leisure time (PI 55) 
a. Danger of oYer-emphasizing sooial plea8ures--Danoes, parties, 
etc. 
b. Danger of' anti-intellectual tendencies ot movies, radios, tele-
"'lsion, eto. 
(1) Destruoti",e of the art of oonversation 
(2) OYer-emphasis on crime and "slapstick" comedy 
(3) Detraotion trom good reading habits, eto. 
o. Danger of immoral temptations increasing with more tree time 
'" 32) 
(1) Drinking 
(2) Gambling 
(3) Procrastination 
B. The Christian ideal 
17 The importance of leisure time oannot be overemphasized. It is 
alllOng the greatest problems of our day. Finding out what the students do in 
their leisure time will show the importance of' \his problem. Compare the pur-
pose of the studentt • leisure time aotiVities with that of Section a,'. 
~ ,------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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1. Detinition of leisure--fbe time available for a free choice of 
activities 
2. Detinition of reoreation--Activities performed aotively or pas-
sively tor the purpose of relaxing and refreshing the mind or 
body--Not all leisure time is recreation time 
3. Purpose of leisure primarily the fuller development of the human 
personality (PI 56) 
4. Need tor reasonable and intelligent ohoice at leisure activities 
(PI '4) 
5. Proper usages of leisure time and their ertects 
a. Moral (spirt tual) advanoement (n 54) 
(1) More time for the study at religious truths 
(2) Attendance at more Church services, Churoh doings, and 
Church ranetion~ possible 
(3) Possibility of greater opportunity or personal advancement 
in the virtues 
b. Cultural advancement 
(1) Concerts and theatrical produotions 
(2) Possibillty of acquiring a greater appreciation ot true art 
and music 
o. Educational advancement (PI 54) 
(1) Cont1naed formal education or night school 
(2) Intelligent reading 
(3) Proper choice of television and radio programs 
(4) Hobbies in woodoraft, eto. 
d. Reluatlon (PI 55) 
(1) Better physical health--More time tor pbysical exercise 
(2) Better mental health 
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"(3) Inoreased emotional ste.bility 
e. Strengthening of family bonds (PI 52) 
(1) More time for husband to be with wife and ohildren 
(2) Possibility ot family reoreation 
(3) Inorease of parental control and parental respeot 
f. Progress in democracy . 
(1) Possibility of adult education (PI 53) 
(2) More time to study politioal issues and vote intelligently 
(3) More opportunity to take part in sooial, economio, and 
political organ1z~tions formed tor the proteotion of the 
individual and common good (n 53) 
'III. MEANS OF MAKING THE PRESENT DAY CONDITIONS MORE LID THE CIUUSTI.ANIDEAL 
A. Renewal of Christian Ufe (QA 9'7-98, UO, 127-137) (DR 44-54) 
-
1. Living privat~ and sooial lives in accordance to the principles of 
the Gospels (Q A 132-135) (DR 44-45) 
2. Reform of individuals and institutions (QA 77) 
3. El1minating the ·Catholics in name onlY" (DR 43) 
4. Detaohment from worldly goods (QA 1,32-135) (DR 44-45) 
a. 'or the rich (DR 44) 
b. 'or the poor (DR 45) 
5. Reestablishment of the true concept of charity (RN 83) (DR 46-48) 
(QA 88, 137) 
a. Supernatural (DR 46) 
b. Toward wall- lien (DR 47-48) 
6. Reestablishment of Justioe (DR 49-54) (QA. 88, 136) 
a. Comm.utative individual justioe in industry (DR 49-50) 
b. So01al Justioe in industry (DR 51·'4) 
~------------------~ 
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B. Application of Christian principles 808 a retlledy (PI 85-2(4) CPR 6O-8ct 
1. By workers themselves (PI 92-119) (Di 70) (QA 41) 
a. Through persoBal practioe of virtue (pw 89-94) (RN 81) 
b. Through their professional groups working for the oommon good 
(PW 94, 99-119) 
2. By aotion of employers thaselves (PW 120-l42) (DR 68-69) 
. 
a. Through personal praotioe of virtue (PI 120-124) 
b. Through their prot.saiona! groups working for the oommon good 
(Pi 12;"l42) 
3. By all oitizens (PI 143) (DR 67-(9) (QA l42 ... l44) 
a. Partioularly professional men (PI 1.45-149) 
b. Partioularly teaohers (PW 150-154) 
o. Particularly members of the Social Apostolate ** 
(1) Catholio Aotion ** 
(2) In the fields of human rights, eduoation, the press, the 
tWly I law, in promotion of truth and good will in aU 
sooiety 
4. By the state (DR 75-79) (QA 1.33) (PI 167-166) 
a. Through honesty in government (DR 76) 
b. Through allowing freedom ot action tor the Church (PW 1,6-1'9) 
(DR 77-79) 
c. Through sooial legislation tor the common good (PI" 167-lS6) 
(DR 75)(QA 1)3) 
d. Through reco&"Uition of the source of their authority (DR 73-74) 
(n 160-163) 
/5. By the aotion of the clergy (PI 187 ... 200) (DB 6M3) (QA l42-l43)18 
18 Immanuel Cardinal Suhard, Ptlesta uo¥.!s. ~~!U18., Lucien ~1n. Carol Jackson, and Reverend Joseph Luo£.ta.gne, 8.S.B •• Chio!lgo. 1950. 
a.~n their personal lives (PI 191-194) (DR 63) 
b. Dr going to the aid of the poor (PlJ 189-200) (DR 61-62) 
o. In their own administrative work (DR 63) (PW ~91-194) 
r __ --------------------------------------------------------------~ r""'" 
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PRINOIPLEs, IDEAS, AND ATTITUDES 1'0 BE STRESSED IN UNIt II 
1. Unionisa arose al a reaction to the poor conditions or work existing in 
the early industries. 
2. Unionism in Amenca, contrary to unionism in lurope, has been largely eco-
nomic and not poll tical. 
,. The bitter 8tru£U~1. ot unions to 'Ilin recognition bas left bitter rem ... 
brances which f'requenU7 prevent, or at least hinder, friendly oo-oper-
ation in industrial relations today. 
4 .. Work 18 natural to man. Ian 'IIfOuld have had to work even it original sin 
had not been committed. 
,. Work oan be Itmental.- or -ph1sical.-
6. Work 1s a means of personal perteotlon and a possible aeans to o~a1n1ng 
grace. 
7. Work is more than a lUans ot making mone)". 
8. Work haa a d1gnlty, because ot tbe dilnity of the worker, 
9. Work. 18 indIvidual and social. 1t i. personal and neoesnr,r. 
10. Since work. 1s so important to man, be must be very caretul and thougbt.tul 
in the chOice of his lite. s work. 
U. Man has a natural right to organize to protect his legitiute intereste. 
12. Social action i. neeessary to prOllOte .ocial justice. 
13. Under present conditione, IRa!l haa a duty as .'U ae a right to organi.e 
in econom1c groups tar his own protection and the promotion ot the COIDlon 
good. 
14.lIorkers, and emplo,-en, &l'ld etookholdere have a moral obligation to parti .... 
oipate in artT organisation to 8loh \hey belong_ 
" ~------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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1'. Unions and employer aseociations are subject to the aoral law just the 
.ame ... the individuals belonging to them. 
].6. Co-operatlon, not class confUct, wst be the 'basi, ot indust,rial. rela-
tion •• 
17. Society JIlU8t be ba.ed on the principle ot the • good ot each and the good 
.of aU· and not on the principle o,r the .good of selt.' 
lS. Man has a natural right to own propert,._ 
19. Owner8h1p ot ;;>ropert,. 18 priJaari17 private, but the \189 of lt is a):.ay. 
social as well as private. 
20. Man 1. the stewud ot the goods God has placed on earth for the 'beneti t 
ot -aU' men. 
21. Ian has a natural right to a -tair,- but not an unlimited, return on hi. 
inyostmant. 
22. lorker81'lU#t be respected as hUJIan being. and not isreated aa meohanical 
robota existing only to produce economic goods. 
23. Workers haYe a right to a living, taml1y, suing wage. 
a/ .. 'Iol'kers have a duty to Ciye an hon •• t day'" work for an honest day' 8 pay. 
25. lorkers must respect, the property ot a CQmpe1l)" as well as of lndiYidua.llh 
26. CollectJ:'I'8 bargaining is a natural means ot settling industri&l dispute •• 
27. If the end, means, and circumstances are morally good. workers have & 
right to 8trike as a last resort. Bope of a successful out'ome il a ... 
cesla.ry condit.ion for a strike. the good tha.t i. antiCipated WIt be 
greater than tho hara whioh mal re8Ult. 
28. Vioienoe and destruotion of property are not justified in an industrial 
dispu.t.e. 
~. 
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29. Capitalislll In itself is not evil, but its abuses must be eliminated. 
,0. Stookholders should exeroi.e their voice in the administration of their 
ooap&nY. 
,1. Economic democraoy 1. as iIllportaat as political democraoy. 
;,2. Worker. bave a rieht to h&.e a .01ce 1n determining their oondition. or 
pay and work. 
)3. Eoonomio sooiety must be organiaed tor the proteotion of the common good. 
The Papal. plan of reconstructing the sooial order is the induatrT-ooun.,11 
plan, in which men are organized. according to what they do rather than 
acoording to what they own, and 1n wh10h organised groups of industry, 
labor, agriculture, oo .. roe, etc., work together with the gO'Yernment to 
a.ttl_ their difficulties. 
34. A living wage carmot be cOIlplete without due regard for a fUli1y weae. 
3~. A living wage cannot be considered without regard for a aaving w .. e. 
)6. ill workers nat praotice the virtue. of trugality and thritt. 
11. AU lien haye a right to obtain throuah thritt IOlIe property aa a means of 
some .eourlt)"_ 
38. The wage contract 1. justilied 1.8 long a. it i. ju.t. 
39. Coaplate eoonomic aewrit)" i. impossible, but man, because of his atlU1t;y 
to plan tor the tuture, haa a right to some economic aDd 80c1al security_ 
40. How inteUigently 111 spend what we make 1s otten as important as bow lIluch 
we II&ke. 
41. "Ivery un haa the duty to 1.111 at obtaining tor himself and his £81\117 aU 
that 1s fleCesSa.l7io lead a truly huraan Ute, sheltered against the chance 
01 \he tuture." (PI 101) 
,. 
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42. The pz'Ob18l.'ot the worker cannot be understood without a con,ideraUoll 
tor, and inolus1on ot, his status, real or potential, as head ot the 
tam117. 
43. Bastc material needs are necessa17 to enable a tuily to lead a normal 
and baPP7 existence. 
4,4. Good, decent housing is an 1mportf1!1t contributing factor to the succe •• 01 
t8JI117 life. 
4'. A worker has a right to necessar,y health servioes tor himself and his 
tard1,.. 
46. A worker atld his £&11117 have a right to as nch eduoation as their lnte1-
ligence can gra.p. 
47. A wite, ordinarily, should not haYe to work. to supplement the husbandts 
wage. 
48. Tbe working !IOther should be el1minated from factory work a. tar and as 
soon as buaan17 pos.ible, 
49. losen and children should not be obliged to do work unsuited to thelr ase 
and sex. 
50. Ivery unmarried worker, intendillg .ome da,. to marrr, has the obligation 
of preparing economicall7 tor IULlTiage through the exercise ot thl"ih. 
'1. Ian, because of his reasOIl, bas a right to leil\11"8 time. 
'2. Ian has the aoral obligation of using his leisure time tor his own 
.pin tual, mental, and ph.7s1cal developaent. 
53, Lei.un tille, it not used proper17, can be a danger to the individual and 
to societ7. 
~----------------------------------~ 
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, ... The proper use of leisure time can .ean happiness and a completely new 
outlook on Ufe tor IIlOst people. 
s,. InteUigent use ot leisure t1me 1s essential tor the best interests of 
democracy. 
,6. Christian prinCiples must be followed in both prlvate and publio life, 
,7. Onl,. a return to ths teachings of. the Gospel can bring order and peace 
111to the world. 
53. EconomiC, social, and political act. are moral act. •• 
". 1Iorldly goods can be judged IlOrall,. good or bad only in the manner that 
they affect the eternal end of the person ueing the •• 
60. J'ust.ice and chari t1 are the foundat.lon stone. of .. true Christian aoclal 
order. 
61, lach group llUat apply the •• principle a to t,he actions of it. own economic 
and sooial group in auoh the same way t,!J.at each incH:rldual IIlU8t apply thea 
principles to hi. own actions. 
62. The state i8 governed by .orality. just ... much as lndb"iduals are. 
63. The source ot all authority is God. 
6.4. The clergy 1IU.t, ln partlcular, give exaaple ot justioe and charlty 11& 
their personal U"8. and in th8ir publ10 work. 
r~ __ --------------------________________________ --, 
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1. Why 1s the so01&1 order of thls ute connected and subordinated to r .... 
l1g1ous and moral questions' (1) 
2~ Ihatare the Ohurch's goals in her ,social teaohing and aotivlty1(2) 
,. 'rOIl what are the 8001al teaebings of the Church primarily taken' (3) 
4. What is a general principia' What is the job of Bishops regarding general 
_ral prinoiples' (4) 
5. Why has the Ohurch leaned favorably toward the working ola.s! (8) 
6. Why il it neoessar1 to keep r .... xamin1ng the Church'. posit1on on soc1al 
problems' (9) 
7. What 1s the particular objective and aim of this lettert (lo-U) 
8. Despite the high standard of llv11li, what are some of the 8'lils from whic 
\he werldng class sutfers' (12-1.4) 
9. What aocording to Pius UI 1. the purpose of eooDOIIlic Ute! (14) 
10. What is .enat by industrialisation' (15) 
U. What has been one of the more iatportan:b results of industrialiaatt.on' (16) 
12. Why is it dUfioult tor a rural person to adapt himself to c1ty Ufe' (17) 
13. Bow bas the problem of urban We affected the famll1"1 (17) 
14. Wh&t have been the evU errect_ of poor boualng oonditions on the t&.lld.l7 
-
, 19 thabera in the pax-Anthes1. indioate the paracrllphs in.lS! l.r.9l!-
".9.! the Worker, in which the answer. wUl be found. This pamphlet is a 1 .. 1. ,,...toral. letter and not an enoyol1cal, bUt it 1. a Yer'1 thorough applioation 
~ or the pri"clpl •• ot the •• orcl1oall '" the probl ... of 1nd.1uIWal relat.1ol"" 
f 
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and .ociet,., (18) 
1'. Ibat has been the etrect of WOJIl8ll in industry on the fuil,. and sooietTl 
(19) 
16. What aft SOIle ot the things that have bUl't the tardl1 budget' (20) 
17 .. Ibat three pr1u.17 effeots h&ve resulted frOID the excessive spendlng ot 
youth on frivolous amusement. and clothe at (22) 
1.8. Wbat are some ot the causes that have contributed to an inorease ot sen-
suality &1IOllg workinpen' (23) 
19. Why are workers ,eneraU,. not interested in thelr work! (24) 
20. Bow have workers and 6l1plo78rs baen guilt,. of lessening the 8ense of res-
ponsibility uong the working class' (25) 
21. What are eou of the dancers to ph7.ice.l and moral health that fOutli wor-
kers are otten mbjected to in our datr (26) 
22. What is JIlAterlaU.' What are the pr1.J:lal7 characteristlo8 of our oen-
turyt (27) 
2l. In what ways haa the lowering of the Cbristian spirit 'expressed itseltT 
(28) 
24. \lhy 'Hr8 workers 80 very reluctant to join unions at flr.t? (29) 
25. What haYe been the various &ttl tude. of empl01er. toward labor organi ..... 
tions? (30-31) 
26. What effects have the.e emplo18r attitudes had on workers' ol.a1m., ()2) 
'¥I. ihy are some men confid.ent and happ,. reaardin, the union lIOVement' (3') 
as. What are SOJAe of the things for which the worker ... re to be praised' ()4) 
29. How have 801le workers att.empted to pro\ect the labor organisations fl.'0Il 
L~ 
1. Since 80cial oonditions are 80 bad 'because ot the .... i18 at cit)" Ute, one 
ca~ conclude that city Ute and industrial work are evil and should be 
destroyed. Prove this tals •• (:37) 
. 2. In what swan w.y. can a healthy restoration ot the worker's Ute be lIl&de' 
(38) 
,. Why is a Christian concept ot work and sooial organilation necessarr to 
un? (38) 
4. 'ffhy is it neoessary tor religion to be the foundation ot the restora.tion 
ot t.he worker" Ute? (39) 
~ ,. The Church bas been aocused ot praising ..,.erytb1ng tor the future ute, 
I but nothing tor the temporal lite ot her children. Di.prove this. (41) 
f: 
6. Prove that the Church is not protecting any particular economio or polit1-
oal system, but only the dignity ot JlIUl and a sound aoc1al peaoe and order 
based on Christian principle.. (42) 
7. What make. the family the lIlost iIIlport.ant factor in the worker'. reform? 
8. What are the tundaaental prerequ1.ite. of social peace and order, esp ... 
o1aUy in regard to the tamily? (47) 
9. Ih)"i. private property, espeoially the ownership ot a house, so important 
to the feadly? (48) 
In what particular 'R1s auat the Ohristian spirit ot marriace appl)" to the 
family. (49) 
r __ ------------------------------------------------------------~ ,-
.. 
11. What are 'Ule social conditions neo ••• ary tor the ideal Christian worker's 
full" (50) 
12. Why ls the probla of leisure time more important today than .... er betor. 
in the past' (51) 
13. How can leisure tille se". to make the tamil7 III JIlOre unlfled 1I001etyt (53) 
u. How else, other than ln the tud.ly, can le1sure t1m.e glve the worker a 
fuller Utet ('3) 
lS. In wbat ways should le1sure time 1mproYe the spirltual, intelleotual, and 
art1stic in man' (54) 
16.. Bow bas the love ot Il0l18)'' hindered workers trOJll the full value of the1r 
le1sure timet (55) 
17. Ibat is the purpose and us.fullness of leisure tlme1 (56) 
18. Wby is it important to understand the meaning and purpose ot work as it 
i. understood in God' s plan tor mant (57) 
19. What is the comparative value ot worker and machine 1n industry tectayt 1. 
th1s a good thlng? (58) 
to. In what way did God intend that industrial lit. should .erve man' (59-60) 
21. Work should be the doa1nat1on ot matter, not .,.1c ... .,..r8a. Explain. (61) 
22. Row does work sen8 hUlllJ11 tyt (62) 
23. To eru.bsUtute the primac1 of prof1t for that ot 8e"1c. 1. unnatural aDd 
entails d1sastrous consequenoes. !zpla1n. (6) 
24. Bow oan workbeoOlle the perfeot1ng of mant (65) 
25. In what wa7s does work tit 1nto God t s plan tor un' (66) 
26. Why 18 1t more dift1cult tor the industrial worker than 1t :18 for the 
fanaer and "the arUsa to re&l1.e the full value of work1' (67) l------------------------------------~ 
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r/. How do •• the present slstem ot work lead to nteriallsm' (68) 
28. What are the lI8.!lJ' purposes or a true social system or work? (69) 
29. Show how the true order or 11&11 oyer matter oan be applied to our sooieV' 
(70) 
30. What three characteristics of IlOdern induatry need to be humaniaed, and in 
wha t wal C&n this be done' (72) 
,1. How does intensi..,e mechanization affect the worker? (73) 
32. What. 1s the errect or the .y.t- of the wage oontract! liow could this 
condi tion be 1aprOYedt (74-77) 
". What caution i. nec.spry, however, in discussing any part or labor'. par.. 
ticipation in management' (76) 
'4. Explain the phrllse, -D_ocratization ot the ecc>nom1.- (78) 
'5. The vocational group 51st_ .ill be based on what primary prinCiple' (79) 
36. What i. the &atl ot the .tate 1n reeard t.o economio 11t • ., (81) 
PAll! III 
1. 1fba.t groups bave a der1l1i te part to play in the solution of the p1"O'blea 
of the worker? (85) 
2. What i. meant bY' an -understandin, IJ1DlP&th7" toward the problem of the 
worker? (86) A Brational 8)'llpathY"'I (87) A -Cbristi8.J'1 Iympathr" (88) 
3. Who has the priu17 Job of restoring the tuUne.s of lite to the workert 
(89) 
4. By taking reUgion al their guide what can the workers them.el .. e. hope 
to ac.pl1aht (90-91) 
S, What i. absolutely nee •• eary to help th. worker. oyercome trials of b1. 
llt.t (~) 
~~------------------------~ 
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6. In what ways will the Chriutian .irtu •• of justio. (9'), ot charity (94), 
of temperance (94), and ot thrift (94) h.lp th. 1I'Orker and hie f'amily1' 
7. Why 1s it not possible for isolated and individual workers to achi ..... 
sufficient results in workingman r.forms' Ibat th.n, obviously, 1!\\18't be 
done to bring about reforms' (95) 
8. What is the .pecial taB of Catbol1-c la,..n today? IbTf (96) 
9. What is the value of' ,ood Catholio 11.7 leaders in societit (97-98) 
10. Why should workers join 1n babor unions' (99) 
U. What are the tour points ot Oatholic teaohing on labor unions? (100) 
12. Why do.s a work.r ha •• a duty to join a. union' (101) 
13. Ibe.t il the Church's uin caution to union.' (102) 
, 
14. Ihy au.t a union tollow the Ohristian sooi&1 ph1l080phyf (102-10.3) 
1'. What abould be the purpose. ot labor union.' (105) 
16. A union bas a just cl.a1a to what right' tor its member.' (108) 
17. What are some ot the duties of labor unions other than the protection of 
the laborers themsel.,e.' (lll) 
18. What 18 meant b7 union .ecurityf (112) 
19. The worth of the members in an organization is more upor\8nt than their 
rrwaber. Explain. (113-114) 
20. What is a cooperati ... e? (116) 
21. What are SOIl. ot the evil. ot oapitali_' (117) 
22. 'or wbat reasons are the a.ctions ot employers so important' (120) 
23. What principle ot ownership do the Bishops stre •• t (121) 
24. According to the Bishop8. what i8 the place or ...u busine •• tn an ecouo-
-1'1 (121-122) 
lOt 
2'. 1hat ls .e.6t by industrial deoentralisation? (12') 
26. List the adTantages ot • smooth running business? (126-127) 
2'1. What are the obligations ot employers and workers in regard to wage8' (131) 
28. What is the duty of employers in their attitude t01rard unionism? (133) 
29.1fb.at are some of the advantages of .ployer' 4ssociations both for the .... 
ployer and the worker? (135-139) 
.30. Ibat is the obligation of employers in regard to social reform? (l42) 
,1. -hat part ,.hould all men of good will play in bettering the oond1 tion ot 
the worker? (143-l44) 
32. How can m.embers of the liberalprofeasions help improve the workers con-
ditions and better the soc1al order! (145-149) 
". Why are many 1O'mg people not joining the tield ot teaching. (150-151) 
)4. What should the teaching ot today stress primarUtl (1'2 .... 153) 
35. Bow can the state exerci" its power tor the benetit and safeguard ot the 
rights of all citi.ens? (154) 
3(>. The Churoh does not oppose the state, it. cooperates with it. It it dis-
approTes some phase of governaent activity, it is simply to remind. the 
gO'f'ernment ot the plan ot God, of the moral order. 1xp1a1n. (15S-158) 
37. lYhere does the state get its authority, and therefore, its right to d .. 
lIland respeot? Explain. (160-161) 
38. Explain the priDoiple or IJUb.idlarlty, (168) 
39. What legislation la needed to safeguard the health and •• lfare ot the 
worker? (172-173) 
40. The state should. promote the natural. right of associat10n. Explain. 
~ (175-0177) 
r ____ --------------------------------------------------~ 
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41. Wha.t should" be the pod tlon of' the state in regard to strike. and look-
outs? (178 ... 180) 
42. Wbat should be the overall purpose ot laws regarding labor and management 
relation.? (181-183) I.'. Wbat 18 the mission of the clergy' What 1s their special mission in our 
day? (188-190) 
... 
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CHAPTER' 
S'ftLABUSa ATHEISTIC COMItTNISM-uNIT 1111 
XNTRODUCTION (1-7) (Also QA 111-126) 
1. Commm1811l, an attempt to undermine Christian civilization (1-3) ** 
2. Attitude ot Churoh toward communism (4-7) 
a. Condemned by Piue II in 1846, and trequer.tly there&t'ttir (4) 
b. Condemned by Pius II (S) 
c. stUl another pronOWlc8llent needed (6-7) 
I. COJ&ItJlfISII, THEORI AND PRACTICE (6-24) 2 
A. Doctrine ot talse ideals (8)3 
1 The fon of the outline i8 copied atter Francis A. BrOWD, 'On 
Atheistic OolDDlWl1.,· 21»we IUZg;U2tl Seri!." Chicago, 1949, but. divisiona, 
headings, and paragraph readings are the author.8 own. Numbers indica" ~ .... 
graphs of encyclical, ·On AtheisUc eo.um..,- lW. GUat Emp;u.sa,J;., ed" 
R8'V'erend Gerald C. Tre.c7, B.J., Hew York, 1939. 
2 Reverend Charles B. McFadden, the PhiJ.o!fRbl.9l. CO!B'NR!l'b N_ 
'fork, 1939. rus work i, too advanced tor the students, but it is a .,ery e:x-
cellent teacher source tor the understanding of communiSm and its tailing •• 
3 Read1ng .peclfl0 lnstance, trOll an actual biograpb1 of someone 
who lived under commmilm has helped make this section more realistio, For 
example, 1n Victor Iravohenko, 1 CaRl! Freedom, Nn York, 1948, excerpt.s were 
read to the studenta, who then had to determine wbat. 1deas or phaeee of 00 ... 
nis. had been described. (Page 38 paragraphs 6-8 was applied too I,B,4 and I,t 
in the Gulline). (Pp. 138-139 applied to ItO,S-'?) .('p. lS4-162 applled to ai-
aost all phas.s of communism here discussed 1n I). (Also in Grett. Palmer, 
£lod' f l1nderg£9!!JlSl, In York, 1950, the last three cbapters read to the olass 
efreotive1,. explained all ot I, ancrln particular the Intl'O. 1, and I',F ,4-6). 
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1. fals'll tNluality of men ... 
2. 'alse ideal ot justice ** 
3. FalS8 ideal ot human perfection ** 
B. Based on materialistic evolution (9) H-
1. Matter, the 801e reality 
2. iYolution of matter by bli~d forces ** 
,. 10 God-no spirit-no soul-no eternity-no h.aven or bell-no 
good or bad ** 
4. Class struggle, hate, terrori", destruction take torra of crunde 
for buaan progress 
O. Man and fud11 under cOJDllUnism (1a-U)4 .... 
1. Ian 10'8S dignity, personality, and liberty (10)' ** 
2. R.emoYal ot moral restraints 
3. Lite, IlOrals, purpose-all b8.sed on economic necessity 
4. No private prop.rv 
5. Marriage become. a purely civil and artificial inst1.tution--based 
solely OIl economic necessity (11) 
6. Women made equal to men in all things 
7. WOllen bearers of children, but not truly "mothers· 
8. Children are children of the .tate 
4 Baving the students write a one act play or an essay, describing 
a typical dq in the life of a family under cODUlluni81lt, showing its rights, 
duties, conditionsof work, etc., has been successful in making communism more 
realistio \0. them, 'The same could then be done for a family under Christian-
ity to $how the contrast. 
5 A report b,y some student, followed by a 01as8 discue.ion, on the 
simplified edition of the encyclioal L&b!r~ ti9!!91 has been most helpful and 
1IlO8t .tfecU .... in uader.tanding true liberty_ 
9. Eduoation by the ltate and tor the state ** 
D. Ian 1s a member of societ,. wi ttl . no personal. welfare (12-14) ** 
E. Why co_un181l spread despite it. evU (15-18) ** 
1. Ignoranoe and tear (15) 
2. Liberalism-lndi'W'ldual1sa-prepared the "a7 (16) (Also QA 109) ... 
3.. Shrewd and widespread prop'ianda (17) 
4. SUence ot the secular press until onl7 recent t1me (18) 
F. Practiaal application ot Coramuni_ (19-23) ** 
1. Russia (19) .. 
2. Mexico (19) ... 
.3. Spa1n (20) ... 
4. lakes .en &Dimal. (21) 
5. Removes the di'W'1ne (22) ... 
6. Terrorism •• t replace lIOra.lity (23) ** 
G. Russians a. a people not to blame (24) 
II. OOCTRlNE or THE OHURCH IN CONTRAST (25-)8) 
A. One God--All WiS8, all just judge (26) 
B. Man (27) ** 
1. lan has a spin tual, imaorta1 soul 
2. Man has greater 'W'alue than all of the material world combined 
,. Son or God-JIember or the Iystical Body 
4. Natural. rights 
C. Pam1ly (28) H 
1. Saored bstt tution estabUshed by God 
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2. EdUoation, a right of par.nt. 
D. Sooiety (29-30) ** 
1. Society tor man, not man for society (29) 
a. Not in the light of individualism 
b. Not in the light of c.ommunism 
o. In the light ot social. justic. and charity 
2. Government oan restrict man, bu.t not defraud him of his rights ( 
3. Subordination of material to diYine(30) 
It. Soo1a]....econoll1c order (.31 ... 32) ** 
1. Based on the prinCiples of Rene Novarum and Sl's!4!:a,!wo AIm2(3l) 
2. Social. Justice and social chari t1 (32) 
'II Relationship between state and oitizen (33) ** 
1. Individualism-All for me 
2. COlD1llunlsm--!ll tor the state 
3. Social justice--Considers the individual and the common good 
G. B.auty of Church doctrine (.34-35) 
1. Equllibrium of truth and justic. 
2. Based on lov ..... lllfh. Word was m.ade flesh-
3. leep. balano. between man' IS love ot God, his country, his .ramil,., 
8l1d him..elt-all based on his final end, God 
4. Temporal welfare important, but subordinate to spiritual 
5. EstabUshment ot guiding moral prinoiples 
6. Dootrin. of peace based on brotherl,. love in Christ 
H. The dootrine and ita practice (36-38) 
1. Church false17 aocused of failing to follow it, own prinoiples(36) 
F ____ -------------------------------------------------------------, ~ 
2. Church t 8 part in social progre8s of humanity (37) 
a. In the abolition of slavery 
b. Equality of man in eyes of God 
c. Elevation ot the dignity of labor 
d. Gutld system coming into renown 
e. Pope Leo XIII' 8 'Work tot' labor 
III 
3. The scorn of the Church's teaching, and not the following of 
thea, has caused socialism and communisa (.38) 
III.APPLICATION 0' DOCTRINE TO DAILI LIn: (39-S9) .. 
A. Renewal of private and public life in light of Gospels (39-40) 
1. Increase in nuaber of sainte (41) 
2. Increase in general zealou8ness (42) 
B. ·Catholics in name oulT' need reforming first (43) 
C. Reawaken a need for the spiritual "llPrema.cy in thought and action in 
both the ridh and the poor (44-45) . 
1. ReviYal ot Christian charity (46-48) 
... Based on love not reoogni tion (46) 
b. Charity performed for Christ (47) 
o. Repayment in peace and oontentment (48) 
2. Installation ot sooial justioe (49-54) 
a. GiYing to others wbat is rightfully theirs-Both to the la-
borers ..IW1 the emplo,.ers (49-50) 
b., Respeot of comaon good as well as individual good (;1-52) 
6 'I'M:3 er. +.1re seotion can be reYiewed rapidly, 8ince it has bean 
discussed twice; previoutdy. It can be used to point out &lain how the appli-
cati.on ot Christian pr1noipl •• i8 the answer to .. ery 80cial probl_. 
r~ ______________________________________________________________ -. 
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cs. R\speot of rights and t'ul1'il.lment of duties of both labor and 
management (53-54) 
D. Advooates deep study ot encyolicals for all groups (55) 
1. To enl1ghten the mind 
2. To inspire the heart 
3. To control the body 
E. Part ot the Catholio press (56-58) 
1. To proaote the Catholic doctrine (56) 
2. To protect against COlDIIlunistic propaganda (57) 
a. Ihich at first showed its true l1&ht, but now ctuA.r.ies tactics 
WheneYer necesaar1 
b. Which disPU18 a false desire for peace, brotherhood, friend-
ship, compatibility, and oven rel1giousnass 
c. Which bas proven that oo-operation with atheisti¢ Russia is im-
possible under present conditions (58) 
F .. Reed ot pra1er and penance to counteract. cODllllUl'liam (59}7 ** 
IV. ADMINIS'flU'lI'.Ot CATHOLIC SOCUL OOatRIn (60-80)8 
A. B1 bishops and priests (60-63) 
1. In churches and in other prt.estl1 work (60) 
2. EspeciallY' uong poor lfOl'k1ng.en (61.-62) 
,. In their own business administrative work (63) 
7 A stud,. ot the promises of Fatima has been most helpful here in 
that these. proalse. emphasi.e the spiritual struggle necessary to deteat 
OOllllllWlsim, which is more of a spiritual threat to us than it is a material on 
8 An 888&1 assignment for the .tudents on ftHow I oan personall,. 
help to promote Cbr~stlan1t1, and, tbereb,y, defeat communism,. hal tended to 
thow the students their personal r •• pons.lb111t.1 in bringing the world back 1;0 
Chnet. Student. can be referred baok: to seotion Ill. 
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B. By laytC&n ot Catholic Action groups (64-66) 
C. By associat10DS of workmen, farmerl, dootors, ltudents, etc. (67-69) 
D. By Oatholic worker. (70) 
E .. By a united Catholic world (71) 
F. By aU bel1 ..... r. in God (72) 
G. By the state (7)-79) 
1. Through co-opention with the Churoh (73-74) 
a. By prevent1ng ant1-GGd campaigns (73) 
b. By recognizing the source of their authority (74) 
2. 87 providing tor the common good (75) 
a. Through legialatlon 
b. Through exertinc other infiuenc8s 
,. Conscientious adla1.n1stration ot the state (76) 
4. Allowing fre-edoa of action for Church in the apread of goodness 
and truth against materialism (77-79) 
H. By the erring (60) 
1. Through penance 
2. Through a return to 1ibe truth 
CONCLUSION a A ROLY CAMP AlGN AGAINST EVIL (81-82) 
1. Placed under proteotion of St. Joseph (81) 
2_ Guid.d by a deep faith (82) 
3. Carried out by the Catho110 family under the tiuldanoe of the Holy 
Family (82) 
--
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A. Extent--Aotually unknown, bu.t i.nYeatigations have proven that it e21-
ists everywhere, and that it bas infiltrated into nearly all occupa-
tions ot importance in ,laerioa 
B. Purpose--To oaU3e the downfall of our eoonomic SOCiety, to increase 
batred ot groups for each other, and thus to prepare for the revolu-
tion which will turn the United States into a oommunist country 
O. Methode-Any means as long as it serves the end-For communists the 
end justifies the means--The means oan be anything or any person wbo 
is available or cooperative 
1. Propagand......ule any .eans to prOTe their point~l1es, halt-truth., 
etc. 
2. Direct opposition-Organi.ed action against a bill, ldea, or per-
son 
3. Infiltration into existing organizations 
D. Primary fields of interest 
1. Governsent--Local, state, and tederal 
2. Labor-Baying their own unions or getting into regular unionJ 
). Communications--Newspapers, aovie., radio, telev1s1on, etc. 
4. lducation--Getting teacher. into all leYels ot education 
VI. COMMUNIS114 AND THE UNITED NATIONS ** 
A. Un1ted lations wants unity through co-operation, communism wants 
unity tbroqh domination; United Nations attempts to use peaceful 
.ean, of agreeing to obtain mdty, coaunism uses force and deoepo-
tion to obtain a dominated unity 
B. Ooman:miat, use and support the United Hations only in so tar as it 
.arve. their own communi.tic purposes--They are not interested in 
eatabllahing any peace based on justice 
9 'his i. not & pan ot the encyclical, but communism should be 
discu •• ed in its relationship to the future of the United States and the 
United Nationa, at leastbrietlt. 
r,~--------------------------------~ 
US 
PRINCl:PLES, IDEAS, AND AT'1'ITUDES TO BE STRESSED IN UNIT III 
1. OOllllBUns1l'll is anti....Qod and, therefore, anti-Christian. 
2. Conununism has been condemned by the Ohuroh ever sinae it 'began. 
,. 0011Ulunism i8 based on a purely materialistic concept ot u.n. 
4. By denying the spiritual in man communism denies his individuality, hit. 
JIOral1ty, and, therefore, also d.~es the sacredaes and dignity ot the 
falnlly. 
5. Oommunism cannot compromise for peace, it advocates a never-ending strug~ 
gle against all opposition to attain its goal, the imaginary perrect so-
ciety. 
6. Under COmmuni_,I man eJll.ists for the state instead of the state existing 
tor man. 
7. COIIDlunism has spread, because the world in its love of the material is 
prepared to receive a materialistic explanation of life. 
8. The injustice, tyranny, terrori .. , .een and known in the countries 
where ooJllllUnism has been tried, prove the evil of the .1stem. 
9. AU the Russian people are not to be condemned for the 4eede of the CO.lBlll'Qooo 
nistic party leaders and m_bers. 
10. The dootrine of the Church, in contrast to that of OODUW.nsim, is one of 
love and justice and not bate and injustice. 
11. Man and the fail,. take on a saored and individual importanoe under Chris-
tianity. 
12. Under Christianity SOCiety exists tor man and not man for sooiety. 
13. The Church promotes the temporal welfare, but subordinates it to the 
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spiritual. ~weltare. 
14. The experience ot the world proves the value and goodness ot the Church'. 
sooial teaching. 
15. The denial or Bcorn of the Church' s teaohing has been the fault of the 
difficul ty and confusion the world i8 experiencing toda;r. 
16. 01'117 a renew .. l ot private and public life in the l1(,,ht ot the Gospels can 
prevent the world from turnin, to communism, 
17. "Catholics in name on!,.- need to be reformed .first. 
18. Christian chari t;r and social justice must be made the center ot the new 
order in SOCiety, it it is to persevere. 
19. Priests, l.a.ylIlen, eeonollic and social organ1aations, and the state must 
partioipate in this struggle .. ,ainst evU. 
20. The struule on our part must have a spiritual purpose as well as a te:a-
poru one. 
21. Hat. cOIIUIUllin. but love the communist. 
22. No one who would save Christian oivilization ma;r cooperate in anyway with 
OOlBJllUD.:1_t 
23. COllllUllsim 18 a threat to the United State. at this .er,. moment. 
24. Oommunism wants unity ot the world through domination, while the United 
Nations wants unity through co-operatlon. 
U7 
RErIEI OF UNIT 11110 
1. What i8 the overall purpose of cOllUflunismf (1-3) 
2. When was the tirst time that the Church condemned oOlUluni81'llt How otten 
has it been oondemned by the Church since then? (4-7) 
). Give the false ideals presented by communism, and explain where each one 
ia false. (8) 
4. Explain. Communism is based on materialistic evolution. (9) 
5. Explain. Oommunism is godless, and, therefore, without true morality. (9) 
6. What 18 meant by olass struggle' (9) 
7 i Why does IlIUm loae hi8 value tmder the communistic rule' (10) 
8. What happens to the talnily under oommunism? (ll) 
9. What 119 the purpose of man under the communistio belief? (12-14) 
10. Why is commun1em so dangerous to our materialistio Westerb world' (16) 
U. Why has oOlEUli811 spread de8pi te ita evil.' (15-18) 
12. Show the ertects of oommunism in Russia, Mexioo, and Spain. (19-20) 
13. Why must terrorism rfJPlacG moro.lity under communistio control! (21-23) 
14. Why oan we not blue the RU8sian people for all that the communists are 
doing! (24) 
15. Contrast the do.ctrine of the Churoh with the dootrine of communiSDl in re-
ga.rd to God, man, the family, society, and tho state. (25-.32) 
16. What i8 the true relationship between the state and .the citizen' (29-33) 
-
10 JhUlbera in the parentheaes indicate the paragraphs 1n thE» enoy-
clical, "On Atheistic Co_un1sm," Flve great Inclc1a,c!,l.a, Reverend Treacy, ad. 
New York, 1939, 177-215, 1n which the anawera will generally be round. 
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17. Explain th."" beauty of the Churcht s doctrine. (34-35) 
18. nas the Church practiced its doctrine of justioe and charity in the past? 
If so, give examples. (:;6-38) 
19. What i8 necessary to bring about. a destruction of communaim and a new or-
der in sooiet.y today1 (39-55) 
20. What is true Christian charity! (.4,6-48) 
2'1. Wbat is social Justice' (49-54) 
22. Why should all men study' the encyclicals? (55) 
23. What part must the Catholic press plal in combatting communism' (;6-58) 
24. What ,art is to be pla,-ed by pra18r and penance in counteracting commu-
nism' Where does Our Lady of Fatilila tit into the struggle against commu-
nism' (59) 
25. How can bishops and priests promote the Catholic social dootrine' (6Q...6:;) 
26. How must la.,aen participate in this task? (64--66) 
27. What part must be played by economiC and social organizations? (67-69) 
28. What part .usi the Christian state play in combatting communism' (73-79) 
29. Why i8 the Church' 8 stand against oommunism, considered a holy campaign 
against evil? (81-82) 
)0. In what pUbllo fields in the United States have the communists tried to 
infiltrate the mostt (Outline) 
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CBAPtIR VI 
SXLLABUlh CBBIftIAIi IDUCA'fIOI-uJI! III 
vrtRODUC'fIOth DlPORr.A5CI AlJD IDJ) lOR ElAJIIHIIlG ma PBOBLDI OF IDUCATIOI 
1. lore people than eYer bef'ore are being eduoated, 7et the world i. mort 
oontused than ... er before . 
2. lY81"7bod7 wants it, but many know not i \s real value 
,3. 1&n7 so-oalled educated. people are otten as contueed a. the uned.u-
oated tada7 
4. Demooraq need. an informed and educated public 
s. loral chaos exi,t. in .001e\y despite all the .o-called education 
6. '.,pec1&117 1s a true eduoation important toteen-agers today 
a. Adult life, tor which they are prepariq, 1s '0 much more caa-
plex tocta,. 
b. !e.n age 11f'e it,elf is acre oomplex toda,y than ..,el"betore 
I. SOP Q.DIlUL IBl'BOOOCTOSI COIDRl'S Oil IDUO.l'!IOW2 
A. Definition ot e4uoatioft 
1 .. bers in parenthe.i. indicatie the paratliflphs in the .no,ycl.ical 
, ot Pope Plu. n,.OnOhristian lIduoatiOD- reprinted '1.1\ Bu.alein, IS2W ~ 
llDrinlZth au_uke., II, 87-121. a ..... r.nd treaoy, .Il!! iDA. ,;o;x;c11D1l, Sew 
York, 19.39. baa a e1:a1lar translation, l:ft1t paragraphs ,are not nabered. The 
~. reterenoea oan e.ail,. be tramstened by the teaoher t~ this work it it is ~ 
.e the tat tor the olu •• 
2 !hi. seotion need not take too lI\1Ch time. It i •• imply •• ettina 
tor the discu.aion of' what i. really wanted in an education. Th •• e points IIUI1 
be recognised berore turther di.on •• iona oan be intelligently held. 
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1. leaDing ot the word, .duoat10~teduoo--educere'--to lead out 
2. Meaning of the prooes8 ot eduoati(1)00-8. process ot growth and deYe-
10pment whereby the indi ... idual assWlate. a body ot lmow1edie, 
makes hi. own a group of life 1deala, and develope the abillty to 
use that knowledge in the pursuit of t.he8e ideals.-3 
B. Some generally aooepted purposes ot eduoation today 
1. Gain information 
3. Be an Wormed ci tilen 
4. Oet ahead in the world 
,. leep youth off the labor market 
6. A8 a cur .... all 
c. &duoation, a process ot selt-acti ... it,. 
1. 10 one Oall simp1;y be taucht, one IDUSt learn 
2. Bard work neo •• 8ary to aobi .... e this goal 
D. lorul and informal education 
1. »efin1tion ot fora&! eduoation--That part of on.ts education UDder 
organi.ed oonditions, rules, and teachers 
2. »ef1niticm of inforul. eduoation-Any pha. •• ot one', development 
whlch is outside ot the sohoolroom. and apart !'rOIl the organised 
direotlon ot a trained teacher 
3. Importance ot both 
a. formal wl11 depend on ~ worth ot the .dhool and the teaoherl 
b. Informal guided by associat10ns and d.t1n1 te17 unorganized toda, 
CSt Dependence of formal on informal and ... ice-versa 
II. mUOATIOI AND MAl ** 
A •• The true education of man depends on the true nature of _ (5'/-65) 
1. All methods of education are not the same, because the purpose 
of educateion i. not the sue in the ainds of all 
2. Purpose of education is not tbe 88me, beoause the oonoeption ot 
man 1s not the eue in the IIdnde ot all 
.:h Theretore, the true purPose and methode ot educatlon will be 
tollowed onl¥ if the true purpose and nature ot man is tolLowed 
B. True nature ot man (;9-60) ** 
1. Body......ph)"slcal, material, temporal 
2. Soul-Spirltual, immaterial, eternal 
a. Xntellect--Power of reasoning 
b. WUl-Power of tree ohoi •• 
c. Both affected b.r orlglnal .1n-Weakened will anel diaordered 
inolinations 
d. Ittecta ot original sin counteracted by graoe-'hrough the 
redemptloa b1 Ohrist 
,. Indi.,1dual and social 
4. Material and spiritual 
5. Physioal and mental 
6. True of all men, regardless ot creed, 00101', or natlonalitr. ... 
O. Any eduoation el1mlnating any ot these tactors in man will be an 
lncos!"lete educatioa (61-6,) ... 
1. Bon-religious education 
4 the equality ot Hegroe. and their right to a Oatholic educatioa 
can be stressed here through a report or a reading of the LDHE 1m 1Kt!U-
iM.on .1D C.,baUa IAA_JII,· .ent out by ae1tz I.orial. 81gh School. It il a pcx.l I"lii' to sn up the Obrillt1u prinoiple. on 1mi. POin. 
r,..... 
-
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). Pur.l)" technioal education 
4. Any eduoation, training the II1nd but not the will.. makes the 
ohild a slaTe ot h1. own pa •• 10n. (64) 
D. True eduoation IDU8t then include the following. ** 
1. Spir1tual (moral) development 
2 •• ental (intelleotual) d ..... 10pDlent 
3. Iaotional development 
4. PhT.1cal d .... elopa8D'b 
5. Techn10al dwelopa.nt 
6. Sooial d .... lopa.nt5 .. 
7. Cultural deTe10paent .. 
8 t .lll properl,. blended 
I. R.ed tor dis01pline (60) ** 
1. Ivtl t.nd.noi.s due 'to or1ginal sin 
2. 1m 1s train.d only by pract10. 
3. -Spare the rod and spoil the child" 
4. PrellUppos.. the existenoe ot necessar,y author1 t,. 
r. Publio, gen.ral education on sex 
1. Based on false conc.pt of hUDlan nature (67) 
a. Inowledge alone cannot pr ... ent sin--Sin preaupposes 
suttic1en'b knowledce betore oomm1aslon 
b. Cons1ders sex aa a purel,. natural thinl, wh.n it aotual17 
possess.s a eupernatural. .. &nina and pttrpose 
, Ooune87, applled to all walk. of 11te,. could be a lesson 
well t1 tted into the .001al d .... lopaent of the etudent;. . 
r-
! 
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"C. Aoaentua'bes the wil inolination" caused through original .ia 
d. Danger that attempts to prevent ain through information aa:r 
eYen lead to .in 
2. Proper11 remains the task ot parent8 and .pir1taal adviser. 
(67-69) 
Q. Co-education (70-71) 
1. rounded on denial ot .eaknesse. in human nature (70) 
. 
2. Baaed on fal.e standard of equality among sexe. (70) 
3. Dift.reno.s 1n temperament, abiliti •• , d."ir •• , and need. 
aannot be equalized (70) 
4. N.ed tor pre.ervation ot mode.t1 
5. Ideal .ethod 
a. S.parate aohool tor 1:101'8 and one for girla near to each othel 
b. Should be a .eparated eduoation, 1et should not destroy the 
possibility ot 800ial dwelopment 
6. Co-education frequent in Catholic "hool. beoause of .financial 
problema and building probl._ 
III. EDUCAtIOB AND 'f'I:lI CHURCH (12,14-21) H 
A. B.1gbt to educate (12.14-19) .... 
1. Betore all other. in regard to supernatural purpose 
2. Divine 1I18s10n to teach 
3. Supernatural Motherhood 
4. Istends to all places and all peopl •• 
,. Interpreter of fat th and moral. 
6. Perfeot 8001et7--8 .. s all .eans within itaelf to aohl .... it •• nd 
7. Bot onl1 in regard to i t8 end but aleo in regard to •• an. n.04S 
8&1"7 and eu1table to attain to the IUpernatural end of man, the 
ul\1aa\e goal ot all man's aoUen. 
-1. Sermons 
2. Study 01ubl 
,. SOhool 87st .. 
a. Grade schools 
b. High lohool. 
o. CoUeges and Universitie. 
d. Trade schools and training scbools 
4. Saorament. and graoe 
s. Pbysical eduoation program. 
6. PreseJ"'f'ation ot culture 
a. Soholarship in Medieval t.1Jaes (24) 
b. Scholarship ot its ole:rgy todq (24) 
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7 •• 1 •• 1011.......cI ... 111.Ina natIves and the underpriviliged and 
brlngiftg th.. to Ohrist 
S. Catholio Aot1on ** 
0,. Cooperatea with the tamily ** 
1,. Respects the right of parents-lill not be.ptile children with. , 
out parente oons.nt until they are old enough to deoide tor 
thells.lv •• 
2,. Suppleaen1t8 the work ot parent. 
1>. Cooperate. wi tb the .taw6 
1. Abides by just regulation of' .tandarda 
2. Proaot •• order in the state 
6 thi. problem i. handled more thorougbl.,. 1n .ecUOD 't1). 
12r3 
J. Gi.es moral tr~ining neo6SSary to become good citizens 
E. Unlimited by anyone in its right to teach morality, aince its lLuthori 
ty comes directly from God, and is protected against error by H1.(24) 
F. No conflict!!! with 1mowledge 01' material world ...... 
1. Religion and science (56) 
2 a. God gave us both-Truth in one oannot be contradicted by truth 
In the other (57) . 
b. Faith and revelation do not destl"oy the natural order, but slm-
ply ele1'ate it to a supernatural worthiness 
2. Faith and reason not oppos&d to each other but mutually helpful 
(57) 
J. Church prosotes not hinders true scientifIc and temporal knowledle 
IV. EDUCATION AID THE 'MIL! (29-39, 73-78) 
A. Right to eduoate (29-39) ** 
1. Natural right (29) 
2. Prior to rights of the state (30-33) (co 16) 
a. ChIld needs care untU tully developed 
b. Ian DlUst exist berore he can be a ci tisen-llan i. a meabel" or 
a family before he is a member of ·the atate 
c. P'ather i8 principle ot generation, ot eduoation, and ot elisci-
pllne and 01' everything that bears upon perfecting human 11te 
). Recognised by Supr8lle Oourt of United Statee-HoJ,.y lame VB Oregon 
()6)7 
4. Recognised by Ohurch-Will not baptise without parent, permission 
until the ohild reaches the age ot full responsibility 
7 A report on this cas. 1s a good disoussion starter here. The 
~.rerenoe in the encyolioal to this court decision i8 a gooa indioation that 
the encyclicals apply de1'lni te17 to the United States as well a8 to the rest 
or the world, 
B. Limn. t.o this right. ()4) 
1. Bight is aube.rdinated to last end ot II8.n 
2. Right aubordinat.ed to natural law and dlvine law 
). lamU,.. ls not a perfect society 
a. Does not have all means wi thin itself to aooomplish i t8 enel 
b. Neede tbe,help of trained teachers to give necessary Wor-
mation . 
4. By the common good or societ., 
O. Du\y to educate (32 ... 35, 73-78) H 
1. Ohild bas right. to as much moral, physical, civic, and cultural 
dwelopaent as be oan possibly master 
2. lust be cared for until child ie oapable or taking care of *'111-
lelf 
D. Part of tuily in formal. and in informal education 
1. Good eX8JDp1.~ (73-76) 
2. Discipllne-tlt&1rdng the will (75-76) 
3. 'transfer of knowledge (75-76) 
4. Hot as errective today as it should be 
a. Laok ot preparation for eduoat.ing by parentI 
b. Children Ipend too muoh t1me away from hOlla 
S. participation ln, and cooperation with, school authorlties and 
school programs 
6. Using .ean. ot Churoh to train children 
a. Sacramenta (77 ... ) 
o. SarYl0 •• 
r·" .... """" 
1)0 
,. EDUCAT1:0N AND THE STATE (40-57) 
A. Right to educate 
1. Perfeot sooiety--Ha8 all mean within it.elf necessary to acca.-
pli8h its purpose (40) 
2. Necessary to promotion ot oOlDlllOn lood (40) 
a. Its oan preservation . 
b. 'hen parents are rouild inoapable (44) 
o. Supplies detioiencie. in famil,. eduoation (44) 
3. Intelligent citizenry (47-49) 
4. Healthy oitizetl17 (47) 
B. L1a1ts to 1ts right (42) 
1. By the family-the task of lov.umeot is to proteot and to 
toster. but b,y no .eans to absorb. the taail,. and the 1ndivi-
dual, or to aubeti tute 1 tselt for them 
a- By the Ohurch in utters ot moralit1 
3. 8, the natural law and the divine law (44) 
4. Cannot compel familie. to uae Ioy.rnaent sohoola 
O. lIIeans used in ectucatine 
1. Pl"OJROtA activIties ot tamil, and Ohurch (46) 
2. School .,st- to supplement their activ1 tie. (46) 
3. Proteotion ot educat10n b,y legislat10n (43, 45) 
4. Adult educatiOf1 prcgru8 (50) 
,. Promoting morals in the countl'1 (50) 
6. Sohool. tor the hand10apped 
7. Rehabilitation ot v.'.ran. 
r lJ1 D. Churoh and state oooperation (51 .... 57)8 H 
1. Could not in truth oppose each other (51-52) 
a. Both trom God-The souroe at all authority (51) (Iv 3) 
b. Both de.ire good of man (51) 
c. Each hal its oen end, and the ends are not contradiotory but 
auppleJllent&ry (51) 
(1) End ot the Church-Eternal welfare of IWl (ID 9-12, 38) 
(2) Ind of the ,tate-Temporal weltare of man (ID 4-5) 
(,) Iternal welfare of man 1, superior to, but not exo1U8i ... 
of, temporal .. elfare (IV 1,) 
2. Must cooperate espeoially in regard to education (52-53, 55) 
a. Similar to unity and harmony ot body and IOu! 
b. Body interested in temporal .elfare. soul interested in 
eternal .. elfare 
e. Body subordinate to 80ul, yet not de.'troyed b,y it 
d. HarmoD1 brings pro.perit,. (55) (ID 14, 20-22) 
e. Qood Ca'bho11e aust be a good ci U.en ('5) (ID 18-19) ..... 
t. Good oitizen R.t haYe good sooial principle. 
3. lvi1s of disharmony between Ohuroh and state 
a. Morality has no protector (IV 2).24) 
8 81.nce this is such a prominent problem in the United State. 
and throughout the world, espeoially in regard to eduoation, raterenoe is made 
here to the iJlportant letter at 'ope Leo nIl, ~! R!!, Paul1st Pra •• ed . 
I .. York, 1941. A student report or a l'OUJld table d18ou.81on on the s1apUti 
edition, B .. arend Gerald C. Treacy, 8.J., Ohrts\!y IkU.2£ ryy ChMI, li_ 
tork, 1945, as it pertatns to the Church-state relation'hip 11111 help to ola-
rify tIli. i.aue, 80 Yital to our Catholic people and our Catholio aohoole. Th 
reterenoe paragraph nwabera (I» 3, .to.) are the 88m. in both the aboY. edi-
tlona. 
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b .... State frequently tries to become the Churcb (ID 27-28) 
o. State often becomes supreme in all matters (ID 29-30) 
d. License ia often adYocated instead of true liberty (ID 32-33) 
(ID 37-38,42) 
VI. EDUOATION AND THiSCHOOL (79-91) 
A. Reason for exiatence 
. 
1. To supplement the work of the home, not become a substitue for it 
2. Provide general eduoation which parents are not qualified to give 
B. lust provide for an &duoation of the -whole man" H 
1. "Neutral" or -a1zedlt school. inoomplete (81) 
a. Exclude God, theretoh, they do not develop students IIlOral.l.y 
b. Bound to become irreligious (81) 
c. Forbidden to CatholiCS except in rare instances (87) 
2. Separate religious instruction in -neutral- schools does not make 
thera acceptable 
:3. Req uirements of a sOhool for Catholics (82) ** 
a. All teaching, organization, teacbers, courses, and textbooks 
ftat be regulated by the Christian spirit 
b. Under the guidance of the Church to prevent error in moral 
teaching 
c. Religion must be the core of all subjects on all level. ot 
education 
I.. This appli .. even to nations having many beliefs (83-84) 
a. Families and Churoh must be free to set up own system 
b. State should realile the help these schools give to the estab-
lishment of an orderly state 
c. Definitely the state has no right to oppose it &s long as a 
good civic education i8 being given, 
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5. Oatholio ob1ldren should not be separated froa body of the nation 
(87-88) 
a. Good Catholic must 0: necessit)" be a good oi tile 
b. Good Catholic aust recognise lawful C1Til authority 
C. Desired characteristics ot teachers in Catholic schools (90-91) 9 
1. 'leU-prepared in subjeot utter (90) 
2. High intellectual and moral character (90) 
,. filled with the lOTe ot God and se. the image of God. in all pupils 
4. De.ire. good of the famUy and oountry (90) 
5. Take place of parente in process of formal education (76) 
6. GiTen necessary authority within reason to discipl1ne (76) 
VII. EDUCATION AND OTHER INFLUENCES 
A. Oomm.u:n1 ty tactors 
1. Standard ot living 
2. Educational tacilities 
3. Reoreational tacillties 
4. Rouling oon41 tiona 
5. Moral standards ** 
B. N.wspaperelO ... 
1. Value ot inforutiol1 to education 
2. Danger ot • sensat1onal1'-
9 'eachers are cautioned to be reacy for a thorOugh examination 
by the students. 
10 There should be no difficult)" in bldlding interest trom bere to 
the end ot th1s section, Ohallenging the yalidi i7 ot their accepted means ot 
c e and.. time ao vi t cien til' them u\1All 
r--------------------------------------------------~ 
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3. Vatestricted reporting 
4. Scandal JDOqering 
c. Books (92-93) ** 
1. More book.s could mean better 1ntelleot. and better thinking 
2. Dangers to JDGrals in cheap noTels, immodest detective st.orle., 
so-called ·comic· book., etc. 
D. Radio (92-93) ** 
1. Possibilities in dneloping the art ot listening 
2. Pos,ib1llty tor tood entertainment in the home 
,. Danger ot spreading secular idea. 
4. Over-use can lead to a dulled, passive mind 
I. TeleY1.ion 
1. Tremendous pos.ibili ty tor eduoation 
2. Danger ot the glorifioation of the immoral in dress, adver-
tising, and pro6uot10D8 
3. Destruotive ot a true art ot conversation so helpful to intelli-
gent th1nking 
r. Movies (92 ... 93) ** 
1. Infested with the petty, appealing, and sensational 
2. Glorification of the secular 
3. Dan,eI" to the 1I1ind--ftThe fila even "hen it is blameless 1s, l:Jy 
it' nature, one sided in its appeal to the eye, and 80 1s in 
danger ot making the 10Uthtul mind aupertiCialh unless it be acoompanied by helpful and "bol.SOIIe reading.· 
11 Pope Pius Ill, Adelre".i2!W!. Student Youth 9l..!a!, reprinted 
1n CathoUc Domenil, fo.n'lt&cal ODEx~, London, Janua1'7 31, 1949. Thi. 
chaUenge to the aovie tane will g.' & reaction from the student8. 
! ----------------------------------------------------------------~ l
-G. PrivatA club. 
1. Danger of ilaproper guidance and leadership 
2. Danger of notion that -might makes right-
,. Danger of creating social stratas, castes, etc. 
H. Standard. ot beauty (70) 
1. Bath1ng beauty contests (70) 
. 
2. Cosmetics 
,. 'ashlons (70) ** 
a. Purpose of olothing 
b. Dangers of immoral suggestiveness 
J. Leisure time ** 
1. Improper use of leisure time 
2. Influenced by above factors 
,. Could be used tor cultural advancement 
1'5 
It. leceasl t,. ot reoogniling the good and bad possibUi ties of each of 
the above faotors-Tbeir production often lies, bowever, in the 
bands of un.crupulous men who live for money and pleasure and not 
tor eternity. Christian disorimination is neceseary in the cboioe 
or their usage. 
CONOLUSION. THE TRUE OHRISTIAN-THE RESULT OF THE TRUE CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
1. The true Christian, is the aupematural man who thinks, judges, and 
acta constantly and consistently in acoordance with right reason 
illumined by the supernatural light of the example and t.aching of 
Ohrist (98) 
2. The true Christian doe. not renounoe the activities of thl. lite, 
he does not stunt his natural faculties. but he develops them by 
co-ordinating thea with the supernatural (99) 
3. Saints and their work ill the w"rld are the examples ot the final 
produot of a true Cbriat1811sducatioll (100) 
4. Chri.t il our "eaoher and our Model (100) 
r-
1)6 
PR.DIeIPLES, IDEAS, AND ATTITUDES 10 Bt STRE5SlID IN UNIT IV 
1. Iduoation ot tod.a1 i8 mostly an education tor material oomfort. 
2. Eduoation ot todlll1 hae tailed to make a happy, peaoetul, and order11 "oJ-ld, 
3. Too .an1 forget that informal eduoation otten plays as important a part .. 
formal eduoation in the development ot the child. 
4. Eduoatlon can be a true eduoation" onl1it it is based on the true nature 
at man. 
S. No aSp4Jot of man's nature can be neglected in ed.ucation, it he is to r .... 
oelTe a true and complete education. True eduoation must inolude moru, 
mental, emotional, ph1sical, technical, social, and oul tural development. 
6. Koral eduoation in man takes preoedenoe over all other development of man. 
7. Education of the mind without disoipUne to train the will is no true ed.-
ucation at aU. 
8. General sex education is based on a false concept ot buman nat.ure an4 of tel 
causes .ore haN than good. It is properly the task of parents and spir-
i tual advisers. 
9. Co-eduoation is not the ideal method of eduoation, because it does not. 
consider the essential d1fferenoes of the stage ot development, tempera • 
• ent, abilities, desires, and needs of both .eX8S. 
10. The Churoh, the tui17, and the state baYe the right to eduoate. 
U. The Churoh hal a right, before all others, to educate in re,ard to super-
naturel purpose •• 
12. The Church should cooperate 111 eduoating with the tami11 and the atete. 
13. The Church teaohe. 1n 1IW11.""., part,icular17 through 8ermons, e'bud,. 
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clubt, a echt.ol system, saoramenta and graoe, ph,..8ioal eduoation programs, 
missions, and Catholic action. 
14. There 1. no conflict between revelation and reason or bet.een religion 
and sclence. 
15. The tamily's right to educate is prior to that of the state, because the 
principle of generation is also th~ principle of education and discipline. 
16. This right ot the tad.ly 18 lind ted by man' 8 last end, the natural and 
divine la,., by it. own ina.daq,uao1, and by the OODIfIlOn good ot 80ciety. 
17. The tudl,.. eduoates by ouple otten as web as by wordl. 
18. The taa1l, not only,has the right to educa,te but also the duty to do so. 
19. Tbe taa1ly should co.--operate with the Church, the state, and the school. 
20. The state has a right to educate inorder to promote the common good. 
21. Tbe right ot the state i8 limited by the tamily, the Churoh, the natural 
1 •• , and the divine la •• 
22. Tbe state and the Church must co-opel"ate in the matter ot education, sinoe 
both are eduoating the 8ame 81lbJect. 
2). The eternal welfare of man 1. s~rior to, but not exclu8ive ot, the 
temporal. .. eltare ot Mn. 
24. The good Catholic w111, of neces8ity, be a good c1t1.eo. 
25. It 1s 1Bpo88ible to be a good citizen without be1ng first a moral cit1!1eD. 
26. An,.. school extst. to supple.ent. the wort of the hom., not to becom.e a 
substitute tor 1t. 
27. An7 sChool neglecting the moral d .... eloplllent ot man is not giving a true 
education. 
-13. 
28. "Neutral" adbools, those that exclude God, neither denying nor professiDi 
Him, are bound to become irreligious and are forbidden to Catholics, ex;-
cept in rare inlltances. 
29. A school, to be Catholic, wst. be guided in all its phases by the Chris-
tian spirit. Such a sohool will belp, not burt, the .tate. 
,0. In nations of I11xed religious bel1!ts the family and the Cburch IIWIt be 
tree to set up 1.ts own ,chools. 
31. Teachers in Catholic schools should be .eU-prepared in the matter, sbould 
be of b1gb intellectual and SlOral cbaracter, should be tilled with the 
lewe ot God, and should desire the good of the family and the count17 • 
.32. Formal. education 1s 1nnuenced by uny out.lde factor., such as the econo-
mic and social oond1tions in the community, newspapers, books, radiO, tel .. 
neion, lIlOVies, standards of beauty, c1ubtJ, and the use ot leisure time, 
.33. The moral cbaracter or these influence. will greatly afreot the moral 
character ot the studenta sUbJ ect to tb.e1r influence, 
.34. 'the true Ohristian is the supernatural man who thinks, judges, and acts 
constantly and consistently in accordance with right reason illumined by 
the supernatural light of tbe example and teaching ot Christ. 
35. Saints and their work in the world are the examples of tho tinal product 
ot a Christian eduoation. 
,6. Christ. is our Teacher and our lodel. 
YI. The true Obristian does not, renounoe the activities of this life, be doe. 
not stunt hi. lULtural faculties. he d..,elops th .. and elevates thft to 
the supernatural. 
r __ ----------------------------------------------------------~ 
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REVIEW OF UNIT IVl2 
1. 1fhy 1. the encyclical on eduoation especially important. todayt (2-6) 
2, What 1s meant by the term education' True eciucation? Christian education' 
(7-8) 
,. What 1s t.he ditterence between formal and informal education' (Outline) 
4. The process ot education giTen to youth 1. the obligatlon ot what three 
prinolple societle.' . Whtl (U-13) 
5. To whom do the rights ot education, in regard to man'. supernatural end, 
priaaril1' belong? Whyf (14-17) 
6. Why do Oatholic SChools have lnterest in worldly SUbjects and studiea! 
(18-22) 
7. Why does the tully baTe prererenoe OTer the state in the education ot 
children? 
8. Explain the GPR2!ed conflict between the Churoh and the state, between 
faith and reason, and between religion and science. (SO-55) (56-5S) 
9, What 1s the nature of the person being educatedt (59-60) 
10. What is wrong with general publio .ex instructiont (66-69) 
11. What are the arguments acunst co-education? (70-71) 
12. What is the taa117' s part in educat.iont (73-78) 
13. What are -neutral" or ItlaT' schoolst Why are they wrong? Are Catho110s 
12 Nabers:1n parenthesle lndicate the par&g1"aphs in the en01clioal 
of Pope P1118 lIt 9.D. Oaril»H !luMUO! reprinted in Bus.le1n, §;qcaal !e:aJc 
s.pr\"'b Milwaukee, II. 87-121. in which the an.w.ra will generally be .found. 
r_ 
&llowed to 1ittend them' (til) 
14. ·Catholic education in Catholic schools fOl' all Catholic youth. 1I hpla1.n. 
(82, 86-89) 
15. What is the effeot of immoral books, movies, and radio programs on ado-
lesoent eduoation! (91-94) 
16. Describe the true Christian-The x:esul.t of the true Christian education. 
(96-99) 
17. I. the true Christian education attainable? Bow! Who are the model. ot 
perfection in Chri.tian eduoation. (99-100) 
r~----------------------------------~ 
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CHAPTER VII 
SYLLABUS: CHRIS1IAN MARRIAGE AND THl& OHRISTIAN FAMILl-UNIT ,1 
IN'fRODtJO'fIOlh IMPORTANCE AJm lW!D fOR EXAMINING THE PROBLEM 0' lARRIAGB 
1, lost people are oall.d to thtt r.a.arried state 
2. La.t tormal studT and preparation tor tamily 11fe tor most students 
.3. General m1sconceptions regarding marriage need to be cleared up 
4. 'u11y 11t. 1s threatened by disorders in the think1ng of ma.n,. 
5. Seoular1aatlon of' marri&ie is affeoting matO' Catholics also 
.1. Wanlage 
1. Definit1on ....... arr1ag. is the U1'l1on ot persons of '\he opposite sex, 
formed under a oontract, for the purpose ot founding a tam11y and 
tor IIlUtual belp and friendship. It 18 both a contraot and a oonti 
mling state.2 
2. ElM. ot marriage 
1 The numbers 1n "the parenthesis indicate 1iQ.e paragraphs 1n the en-
o1cl1cal of Pope Pius II, .2.a Ohn.a'lan IImi"e, reprinted in l ..... rend Hus .... 
lain, Sgc1al. ~e~Is1H!, 11, 122-173. The paragraph. 1n the edition ot the 
encyolioal in Reverend Treacy, .n:u QJ!M.'If IIlUC1iQI1.', 77-117, are not ftlJll.-
bered, but the teacber, if 1 t 1. used as a text, can transter the reterenoe, 
with vel"1 little difticult,.. Page reterences .eem too vague tor general use. 
2 BYa J. Ross, S2'9!l4 1001al &&vW. Milwaukee, 1951, 165. 
r -----------------------------------------------------------
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d. PolYQ117-one man and JIOl"e than one woman 
3. A divine !net! tutloll (5) .. 
a. EstabUshed by God and Gubjeot to his laws (5) ... 
b. Laws, therefore, not changeable by man (6-8) ... 
o. Only the decision to enter oontraot 15 lett to man-Terms ot 
the oontract aJ!*e essentiall,. set by God (6-10) ** 
4. Pw-poae of lllaniage (12) ** 
a. ProcJ!*e&tion and education of children (12-18) 
b. Mutual. aid, ooapanlonsh1p, and perfection of the pal"t1es 
il1Tolved (23) 
B. Family--! sooiety whicb originates in marriage and includes parents 
and their ob11dren and 80metimes other individual.' . 
C. liapo:rtanoe ot lIarriage and the tau,. 
1. fo society 
a. lecessary 8001et,.--8&810 un1t in 8ooiet1~an oannot continue 
to mst without it ** 
(1) Perpetuates the race 
(2) Promotes order 
(a) Eduoation 0' children 
(b) Protection of women and children 
b. Natural soc1ety.-Stema r:lireotly out ot the needs of the indi-
Yidual-Btate .tems out ot tne needs ot the families 
c. Economic society as well a8 a locial one--Labor and produotion 
often undertaken primarily tor the t8I'Aily unit 
111 
d. tmperrect society-Despite itll importance the tudl;y cannot to-
day caplete 1 ts purpose alone--tor eJl8mple. 1 t needs schools 
tor the more complete eduoation ot the ohildren needed toda1 
2. To the Church 
a. Perpetuates membership 
b. Seg1ns the development of the religious spirit in ohUdren 
c. Helpmate of the Cliuroh ;In saving souls 
,. To the individual member. ot the tamiq 
a. Perpetuates the person ot the parents 
b. Atfords belt mean. tor the proper ph)"sical care ot children 
c. Atfords be.t means tor the love and care essential to the 
proper develox-ent of Children 
d. Aftords best .. ans tor the full eoon01l1c ~at1on and aid 
needed by dependent individuals in the tully 
et Aftords best possible order tor the establ1shll1ent ot a -hOll." 
in the houle 
II. BLESSINGS 0' A TRULY CHlISTIAN MAItRIAGE (ll-44) ** 
A. Ottspr1ni (U ... l9) 
1. Priaaar,y purpose of marriag""""rocreation and education ot children 
(12.16-17) 
2. Child 1s a oitizen tor heaven as well .. s tor earth (13-14)4 
,. Children are "talent.- given by' God, to be returned to Him (15) 
4. Jo)" to parents, it aocepted as gitts tram God (15) 
5. Respect of obildren tor parents will stem trom the true love ot 
parents tor children 
4 Blshops ot berica, The QAUd. C&t'~en.9t. Two 'ir1!!., reprinted 
in aeverend Huber, Our B,lSho2S Spe., 19'2, 161-169. 
r _ 
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6. Vacua of a childless marriage must be tilled by other Hcrificing 
intereats and work 
B. Conjugal faith-Faithfulness -ot the married oouple to each other 
(19-.30) .... 
1. Mutual fidelity ot the spouses (19) 
2. Demands c-omplete physical; Jlu~ntal; and spiritual unity between 
one man and one woman (19-20) 
3. utords mutual help in the perCection of virtue in each other 
(23-0-25) 
4. True companionship in time of trial as well as in time of j07 
5. Nece8s1tat.s a true 'order ot loT.- in the tamily (26-29) 
a. Inoludes the pr1ma.oy ot the husband to wlte and chUdren (26,29) 
b. Include. the loYe and respect of husband tor wite and chlldren 
-The head will neYer do anything contrar.y to the good at the 
wholebod7 
c. Man, head of the home, and WOII8ll, the heart of the home (27) 
d. The two oannot function separate17; they JIlUst function together 
(27) 
e. thl1t7 sWlar to the unity of Christ and his Church 
t. Children eubject in all things to both parent......,parent@ ln 1'''' 
turn always solioitous for the best tor their ohildren' ** 
6. Summat7 ot the blessings of oonjugal fidelity (.30) 
a. tim. t,--.A.ll tor the good or each and all-·The7 shall be two 
in one-
b. Chasti t7-Puri ty ot llind and heart and bod)" 
c. Chari t,......-utual love of each other 
5 A discussion on the duties and obligations ot children in regard 
to their parents and other meMbers ot the tam1l.7 has proven interesting here. 
d. Honorable, noble obedience-Out ot re.pect and lOT. and not 
tear 
o. The sacrament (3l-44) ** 
1. An indissoluble union, because it i. a divine union ()2-36) ** 
a. "Jlhat God hath joined together, etc.' (32 ... .35) 
b. COJDpAred to union of Christ and his Churoh ()6) 
c. Benefit. ot indissolublllty ()7) 
(1) Mental security that comes from a lasting oontract 
(2) A stable defense for loyal chastity 
(3) aespeot of the dignity and honor and trust of both parties 
(4) St&biUty to sooiety through the stability of the basic uni~ 
in SOCiety I the tasdly 
2. An outward Sign of internal grace (38) 
a. Supernaturaliz8s utural love-PhY81oal. love and intellectual. 
loY. !lUlt be supernaturall •• d to warrant eternal. merit (38,41) 
b. Obtains SfeC1al graoes necessary tor the couple in their choson 
vocation 41-42) 
III. IIODEmf tBRIlTS TO TRUE OlDUS'tIAN lWUUAGE AND CHRISTIAN 'AMILY LIFI 
(4,..98) 
A. Open attacks on the eacred1'l.ss of marriage (46) 
1. Marriage expla1ned 81!aply a8 a social17 recognized means of' sa ti .... 
'';Yin;;: the peL •• ions wiih no responsibilities attached 
2. leans used in the attack (46) 6 
6 It should be pointed out here that 8D7 one of thea. in its.lf is 
bOt causing all the trouble, but col8b1n1na all the •• lntluence., th.,. pl..,. an 
1aportant part 1n aold1Zli attitudes toward m&l'rU,. and the fa.milJ whlch 111 
turn have a grest etfect OIl the 8UOO •• 8 or failure of a marriage. 
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a. .frtiole. in new.paper. and magalines 
b. Theater 
c. Romant.ic fiot1on-Inoluding so-called lewe "001110· books 
d. Amorous novels 
e. lov1.s 
(1) Storle. and plots 
(2) Coming-attraction advertisements 
(3) Personal and publio UTes of the aotorsand actressea 
(1) ·Soap.Boxe op.r .... Jobn t • Other Wlt.- eto. 
(2) Ooaed1C18 and double mean1ng Jokes-lokes degrading woman-
hood, IIOtherbood, acral tamily l1v1ng, eto. 
g_ telev1slon 
(1) Secularistlc drama. 
(2) 11ght-club entertainment 
h. Skndard.s of beauty 
(1) Bath1ng beauty conte.t 
(2) Cosmetic. 
(3) 'ashions 
(a) Otten neglect the purpo.. ot clothing 
(b) Dangers ot 1lmaoral suggeati .enes. 
1. psueto-soientif1c studl •• 
,_ Eftect ot attaok 1s wid.spread 
a. uteot. all ,roup ••• pec1all.7 the JOUIli (47) 
b. Exert. presaure. on attltude. without maD1 even recognlling it 
r _~ __ --------------------------------------------~----------------~ 
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B. Fallaoies predominant today against the institution of marriage 
(50-53) 
1. Denial of divine Insti tution (;o) 
a. Marriage solely' for producing 11fe and satisty'1ng the passions 
b. Invented by the mind of men, therefore, SUbject to whims at men 
c. This can lead only to open license and immoral! t,. ('1) 
. 
2. Companionate marriages (52) 
a. Pleasures without duti.s 
b. Coaplet. disregard tor dignity at man-Treats man simply a. an 
ani:u.l 
C. 'allacl~s predominant to~ in regard to the offspring in marriage 
(54 ... 71) . 
1. Birth control-Prevention of birth thrO\lih artificial methods ('4) 
a. W .... r al.lowed. 61n,8 sintul-aga1nst Datura! as well as diVine 
law (55) 
b. Never n.cespr,y.....Qod never opeots the tmpouslble-Christlan 
continence only possible means of lW ting size of family 1n 
emargener (60-61) 
c. Planed Parenthood Mov .. ent-A fancy name for sinful birth 
control ** 
2. Abortioa-llurder of the 1Dnocent child before its birth (6)..69) ** 
a. Murder of the innocent never allowed (6}-64) 
b. 'he extent, of it in the United States is overwhelmin&-EstimateC 
7 80JH teaohers uuq objeot to handling the •• matter. in the hiah 8ohooJ 
espocially where imere 11 co-education, because of the danger. involved. Bow-
&Yer, the student. wUl soe it 1n the eno701ioal asvway, and it would seem bea1 
to give th .. the proper explanations. It .,111 present no difficulty for 
teacher or .tudent. 1£ it i8 prftsented seriously and hone5Uy, not too d .... 
oript1vely ,.et not too ... ulvely_ This may be the student's last ohance to 
get the taots reaardlba the.e orta ••• 
r------------------------------------------
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~t 6,000,000 per year and increasing, with about 8,000 women 
dying each year as a result of the operationS 
c. The government sh.ould prevent this murder by strict la.ws and 
enforoement ot them (67) 
3. Sterillzat1on--Rendering the faculties of generation incapable ot 
conception (70-71) 
a. A u.n oan mutilate a part of his body only if' it is absolutely 
neeessar" for the pres~rvat10n ot health or existence of the 
whole body 
b. 'lhe gOV'ernaent did not create the body, theretore it has no 
right to mutilate it (70) 
D. Fallaoies predominant today in regard to conjugal faith (72-74) 
1. Adulterr--Enjoying the pleasures of the married state in regard to 
sex with another person than the husband or wife 
2. a. Against the divine law (7) 
b. 81ntul in thought and desire as well as in deed (73) 
c. Cu Dever be aanctioned lawfully by man under tm7 olrcumstal'lHa 
(74) 
2. 'alse emancipation ot woaan (7S) 9 
a. Denies the subjection of wile to husband 
b. AdYooates a threefold false treedom 
(1) Physlo1og1cal--Yreed from -burden" ot companion and mother 
(2) Sooial--Free from care of children end family lnorder to de-
Yote herself to busines. and publio &ftaira 
8 la.cqus Leclercq. IIIm""e ~nd ~ leA;l.x, trans. Thomas R. Han-
ley, New York, 1947, '¥l4. Anyone teaching a cour.e on marriage should be ac-
quainted with this book. "erytb1ng in this tmit is t.boroughl1 coyered in it. 
9 Ibid., 291-349J ee. uso, lilliu B. Faherty, 5.1., TJ}J.4 P!'yj.:nz 
.2! Modem '2!H!l, Westminster, Marr1and, 1950, and Bishop Fulton I. Sheen, 
M1iQt l&t hBil!l ~, Xnci1ana, 1947. 
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(3) Economio--$elf-dependent in administering hor own financial 
affairs otten to the negleot ot her children, husband, and 
1'0117 
c. 1M3 does not tree the woman, it destroys the mother and wife, 
and debases the woman (76) 
d. RightM human dignity ot WOllWl must be recognized and res-
pected (77) ** 
•• Righttul social and civ11 right. must be r.cogn1f~ without, 
however, destroying the order in the family (78) .... 
). InoOlJlpatibll1ty.-..l4.arriage a mat-tel" ot feelinih ot emotion, When 
that is ione the marriage should be terminated also, because the 
dispositions of the party are incompatible (79) 
a. Based on the notion of tfroaantio lev.a-this i8 mere physiCal. 
attraction bordering on lust or merely infatuation 
b. Depicted cleyerly in the movies that alW&78 end When the 
marriage begins . 
Ch Make. marriage an act ot f.eling, or emotion, when it should be 
an act ot the will--Love is a union ot will. 
d. Love at first sight-Imposslbl......one cannot love what one do •• 
not ltnow--lls.y mean .Physical. a.ttraction which could then lead or 
develop into a richer love, a spiritual and supernatural lOT. 
e. Two or three-day or even two or three-month courtships are 
invitations to unhappiness 
I. Fallacies predominant in regard to tbe sacrament of marriage (80-98) 
1. Marriage. is a purely secular and civil affair (80-83) 
a. This 18 contr&r1 to reason and revelation (a,) 
10 Pope Pius XII, 19Mn'l Di1Ae, ja §oc1tlt and EoUt~21J: w..t!. 
National CathoUe Weltare Council ed •• New York. 1945. This 1s an ideal pla.c& 
for an individual report or preferably a ,roup d1scuss10n on the place of wo-. 
man in the modern home and in modem sQciety. It will hold the interest of thfll 
class and will prove effective in ~ho.ing the relationship of woman to the 
home and to sociAty. 
-15) 
b. Sacred and religious charaoter of marriage always recognized 
among civilized men (83) 
2. Mixed marriages-Marriage between a Catholic and a non-Catholic ** 
a. Makes a proper union of husband and wife in mind and heart 
alaost an impos81 bl1i ty (87) 
b. lake. proper development of the chUdren difficult (86) 
3. Dlvorce ls the best way to, solYe marriage difticultles-Results 
trOIl'1 the ldea that marriage is a purely civil affair-No divorce 
posslble it' marriage i8 diYinely established 
a. Arguments ot the a4't'ocators of divorce (89-90) 
(1) Innocent pmy has right to be separated from the offending 
party 
(2) The good of the child demands a separation of parents to 
remove him fro. the evils of a disconted home 
(3) The good of society demands the breakup of unsuccessful 
ho.es to bring about peace 
(4) The marriage, not being successful. should not continue to 
exist. i.e., when the emotional feeling or phySical attrac-
tion toward each other Ceases the marriage ahould cease 
(,) Private contracts ean be broken on the agreement of both 
parties (90) 
b. Arguments against divorce (91) 
(1) Law of God demands indissolubility (91-92) 
(2) Separation allowed tor grlevous reasons. but never wi tb the 
rlght to remarry (94) 
(3) Divorce is often an inducement to unfaithfulness (96) 
(4) Divorce destroys security ot marrlace and hinders co-opera-
tion of husband and wite in seeking to solve their difter-
ence. (96) 
(5) Brines great hardship upon child.en of broken homes 
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t6) Onoe allowed ror grievous reason, there is no stopping the 
reasons allowed to be grievous--Even tOrfUOh things as not 
rrying the eggs properly in the morning 
(7) Oonseoutive polygamy 
(8) Related to bigamy 
(9) Degrade. the dignity of woman 
(10) Evil erreot on indi~idual conoerned-Difficulty of adjust-
ment after divorce--The escape desired is not often found 
(ll) Ef'il effect on children involved-Laok or guidance for 
growing child--Honoring ot rather and mother made difficult 
by separation-Bad example given to children 
(12) 1Tt1 .frect on society--ohild delinqueney.-Changes in the 
concept of marriage which is basic to our fom of govern-
.ent.-Weakening of the oountry which oan be only as strong 
a8 the units that compose it 
o. Extent of divoro ...... America. has the highest divorce rate in the 
world 
d. Causes or divorce 
(1) IJlpur! ty and lust 
(2) Philosophy of unrestraint-Life should always give plea8\1re 
without demanding any self ... restraint or self-denial 
~i (3) Hasty marriages and their unhappy erfects 
(4) Change in SOCiety'. attitude toward divorce--Dlvorce not a 
dislraoe any more, it seems to be a mark of di.tinction and 
a sure means of box-office attraotion 
(5) Change ot status of women--Complete equality ~leory--Icono­
mio and 800ial indeJ)ftndenoe of' woman today 
U Reverend Daniel Lord, 8.1., Divoroe !n ~ Hea4l!qee. New York, 
1947. Reading portions ot this to the class will show how truly sound the 
Church' 8 teaching on this matter actually i8. This pamphlet 1s partic-ularly 
appealing to the high school student, but caution must be taken to pOint out 
the serious efteats of the foolish reasons listed as reasons for divorce. 
1" 
(~) Personality oonfliots, unlike baokgrounds, etc., not dis-
cussed, understood and solved before marriage 
(7) Inability to resolve in-law difficulties 
(8) Financial difficulties 
(9) Lack at spiritual and moral basis to the marriage 
(10) Unsound marriages based on emotion, -romantic love,· 
rather than reason 
eU) Lax divorce laws-Situ.ation where state and Church co-opera. 
tion could do much good to promote the good of sooiety (95) 
(al Laws vary oonsiderably--Somestates grant divorces on 
any grounds--Indiana grants divorces for adultery 
only, it eather or the parties contest the divorce 
(b) General req,u1rements-Resldence in the otates (Slx 
weeks in In-ada, t:'!ttraot,ive to the divorce trade) 
--Grounds for divorce can otten be talse and made up 
wi thout even being Clusstionad too otten-Laws generally 
l.ax--Mo trouble at aU tor anyone with a little money 
to get a divorce (Tommy Manville-9) 
(c) Effects of luf\1vorce lawa-Promot. trial marriages 
and hasty, emotional, -romantic" u.rriages-Parties 
orten worry more about getting divorces than learning 
and trying to get along together-Delays the birth of 
children 
,. Other adverse influences of the modern world arfecting Christian 
marriage 
1. Urbanisation 
a.. Apartment and tenement houses dltficul t to raake into homes 
b. City-life tends to separate rather than dra. the family toge-
ther 
o. OVerol"01Fding makes the _all ta.m11y seem more desireable-It 
is not conduoive to family lite 
d. Overcrowding causes family to seek recreation outside of the 
hoae more otten, thus cawsing a greater split in family unity 
r . __ --------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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2. IndllstriaJ.ization 
a .. Tends to keep the father away from the hom. 
b. Enables wife and children to beoome often economically indepen-
dent 
c. Oauses an inflated standard of llving whioh if it cannet be 
maintained leeds to confliots and dieturbance ... -'eeplng up 
wi th the J oneslt 
3. Sooial and eoonomio instability does not encourage proper prepara-
tion for marriage through thrift 
a. Danger 01' unemplo,.ant 
b. Danger of inflation 
4. Dif'fioul;t.y 1n finding suitable living quarters-Tends to cause 
newly-weds to live with In-la •• , whiOb in turn generally leads in 
an urban community to persoanl difficulties 
5. An exaggerated individualism-An all tor me philosophy is oontra-
dictory to the institution of marriage ltselt, which is one of 
giying.-Oh11dren today are not selfish ventures on the part of 
parents, but they demand sacriflce, whioh of course 1s repaid many 
times in joy, but which sacrifioe many do not want to make today 
because of an. exaggerated love for personal pleasure, 
IV. REMEDIIS TO BE APPLIED (99-135) .. 
A. Return to divine plan for marriage (100) 
1 .. Subjecting self to will of God will enable man to subjeot his 
passions to hillsell (102-lO4) 
2. Prayer and sacramenta "ill enable man to control his passions 
(105-106) 
,. Following example of the Holy l'amilyl2 
B. Obedienoe to Churoh is needed (107) ** 
12 Reverend Francia L. Filaa, S.J., The 'Mill 12£ .F.iU~s, Lwaen 
Books ed., Chicago, 1951. 
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1. Indi.idual interpretation of marriage law leads to chaos 
2. Inspired, appointed teacher needed to determine and apply the law 
-This i. the duty ot the Church (108) 
). Reason of each often insufficient to arrive at full truth (109) 
C. Proper in.truction i8 needed 
1._ Through writing, preaching, and in any _ay in which the lllilld can 
be led to the truth (liO) 
2. Defeat the enemies of Christian marriage b¥ teaching the truth 
more vigorou.ly than they teaoh their fal.ehoo~ (lll) 
3. Instruction nst be .p1ritual as well as physical (ll,) 
D. Determination ot the will to obey the law ot God is essential (llS) 
1. On part of husband and wife (115) 
2. I. ea.ily pos.lble through use of sacramental. grace (1l6) 
E. 'ultillaent ot duties by lI&rl"ied couple (117) 
1. Prove that happiness 1s the fru.i t of' Christian living 
2. Se",e as an example for other. to follow 
,. Due preparation tor marriage (llS) H 
1. Remote preparatlon--Beg1n. in the cradle continuing until actual 
time of' marriage ** 
a. Moral-rersonal development of' virtue--fb. abUi ty to restrain 
oneself', temperance, to be seU-.acriticins. eharity, etc. 
b. Sooial-Related to moral-Development of personality-Ability 
to get along with othera-'.fo \alte one- 8 rightful place in so-
cie1;,.--To choose good friends 
e. Eoonollic--Learning the virtue ot thritt--Learning to be reason-
able and logical in one's desires and standards-Leaming to 
repair tbiDis around the bouse-Learn1ng to cook-Learning to 
sn-Learn1ng to run a hoo 
d. PbyBioal-Prese1"Yat1on of health. by respecting one'" bod)-. and 
througb proper health care and exeroiee 
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e. !his preparation tor marriage is very dependent on the quality 
ot the home life of the person ever since Childhood 
f. this preparation is very dependent on the overall dft'elopment 
ot the boy' or girl from the cradle to the acutal time of 
marriage 
2. IIlIIedia te preparatI0n-L00ldng tor a f,rtner and the courtship 
perIod illlled1atel,. preoed1nc marriage J 
a. Choosing a partner (121) 
(1) Consider first, religion, then oneself and onets partner, 
and also oivil sooiety 
(2) Pray tor guidanoe 
(3) Guided by reaeon, not passion 
(4) Ask advioe ot parente and spiritual adviser 
b. Moral preparation 
(1) Pre-Cana Cooterenoe 
(2) Purity in thought, word, and aotion at all tillea so aa to 
enter marriage with a olean slate and no regrets 
(3) Frequent reoeption of sacramenta to ask tor needed graces 
(4) Learn all thingll possible about the way of living a truly 
Christian marriage, and then determine to do so at all cos~ 
o. Sooial preparation 
(1) Do not look tor a partner too tar out of your sooial and 
economic status 
(2) Praotice kindness and oourteq in your sooial relatioD' at 
all times and under all oiroUB.tanoe. 
t~) Do not 10s8 fOur head-l.ep sooial atfairs sensible-The 
ovelf adv'enturOWiJ usuall.7 "Jet lost, never to find th .... 
sel.e. agaio--Datina and drinking do DOt mix 
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d. ~conoll1c prepara tiol1 
(1) Seek a Job in which you will be happy, and in which you 
will be doing a service, and in which you will be able to 
support a family 
(2) Start eaving iBUDediat.l,. soa.thing for the ~8tablishment of 
a hoae-Nothing will be ot gr.ater help to TOU in e.tab-
lishing ,ourself mat.rially iBuaed1atelT at,'jel' II&r1'ial8 wh.n 
the going is usually roughest H 
. 
(3) Saving presuppose. the practice of' thrj.f't,. the r.asonable 
and intelligent 11'V'1ng w1 thin one' a means--The car 1s not 
always a vital necessity-The home will give rou more sta-
bility and greater happiness 
(4) Girl. must learn to cook, sew, keep order in the house, and 
lUke a decent hoae--Th18 is much easier on the budget-The 
boy. wst learn to repair things around the house, tate 
eare ot a yard, home, etc., tor the same reason 
e. Physical preparation 
(1) Get sufficient in.t"oraation trom pa~ents, spiritual adviser, 
and. Catholic doctor on physical. aspeots of marriage 
(2) Protection of general health 
(:J) I .. tness and. proper care ot clothes, etc. 
t. Oourtship period-Period ot regular and .ttenti .... visits ot a 
young man ri. 1m a young woman tor the purpose of mutual under-
standing and w1th the ide .. ot marriage in vlew 
(1) Rot to be contused with "golng steadY" aa it is generally 
understood today 
<a> -Going steadyft generally means dating this boy or girl 
to the exolusion ot all others, and. going everywhere, 
and anywhere, with onlY' this one person Just to be 
sure one uually or alway. ,,111 have a date 
(b) -Goine ateadY" i. unfair to both parties by tying them 
down when they should be dfilVeloping 80cial traits by 
associating with difterent persons ot their own ace 
(0) '!'his is dangerous, because such proximitT can ott.a 
lead to undesired difticulties and eYen sine 
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(d) Dating with various boys and girls oooasionally i8the 
normal prooess of social development tor teen-agel's, 
agoing stead,- is not a normal process.ot social deve-
lopment 
(e) wGoing stead,. must be left for the courtship perlod 
where marriage is the purpose 
(2) Time to roach agreement on problems aff.cting the rest of 
one's a.rried 11f., such as ideas on children and their 
care, on lIlO1'1ey and ~e control of it, on the likes and die-
Ukes of each in regard to enterta.1nment, food, etc. 
en T irae to s" it she can cook-A woman who cannot cook cannot 
:nm a house--It she doe. not know bow to run a house, ;you 
will not have a home 
(4) '1I1e to s.e it he i8 a good prOYider-If he 18 interested il 
establishing a good hom. 
(" 'riaa ot spiritual as well as material preparatlon-Go to 
Churoh together, and go otten to the aaCl'uents 
(6) Chastlty during courtship ls more important than ever-It 
will ,1ve lOU an honest start together--Never confu •• 
elther intatuation or lust with lO't'e-Love aplies reverenol 
--A boy or girl who doe. not command your respect is not 
worthy ot you 
G. Retora ot social-economiC order (123-126) H 
1. Promote at all times a Uving family wage (123) 
2. Work toward the possible procurement by families ot property on 
which to build their own homes (126) 
:3. Promotion of ta..exemption in tavor at lar,e tamilles (126) 
4. Proaption or tudly-allowanoe system. (126) 
5. Help ot poor faa1l1es either through ch&ri ty or public assistance 
(126) 
H. Promotion at Christian tamily living through the civU authority 
(129-131) ** 
1. Oinl law8 lDUat respect moral law regarding marriage 
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2. 01v11 law wst be supplemented by relig10us author1t)r (1.30) 
3. True oo-operation of Cburch and state on this matter .. ill not 
... tr0l e1ther, but will allow both to ful.f'iU their dui!e. more 
properly and make life more huaan for the citi.ena 
CONCLUSION a RIOHRISTIAJlZATION OF SOCIM WILL DEPEND ON THE Rlt-CHRIBTI.Al1-
lZATIOB OF THE 'AMILY 
1. To r...ohrlst1&n1z4:t the tam1l,. is the duty of every Cbri.tian, espe-
olallJ tho.e called to the vo~ .. tlOD of marriage 
2. Work of the Christian Faail,. Apostolate .. 
). '.cording to the model of the Holy familyl4 
.4. Under the guidanoe of the Holy 'uily 
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PRINCIPLES, IDEAS. AND ATTITUDES TO BE STRESSED IN UBI! V 
1. lurie.ge 18 .. sacred !nati tut1on, founded by God and elevated to the dig-
n1 ty of a sacl"8llent by Christ. 
2. Happiness in marriage 18 possible, only if the spouse. and the chUdren 
think and act 1n co·nformi tT with the law of God. 
,. len today are forgetting the glory ,ot marriage and are making it a purely 
physical, an1lllaUet1o, pleasurable mean. ot satistying the passions. 
4. The law. ot marriage cannot be subject to any human decl'ees or to anT 
pact contrU7 to the essential oharacwristic8 ot marriage, since theae 
.ere set down by God. Tbe state can legislate on the purely civil erfects 
of marriage .• 
5. The .... U ot un enters into _arriage only in the choice ot making the oon-
vact and not in aetting up the essential terms of the contract. 
6. Marriage should arise out of a deliberate and tirm act ot the will, and 1101 
out ot any passion or emotional attection. 
7. Ian has a natural right to aarry or not to marry. 
S. The three blessin&s of I18.rri~ are the offspring, conjugal faith, and 
the saerUlent. 
9. The primary purpose ot marriage 1. the procreation and eduoation ot child-
10. Tbe .econda17 purpose of marriage 18 the mutual help, companionship, and 
perfection ot the husband and wlfe. 
11. The family 18 essential to all umbers and all groups in sooiety, 1 t i8 
the basis ot 8odi.ty i teelt • 
12. The chUd i8 .. citizen of two world •• 
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1:3. The ch11d fs .. "talenttt given by God to parents, not tor their own 
advantage, but to be returned to God. 
14. The duty of educating the child belongs primarily to those who gave it 
existence. 
lS. Complete unity in ma.rriage is possible only in a monogUlous marriage. 
16. The unltlin marrlage ls physical. mental, and supernatural. 
17. Husband and wite must help each other in forming and perfeoting themselves 
in the interior 11fe. By truly loying eaoh other, huaband and wite will 
bring each other to God. 
lS. The 'order ot lovett in marriage includes the primacy of the hwsband. with 
regard to the Wite and children and the de.p lOYe and respect of the hus-
band tor the wife and the children. 
19. Tbe ausband, the head, and the wlte, the heart, Jlust be completely united, 
it the body of the family 1s to tunction properly. This unity must be 
8imUar to the un1 t7 of Christ and Hls Church .. 
20. The hoae should be a very toretaat.e of heaven. 
21. The co-operation of the married parties 1s essential to the success of any 
marriage. 
22. larrage is indissolublfh the indis801ubili t,. of the marriage bond 18 the 
strongest foroe in the preservation ot the dipi ty ot marriage and the 
family. 
23. Marr18ie 1s a sacrament, a source. of grace to help acooap11eh the duttie. 
and .respons.lbl1lt1es of married lite. 
24. Sex 1s holn it 1s man that d ... orate. 1ta boliness. 
25. !be saorament.aJ. grace of marriage supernuturillzes the na:t:.uro.l love of 
husband and wit •• 
26. The modern world is attacking the sacrednesl of marriage through writings, 
Movie., books, radio, television, etc., often 1I1thout our reaUzing it. 
27 .. Marriage ls falsely claimed to be an invention of lien and not the creation 
of God. Marriage, subject to the "hillS of hilI becomes 8. license to sin. 
28. OOlltpan1onate, i.e •• taporary marriages, are the result of the secular 
14.& of marriage. 
29. B1rth~ oontrol, abortion, and sterilisation are all cr1mes against the law 
of God. 
32. Tn. respect and honor of the moral, SOCial, and ciYil rights of woman 
are to be fostered, but only in so far as they do not destroy the un1 ty of 
the home. 
33. the hoae i8 the office of the woman, her obildren, her greatest lnvestaent 
34. A maniac- of eaotloD is buUt on sand, a lIarriage ot wills is built on 
rock.. 
35. Lewe at first eicbt can be no aore than 8. physioal, sent1Jlental, attrao-
36. -Bountic loYelt will cease as the ph,.lcal attraction cease., unless U, i8 
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elevated to~the higher realm of spiritual and tupernatural love, 
37. lixed Dl&l"rlages are a. danger to the faith. happiness and salTation of all 
concerned with the aarriage--husband, wite, and especially the children • 
.38. Divorce 1s the separation ot husband and wite with the right to remarry. 
This 1s ,.wal' contrary to the law of God. 
39. Amerioa has the highest divorce ra~e in the world. 
40. Separations (no right to remarry) are allowed in very rare circumstance. 
by' the Church. 
41. Divoroe eolT.s nothing, it merely multiplies difficultie •• 
42. Divorce is a menace to society. It destroys the basic bond ot union in 8 
ciety. 
4.3. Lax divoroe laws are an 1IIportant cause of many divorces. 
44. City 11fe doe. not malte famUy 11te easier. 
45. Retorm ot marriage and family life 1s possible only through a return to 
the divine plan ot God. 
46. Subjecting one,el! to God 18 the first step in subjecting onet • passions 
to oneself. 
47. Proper instruction and preparation before marriage i. a good guarantee ot 
happiness after marriage. 
48. leform bim before you lDrl7 him, it _1' be too late after )'Ou marry him. 
If be drank before be married, he will probably drink after he is married. 
49. The will to carn" out what is right i. as llIportant as the knowledge ot 
what 1s right, 
50. Preparation tor marriage must begin in the cradle, and oontinue through 
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childhood, adolescence, and young manhood and womanhOod. 
51. In ohoos1ng a partner one .houl.d first think of God and of the true re-
ligion of Christ, then of one.elf and the partner, of the ohildren to co~ 
and al80 of human and Q1v11 society. 
52. No one should choose his partner without the advioe of his parents. Thq 
know lIore about marriage than you :think. Rem.ember the:r ohosEt .. ch other. 
5.3. One chooses a partner for perhaps fifty years, but it is a choioe that 
etfects eternity. 
54. Love ilIpl!es reverenoe. A g1rl or boy who does not oommand your respeot 
is not worthy of you. 
55. Remember that the girl you are dating will probably sOlIleday be someone' 8 
wlfe and someone- 8 lIlOthel'. Respeot her. 
56. "Going steady" 1s unreasonable and dangerous for teen-agera. 
57. Oourtship i8 the time tor discussion, settling of ditferences, and for 
reform, later -1 be too late. 
5S. Iconoaic preparation tor _arriage i8 eS8ential to a secure home. Material 
thill4s are not all important, but they are neoessary. 
59. The physioal characteristios of the house in whioh TOU live will be a 
big factor in the kind ot bome you oan make. 
60. A fully living wage should be the goal of all who seek to reform the 
social order, 
61. Thrift 1& an essential element in the happiness of any home. 
62. A sound social o'der is needed tor a sound social family unit, and vioe-
vern. 
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63. Speo1al oonJideratlon should be g1ven to tamllles by the government. 
64. The govel'l'lllent nit do aU 1n 1 ts power to proteot the un1 ty and lndiseo-
lubll1 t,y of marriage. 
6~;' The Holy '811117 BlUlt be our model and our guide. 
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1. What two things are neoessary to bring about a re-Christlanisation of 
lIarriaie' (2) 
2. Nue and explain the various ldnds of marriage. (Outline) 
3. What is raeant by the statement. ".arriage is a divine institution'" (,) 
4. Whyie marriage and the family so .iaport.t.nt .t.o society, to the Church, and 
to the individual persona' (OutUne) 
,. In what way does the will ot God enter into every marriage contraot' The 
will of mant (6-lO) 
6. Wbat, aocording ~ St. Auaustine, are the three blessings of a true mar-
rlage? (U) 
7. Why is the birth of a man suoh a glorious and blessed thingt (1') 
8" 1xpl.a11h the child 1s a 01 tizen of two world... (13-14) 
9. Can holiness be transmitted qy parents through birth' It not, how can it 
be done' (14-16) 
10. Are there any other purposes of marriage than the procreation and .ducat-i.o1 
of children' (19-24) 
11. What, according to St. A:Diustine, ls the "order of love" in the Christiu 
fud1yt (26) 
12. What lathe CathoUo ideal of the "head and the heart. within each fudly! 
(2'1) 
15 The numbers in the parenthellis indioate the paragraph. 111 whioh 
the answers .ill be found in the enoyoUoal ot Pope Pius Xl, .2!!. C!lr~ltia 
.amy!, reprin\ed in Hew.rend Husalaln, S091a; W.11aprlM'h II, 1949,122-173. 
13. What e18lle!lta compose the blessings of conjugal fa.ith? (30) 
14. lbat 18 meant by the indissolubility of marriage' (32-34) 
15. What are the benefits den ... ed from the indissolubUity of arriage? (37) 
16. In what ways 18 marriage being desecrated and defiled today? (46) 
17. What 18 meant by the false notion of the "Emancipation of Woman'" What 
are ttl ettects on the family and,society? (75-77) 
18. 1hat is .eant by lncollpatlb1l1ty1 (79) 
19. Explain fully the sacredness of m.arriage. (83) 
20. Why are Cathollcs discouraged from ent.ering m.ued marriages' (85-88) 
21. What are four of the arsumenta brought forth by the advocators of' divorce? 
(89-90) 
22. Wbat are the argument. against divoroe (91-93, outline) 
23. What i8 the difference between a di'Yorce and a separation? (Outline) 
24. 1xpl.a1n. It di'Yorce is allowed tor one reason, it will soon be allowed 
tor al.most any reason. (94) 
25. Iby is d1'9'oroe a menaoe to society? (96-98) 
26. List and explain some ot the causes of divorce. (Outline) 
27. Show how lax diyoroe laws encourage di'Yorces. (Outline) 
28. What is the only real, positive method of checking the sin ot lust and of 
proDloting the virtue of purittr (102-104) 
29. Why is obedience to the Churoh necessary in regard to marriage in its 
rights and its duties' (107-lO9) 
30. Wby il proper instruction on raarriage 80 vi tally necessarf today? (110) 
31. What things other than instruction on marriage, are necessary in order to 
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return marrtage to God and establlsh happy h01lles? (Outline) 
32. When does preparation tor JIl8l'T1age begint (OutUne) 
33. Ihy is preparation tor marriage so important? (US) 
34. What advice and what 8lJ&iestlons does thfil Pope otter to youth in regard to 
choosing a marriage partner? (121) 
3~,. What part does thrift play in the preparation for marriage? (Outllne) 
36. What is the relationship bet .... en courtship and -going stee.dy"7 (Outline) 
,7 .. What is the obUgat1on of society and particularly the state in regard to 
the family? (126) 
)8. How has urbaniaation and in4ustrlallaat1on adversely aftected Christian 
tami1y 11t.t (Outline) 
39. What should be the relationship between the Ohurch and the state in regard 
to orrlage lawst (129-1'1) 
40. When and by' whOil was the encyclioal written' G1.e the ottioial Ingllsh 
title. (OutUne) 
... 
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CHAPTER VIU 
CONCLUSZOJi. 'fBI PLACE, THE fJACHER, THE INCENtIVE 
Two probl ... of sOll1e slgniticanoe remain to 'be discus,ed brien,.. 
gettlng the oourse into the ourriculua. and getting properl,. qualified teacher, 
to present the cour... Jothina is more annoying than trying to pur .even dif-
terent class., into six ola •• periods. That often is the problem presented to 
curr1oul:wa makers wi til the advance ot any new movement. Whenever a n.. course 
is inserted, something in the established program au.t be remo'f'ed or lla1ted. 
This may possi'bl,. haye to result here. Whether a oourse in Christian princi-
ples replace. any of the other social .tudie. ottered or not, it I'A1Ut be 
brCNght into the C\irr1culum, lt the de8ires ot the Pope. and tbe Bishops are 
to be better fulfllled. 
Bach school adll1n1straUon will hay. to decide tor it.eU which pe-
lioy will be most su1 table to 1 ts own progru. In the author.. own cirC'llll-
stanoes, the state requires one .emester ot American government in the .enior 
,.ear. The other 8emester 1. lett open tor an elective ohoice on the part of 
the student ln one ot the other soclal studies. This course wa. placed in 
this elective group1ng, and as Dlall1' students as possible were encouraged, but 
not compelled to take the GOurse. At tbe present time over seventy-five per-
oent ot the senior class takes the OOUl"se. The sWdents who are taking the 
scientitio oourse are enoouraaed to take the COUl"se as an overall study ot the 
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I10re important sooial and economic problem. ot the day, since they generally 
get an opportunity to take only one elective course in the .ocial studies in 
addi tion to the required histoI7 and berican government course.. Tbe stu-
dent. in the general, classical, and secretarial courses usually haTe a cboice 
ot two, and sometime. three, social studies, so ther i. little difficulty tit-
ting it into their prograru. Tbe cour~e is given the titl., "Ourrent Problem.' 
but it could ~ given any mJIlber of suitable titl.s. Tbis one seemed appro-
pria", and certainly indicative ot the matter covered. 
The lIethods ot titUng the course into curricula will be _de pos-
sible,. if the rill to do i\ i. strong enough. lotbing must remain undone, it 
we are to accompUIIIh the nsbe. at our Ho11 Fathers. SOIle enthuaiasta av..,. 
advocate a compulsory tull y-.r tor all seniors in a cours. in Cbristian $Ocial 
principles, even it substitution tor other social studies i. neces.ar,y. 
Another serious problem i, tbe one ot getting qualified wachera. 
Tbe teaching ot sucb a course i8 more than another class in eocial studie •• 
EYer,. teacher of such a course must bave two essential purpos.. in mind. to 
inltill into the studentl a "sense ot mission" to go out and change, remake 
the world according to ObrisUaJ1 principles and to giye them the know-how of 
acoompliathing this. 'f'he.e two purposes demand two essential oh$.racteristios 
in the teaoher. a 'eal tor Cbri8t. which wUl influenoe him or her to work 
extra hard in doing his or her share in returning the world to Christ, and a 
thorough baoqround in the teachings or the Popes and the applioa tion of them 
to the proble.s ot our .orld experienoed in c1aily lite. 
The .eel tor Christ is e.sential and primary. but it i. insuffioient 
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for the teacher "'of' suoh a oourse. Knowledge, ever growing knowledge, and an 
ever increasing des1re to know more ot the teachings of the Church, muet be a 
oharacuristic ot this teacher. One cannot apply what one does not bave. Thil 
knowledge involves extensive reading in, and extensive acquaintance with, the 
encyclicals and. the authori tat1v8 interpreters of the encyclicals in regard to 
specitic proble... It means daily e.dv.ncement in the thinking and living of 
Christian social prinoiples. The teaoher must keep informed in regard to cur-
rent events and current discussions of social problems, and t.he teaoher rau.t 
be prepared to interpret all n .. s in the light of Christian social prinCiples. 
This certainly is a large order tor any one person, but an order that can be 
tilled through interest, effort, and application of Catholio social studies 
teaohers. This- emphasis is here inoluded to show the vital role of tile t ...... 
cher in presenting a course such as thie, and in refutation at the still all 
too predCllinant attitude that anyone can teaoh the sooial studies as lona as 
he or she has a text or a syllabus. This tallaoy has been previously discuss. 
and. it .oulA appear obviously foolish to anyone who has really attempted \0 
teach the social studies honestly. A teaoher who is not enthusiastic for this 
work will fail. Knowledge of the technical phase of the sCienoe and of tne 
morel phase ot the sooial principle. involved and an enthusiasm for re-Chri ... 
t1an1z1ng the world must be combined to help c.ercome the many difficulties 
that will arise in suCh a oourse • 
.l cButioD and an encour&(gement IIlUst be ottered to teachers ot Ohri ..... 
tian sooial prinoiples. Teaoh1nc high school 1s otten t:rustratina in regard 
to 1_ediate evidence ot results desired. This is doubly true of a social 
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studies olass, and 1n partioular of one sWlar to this. The high sohool stu-
dent is ooming into the 800ial, economio, and political world personally ror 
the first time. He i. ott.en unaoquainted with its problems. He is often un-
tnterested in the solutions to these problems. This is a natural reaotion. 
But, it i8 also a natural r.aotion for the.e same students tive years later, 
or sooner, to 'begin their chant, "hy did they not tell us about th1s, and wh1 
did they not teU U8 lIthat to do about it?- Teachers 1I11st prepare them despite 
appe.rent student disinterest, Teaohers must discover new ways ot showing how 
the.e prinCiples appl)" to the .t.udent's personal lite, and then show how til.,. 
s1Jd.larly apply to the probl. .. s uDder discussion. Then, and then only, will 
teachers 'be serring thea in accordance with their duty to thea, 
Again, 1 t will be found that girls will find IIOre interest in some 
subjects, and boys in other.. The problem of labor will prove more intere.tins 
to boys, usuall1, while education and marriage will appeal to glrls a littl. 
more than to the bo;ya. 'tbis does not glve us the r1ght to neglect tea~ all 
of the.. to all of th... Oertainly our _phasis should be direoted by the 
ne.ds ot our .tudent., and in 80 tar a. they need all the •• , end to the degree 
that. they need to know of all these probl ... , the teacber' a task is topve 
thea all. of these. It II11st be re_bered that etudents are being prepared not 
only tor present needs but also tor future needs. C.~tainly little incentive 
will be nec_ssalT to st1mulate 1nwreet in the study of the problems ot or-
r1",e tor e1 thor boys or g1rls in the senlor class. But. what they need, to-
day and in the future, 1s IIOre than 1nfol'llldion about marriage, 1aportant a. 
that ie. Tbeir lives will be arrected by the 80c1ety ln wbich they 11ve as 
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well as the ho •• they establish. The problems are inter-dependent, and, 
theretore, the students must be prepared to meet all of them, even though they 
enjoy the study of one more than the study ot the other. What they need lQU8't, 
be kept in mind as well as what they want. A good doctor does not presoribe 
the kind ot medicine a patient wants or 11kes, but the kind that he needs. 
He gives the patient what he wants onlr in 80 tar as it i8 what he needs, and 
in giving him what he needs the doctor will try to make it more pleasant so 
as to make him enjoy it. 
In all theil, teaohers need not be discQuraged. they must give the 
students what they need, wbat is good for them, and attempt in the process to 
create an interest in the student. tor these things that are going to be so 
vi tally influential in deteraining their Uves. '.reachers must inspire student 
to be influential, intelligent, and worthy ci tillena in the framQork of the 
Aaerioan dellOora01. ahOY them the Christian soluti021 to problems threatening 
the existence of our country and its freedom, and finall,- to show thea how to 
solve the problems threatening the way of life neoessary to them in tbe accOJloto 
pllsbment ot their ultimate goal, eternal happiness with God. 
It is hoped that this attempt at ahowing the necessity .nd possibili-
ty ot directly teaching the social prinCiples of the encyclicals in high schoo. 
will do it. share, small as it udght be, in accomplishing the purpose ot all 
Christians of all times, and of our age in particular, that or returning the 
world to Christ, through Him, and with Rim, and in Hi •• 
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